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Abstract

Seismic surveying and site response analysis of several sites in the city of Ottawa
were studied. The motivation for this research arose due to two main reasons: First,

Ottawa is rated third in terms of highest seismic risk in Canada. Second, some sparse
earthquake recordings in the region along with the surficial geology of the city accentuate
the hazard. The surficial geology of the city consists of high velocity contrast soil-
bedrock formations that can trap seismic waves and lead to large seismic amplification.

A fast seismic surveying method, the multi-channel analysis of surface waves, was
implemented to discern the high shear wave velocity contrast in Ottawa area and the
capability of random search inversion was verified for most of the examined profiles. The
reflection/transmission coefficients method for site response analysis, which can simulate
the internal wave reverberations, was modified using a shaking-intensity damping
scheme.

Site response analysis using the finite element method confirmed the observed
large amplification ratios from the weak motion recordings, but on the other hand,
indicated limited peak amplification ratio for the shaking intensities used in
geotechnical/structural engineering practice. It was also noted that the variation in the
peak amplification for a given shaking intensity is not significant when soil-bedrock
velocity contrast ratio exceeds about twelve. Strong correlation between low and high
frequency amplification ratios with the average shear wave velocity in top thirty meters
was obtained in the examined sites. These amplification ratios are comparable with the
values specified in the 2005 edition of the National Building Code of Canada (NBCC) for
the Ottawa region.

The peak amplification values obtained from two-dimensional site response
analysis of a deep valley in the study area were in good agreement with those obtained
for a nearby one-dimensional site. At higher frequencies, minor discrepancies between
two-dimensional and one-dimensional cases occurred.
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1. Introduction

1.1. General: Problem Statement

Seismic hazard represents the potential for the occurrence of an earthquake and

the associated ground hazards in a given location. However, the risk to population and

property depends on the exposure, and hence seismic risk is determined based on a

combination of the hazard and exposure. In terms of highest seismic risk, Ottawa is rated

third in Canada since this populated city is located in the Western Quebec seismic zone

that extends from Montreal, Quebec to Ottawa, Ontario (Adams and Halchuck, 2003).

This seismic risk can be further elevated with potential soil amplification due to surficial

geology. Surficial geology of the city consists of very loose and low shear wave velocity

(< 180 m/sec) post-glacial deposits (Holocene age sediments) underlain by very high

shear wave velocity (> 2300 m/sec) bedrocks.

The current version of the National Building Code of Canada (NBCC, 2005)

uses seismic soil amplification as one component of the specifications for earthquake

design loads in engineering practices. The NBCC specifies amplification factors for soil

sites that are classified according to the measured shear wave velocity of a site from

surface to a depth of 30 m and/or based on other geotechnical parameters. Site

amplification is an important concern in geotechnical practices in the Ottawa area as the

majority of the eastern and southern parts of Ottawa is located on loose post-glacial

sediments with very low shear wave velocities overlying a very firm bedrock with high

1
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shear wave velocities (Adams, 2007; Hunter et al., 2007; Motazedian et al., 2006;

Motazedian et al., 2007; Motazedian and Hunter, 2008; and Pugin et al., 2007).

The active Western Quebec seismic zone extends from Montreal, Quebec with a

population of 3.3 million to Ottawa, Ontario with a population of about one million

people. Significant earthquake hazards exist in this zone and in Eastern Canada. It was

in this zone that the 1935 Temiskaming earthquake (magnitude M6.2), and the 1944

Cornwall-Massena earthquakes (magnitude M5.8) occurred. In addition, ample evidence

of large scale paleo-earthquake-triggered ground deformation exists in this region

(Aylsworth et al., 2000). Most events in this zone concentrate along the Ottawa River and

in the West Quebec seismic zone striking northwest from Montreal. The recent

magnitude M5.0 earthquake in the Outaouais region on June 23, 2010 was located at

about 50 km away from the city of Ottawa, and highlights the hazard potential that needs

to be taken into consideration in this city.

Furthermore, past earthquakes have demonstrated the dramatic effects of soil

response that can cause damage to property and public safety. The phenomenon of

seismic soil amplification by soft sediments has been observed in several locations in the

Ottawa area (Adams, 2007; Hunter et al., 2007; and Motazedian et al., 2008). Sparse

earthquake recordings in the Ottawa area show that the soil amplification is large relative

to typical amplification factors being used in geotechnical practice. This unusual high soil

amplification for the weak motion is a serious concern in microzonation studies for the

Ottawa area. The nonlinearity of soil behavior decreases the level of seismic soil

amplification for strong ground motion. Due to lack of strong ground motion data, a

theoretical approach often becomes necessary.
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The research reported herein is part of the microzonation study of the Ottawa

area initiated by Carleton University in 2005. Geological Survey of Canada (GSC)

recognized the importance of this project and joined in the efforts in 2006, which resulted

in a strong collaboration in order to conduct field work using various geophysical

techniques to obtain shear wave velocity measurements (V5) in the near-surface within

the City of Ottawa.

The results of this research over the last few years highlight unusual seismic soil

amplifications for weak motions possibly due to the very high contrast between the shear

wave velocity of the post-glacial sediments and the shear wave velocity of the bedrock in

the Ottawa area. The presence of the loosely consolidated sediments, often called Leda

Clay in the literature, leads to a very high shear wave velocity contrast between the

bedrock and overlying soil (Pugin et al., 2007; Motazedian and Hunter, 2007); and

Hunter et al., 2006). This contrast can be described by the acoustic impedance factor, Z:

Z = pv (1-1)

where, ? and ? indicate the density and shear wave velocity, respectively.

The ratio of the acoustic impedance of the bedrock to that of the overlying soil,

termed impedance contrast ratio, determines the nature of the reflection/refraction of

seismic waves at the interface. The typical values of density and shear wave velocity of

Leda clay in Ottawa area are around 1700 kg/m3 and 150 m/sec, respectively. The

average bedrock density and shear wave velocity are about 2500 kg/m3 and 2700 m/sec
respectively. Thus, the acoustic impedance contrast ratio at the soil and the bedrock

boundary is more than 20. Motazedian et al. (2007) showed that this acoustic impedance

value gives the reflection coefficient and reflected energy coefficient of 0.9 and 0.8,
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respectively. Furthermore, they concluded that the critical angle for the incident waves is

just a few degrees implying that the incident waves with the angles more than few

degrees are totally trapped.

Weak motion observations from sparse earthquake recorded in Ottawa show

large seismic amplification values compared to the amplification factors given by the

National Building Code of Canada (NBCC, 2005). As an example, for M= 4.2, Dec. 7,

2006, Cochrane earthquake very large amplification values (-143) were reported at the

fundamental frequency of the ORHO seismic station (Motazedian et al., 2007). In

addition, Pugin et al. (2007) obtained high amplification values up to 75 for the same site

using H/V spectral ratio method (Nakamura technique). These studies suggest that a

comprehensive study on site response and seismic amplification factors is needed

throughout the city.

1.2. Scope of the thesis

The high impedance contrast ratio implies that comprehensive seismic

surveying and site response analysis for the city of Ottawa is critical to understand the

main issues associated with seismic design in the city. The research program presented in

this thesis is concentrated on two main categories to address the aforementioned issues:

Firstly, it is essential to establish velocity-depth functions for Leda clay and

distinguish the high impedance contrast boundary between the soil and bedrock in the

city using different seismic surveying methods. As one of the geophysical methods,

multi-channel analysis of surface waves (MASW) method is applied to detect the bedrock

and to determine the impedance contrast ratio. It should be mentioned that Carleton

University and Geological survey of Canada (GSC) have been surveying the Ottawa area
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using other geophysical/geotechnical methods, which are not discussed in this thesis,

but their results are used for comparison and as input parameters in the seismic soil

modeling.

MASW method benefits from fast data acquisition and powerful analytical

processes. In addition, this method enables engineers and geophysicists to perform a

seismic survey on pavements in busy urban area where other methods such as seismic

reflection/refraction may not be practical. The MASW application in this research is a

part of "seismic microzonation studies and measurements for city of Ottawa" program

conducted by Carleton University in collaboration with Geological Survey of Canada

(GSC).

Secondly, extensive site response analyses are performed to understand

the issues associated with soil amplification in the city. These analyses include i) method

of generalized reflection/transmission (R/T) coefficients, ii) one-dimensional finite

element method (FEM) and iii) two-dimensional finite difference method (FDM). The

research reported in this thesis has investigated the wave trapping issue, shaking

intensity-dependant damping formulation, weak motion amplification, amplification

models based on shaking intensity and impedance contrast ratio, low and high frequency

seismic amplification equations and two-dimensional amplification of a deep valley.

This research provides a better and more reliable formulation/understanding of

the seismic amplification phenomenon in different parts of the city. Moreover, the

differences between NBCC recommendations and weak motion observations are

explained by appropriate analyses.
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1.3. Organization of the thesis

To address the high impedance contrast issue and to obtain the shear wave

velocity-depth functions chapter 2 is devoted to the seismic surveying. These velocity-

depth profiles are one of the essential inputs to seismic response analysis. In that chapter,

the investigated surveying method, which is the multi-channel of surface waves

(MASW), is calibrated against reflection/refraction and borehole results and its capability

to differentiate the high shear wave velocity is studied.

In chapter 3, reflection/transmission (which is called R/T) method is used to

investigate on reflection and transmission characteristics of seismic waves in soil layers.

This method provides a scheme for analyzing the probable internal reflections of seismic

waves because of the high impedance contrast ratio in the Ottawa area. The studied R/T

method is calibrated against the widely used equivalent linear method (ELM) by

implementing an intensity-dependent damping formulation and adjusting the shear

modulus. Chapter 4 presents extensive one-dimensional finite element analyses for

several sites across the city. In that chapter, weak motion amplification simulation,

analyses of seismic amplification ratios based on combined effect of shaking intensity

and impedance contrast ratio, and finally development of high and low seismic

amplification equations/correlations are presented. In chapter 5, using explicit finite

difference method, a deep valley located in the eastern part of the city is subjected to an

artificial input motions and the seismic soil amplification curves are obtained and

compared with those obtained from an adjacent one-dimensional site.
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2. Seismic Surveying using the Multi-Channel Analysis

of Surface Waves (MASW)

2.1. Surface Waves and MASW

In this chapter, multi-channel analysis of surface waves (MASW) technique,

among different seismic surveying methods, was used to distinguish the high shear wave

velocity contrast between the bedrock and the overlying soft soil. This method was also

applied to detect the depth of the bedrock, and to delineate the velocity-depth profiles of

the examined sites.

Surface waves are dispersive because different wavelengths have different

penetration depths, and consequently the seismic wave propagates with different

velocities at different depths. This characteristic of the surface waves is commonly used

to obtain the dispersion curve that is the relationship between phase velocity and

frequency. The obtained dispersion curve is then analyzed and inverted to estimate the

variation of the shear wave velocity with depth (Nazarian et al., 1983; Stokoe et al., 1994;

and Park et al., 1998). Rayleigh wave can be generated easily in comparison with the

other types of seismic waves. In near-surface seismic surveying using vertical sources,

the energy of Rayleigh waves is about two thirds of the total seismic energy (Richart et

al., 1970) and is very prominent on the multi-channel records.

Hence, high signal to noise ratio can be attained and guaranteed by using

Rayleigh waves. If multi-channel system is used, body waves and higher-modes of the

8
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Rayleigh wave can be distinguished by their different resolutions on multi-channel

record, and their different patterns on the associated dispersion curve (see section 6 for

the definition of the dispersion curves).

Multi-channel analysis of surface waves (MASW) is a quick method to evaluate

the shear wave velocity profile compared to the other surface wave methods, such as the

spectral analysis of surface waves (SASW) (Nazarian et al., 1983; and Nazarian, 1984)

since there is no need to change the configuration of source and receivers to reach

different depths. Three steps are taken in an MASW method: a) data acquisition or

collecting the required shot gathers, b) construction of the dispersion curve for the

fundamental mode of the Rayleigh wave using an appropriate technique (e.g. the

wavefield transformation technique was used in this research), c) and non-linear

inversion or random-search inversion to obtain the shear wave velocity-depth function.

2.2. MASW versus SASW

SASW method uses only two receivers to record ground roll that is usually

generated by impact sources (like sledge hammer), and therefore, the test should be

repeated with multiple field setups (different source and receiver spacings) to cover

different depths of investigation. SASW test is also performed in two directions to cover

effect of any internal phase shifts due to receivers and instrumentation (Nazarian et al.,

1983). The necessity of the repeated tests furthermore exists for the purpose of reducing

the influence of random noise. Following the field procedure, the collected data are

analyzed to establish the dispersion curve using a spectrum analyzer (Stokoe et al., 1994).

This method is time consuming due to the requirement of repeated tests with different

field configurations and it usually takes several hours to complete the entire process.
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Moreover, since only two receivers are used, all the possible adverse effects that may

cause errors in the results cannot be detected and handled properly. These effects are the

inclusion of body waves, higher-modes and non-planar surface waves. Because of these

issues, quality control of the acquisition and processing is difficult and the accuracy of

the SASW results may be diminished.

On the contrary, in MASW method, multiple number (usually twelve or more)

of receivers (geophones) with multi-channel seismograph are used. Field configuration of

MASW is very similar to that for body-wave surveying and some extra criteria are

required to have acceptable data-acquisition (see next section).

2.3. Field procedure of MASW

Field procedure of MASW can be performed in different manners: Active,

remote passive and roadside passive. To carry out the field procedure of the active

MASW, multiple receivers (geophones) are positioned along a survey line (spread).

These receivers are located with even spacing and connected to a seismograph. A seismic

source (a sledge hammer or a vibratory machine which operates vertically) generates

seismic waves which are gathered by a seismograph and recorded on a computer. In this

research, a 24 channel Geometries Geode seismograph, and vertical 4.5 Hz geophones

were used. Geophones are mounted on the land streamer plates, which simply lie on the

ground, or the geophones are coupled to the ground by their spikes to satisfy the required

coupling. Land streamer plates are connected with a strong rope allowing the shift of the

entire spread in order to cover a long profile in a short time.

Passive surveying methods usually use waves generated by traffic to increase

the investigation depth (Park et al., 2006; Okada et al., 2003; and Louie et al., 2001). The
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necessities of passive surveys are greatly justified since the active methods fail to cover

sufficient depth of investigation in urban areas. In the passive roadside MASW method

(Park and Miller, 2008), a conventional linear geophone array is adopted and the surface

waves, generated by local or simulated traffic, are utilized. In this method, moving

sources (traffic) are employed parallel to the spread line and the offline distance between

the moving source and the survey line is kept fairly constant throughout the surveying.

In addition to the waves from traffic, surface waves generated from natural or cultural

sources with low frequency content provide a wide range of penetration depths.

Therefore, there is a strong motivation to use them in passive MASW method, usually

called the passive remote MASW. In this passive method, one-dimensional arrangements

of the receivers cannot capture all the characteristics of the passive sources because

intensity and the modal nature of the waves are unknown. Thus, as long as the symmetric

shape of the two-dimensional geophone array is kept, any common array of geophones

deployment including circular, cross, square, or triangular configuration may be utilized.

To achieve the main goal of passive methods, which is higher depth investigation, it is

generally recommended to increase the dimension of the geophones array (e.g. Park et

al., 2005) because the array dimension is directly related to the longest wavelength that

determines the maximum depth of investigation.

In summary, the key differences between the field procedure of active and

passive tests are as follows:

In active tests, linear geophone setup and impact sources or vibratory machines are used

but in remote passive tests, two dimensional symmetric geophone arrays should be

utilized and the source is the ambient noise. In roadside MASW, although the spread is
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linear but the source would be the traffic moving parallel to the geophone array. Time of

recording and the geophone spacing are increased for both types of the passive tests

compared to the time and spacing of active tests. Larger spacing leads to greater spread

length that enhances the depth of the investigation.

2.4. Essential Parameters and Important factors of MASW

Essential parameters of the MASW method are:

1. Type of receivers which are relatively low frequency geophones ,

2. Spacing between two successive geophones,

3 . Total length of spread,

4. Offset between the source and the first geophone,

5. Total time of recording,

6. Sampling rate.

In active tests, source of energy is usually a heavy sledge hammer striking

vertically on a rigid and heavy plate to produce P waves. In passive roadside MASW and

passive remote MASW tests the moving traffic (heavy cars and trucks) and the ambient

noise are the seismic sources respectively. In the MASW field procedure, some important

factors should be noted. First, an appropriate coupling between the plate and the ground

is essential, because the seismic wave should be transmitted properly. Both, spike-

coupled and plate-coupled geophones have their own limitations and advantages, and

hence extra considerations are needed depending on the corresponding site conditions.

Second, the natural frequency of geophones should be low, since high frequency

geophones will limit the depth of investigation. Third, the length of the spread is equal to

or comparable to the maximum resolvable depth of investigation. Fourth, the spacing
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between geophones that controls the depth-velocity resolution should generally be

between 0.5 and 1.5 m for the active tests. For the passive tests, the spacing is increased

to investigate higher depths. Fifth, the distance between source and the end of spread

(offset) is usually between 10 m and 100 m for the active tests. The minimum value of

the offset avoids the non-linear propagation of Rayleigh waves at shorter distances. At

offset distances larger than 100 m, the dominance of body waves or the ambient noise is

probable.

2.5. Criteria of the Source, Receiver and Offset selection in MASW

Sources: A sledge hammer heavier than 10-lb is a good source for MASW tests

at the most of the sites. A heavy metal hammer plate is preferred over other types (e.g.,

aluminum plate) for a better coupling at low (e.g. < 10 Hz) frequencies. A swept source

(a vibrator, for example) or an impulsive source (a sledgehammer) will generate surface

waves.

Offset between the source and the first geophone: Although surface waves are

dominant on seismic data, they require acquisition parameters which are well-matched to

record the planar form of the fundamental mode of Rayleigh waves. Due to adverse near-

field effects, Rayleigh waves can be considered the "horizontally traveling plane waves"

only after a certain propagation distance from the source point (Richart et al., 1970).

Therefore, the source to the first receiver distance (called Xi) must be large enough to

have horizontally traveling plane waves.

On a multi-channel record displayed in a swept-frequency format (offset versus

frequency), the above mentioned near-field effects manifest themselves as a lack of linear

coherency in phase at the lower frequencies. Different researchers have reported some
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optimum ratios between xi and maximum wavelength ,À™ax , (e.g. Stokoe et al., 1994; and

Gucunski and Woods, 1991). For example, Stokoe et al. (1994) suggest the following

equation:

??>0.5?™? (2-1)

Depth: Penetration depth of the surface wave is approximately equal to its

wavelength (?) (Richart et al., 1970), while the maximum depth (zmax) for which Vs can

be reasonably calculated is about half the longest wavelength (^ax) measured (Rix and

Leipski, 1991). Rewriting equation (2-1) to represent maximum imageable depths,

xi > zmax (2-2)

Equation (2-2) also provides a good rule of thumb for selecting the near-offset distances.

It has been suggested that the lowest frequency (fi) determines the maximum depth of

investigation ,zmaXi through the subsequent inequality:

Zmx>C,/(2f,) (2-3)

where Ci is phase velocity for the lowest frequency fi (Rix and Leipski, 1991).

Receivers: Receivers of 4.5-Hz and 10-Hz usually do not make much difference as long

as depth of investigation is not more than 30 m. Receivers with plate coupling (not

coupled to the ground) also can generate results comparable to those obtained by the

using of spike coupling. The lowest frequency (fi) recorded is usually limited by the

natural frequency of the geophone and source type. If zmax is not sufficient for a desired

depth, a different type of source that can generate more energy at lower frequencies

and/or followed by lower-frequency geophones should be used.

High-frequency (short wavelength) components of surface waves attenuate

rapidly in comparison with low-frequency components (Bullen, 1963) and therefore the
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selection of large receiver offset may reduce the dominancy of the high-frequency

components of surface waves. This attenuation of high frequency waves can cause body

wave contamination. Also far-offset effects can be followed by the amplitude decrease of

some frequencies or the linear coherency reduction in the arrival waves.

The mentioned far-offset effect limits the highest frequency (fmax) at which the

phase velocity can be measured. Stokoe et al. (1994), used fmax to designate the top

thickness (Hi) for a particular phase velocity:

H] > 0.5X1Hin (????? = Cmin / fmax) (2-4)

where Cmin and Xmin are phase velocity and wavelength, respectively, which correspond

to a particular fmax. Equation (2-4) is a rough estimation of the minimum definable

thickness of the shallowest layer.

2.6. Construction of the dispersion curve

The wavefields of horizontally traveling ground roll are recorded by receivers

(geophones) laid at the surface with certain spacing, dx. Then, recorded wavefields are

analyzed at different frequencies (f) for the phase velocities (Cf) based on the difference

in the arrival times (Atf) of ground roll at two receivers. Therefore, Cf is obtained using

the following equation:

Cf = dx/ Atf (2-5)

This analysis produces a set of data (f versus Cf ), which is the dispersion data, that are

the input data for the next step of MASW, the inversion process.

A number of methods have been introduced for extracting of the dispersion

curves (Zhang et al., 2003; Ashiya et al., 1999; Zywicki and Rix, 1999; Park et al., 1998;

McMechan et al., 1981; Jones, 1962; and Heukelom et al., 1960).
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During recent years, older methods based on steady-state Rayleigh waves (Jones, 1962;

and Heukelom et al., 1960) were shown to be inappropriate for layered models. Another

method, the frequency-wave number (F-K) method (Zywicki and Rix, 1999; and Ashiya

et al., 1999) is based on the imaging of the stacked energy in (F-K) space. Zhang et al.

(2003) showed that the extracted velocities from the (F-K) method are apparent

velocities, rather than fundamental mode ones, and can cause erroneous outcomes in the

inversion process.

In this study, I applied the wavefield transformation technique (McMechan et

al., 1981; and Park et al., 1998), which aims to get the dispersion spectrum from multi-

channel surface wave data. Zhang et al. (2003) showed that this technique gives a better

representation of the dispersion behavior of the Rayleigh waves than the previous

techniques. Transformation steps and theory were explained by Park et al. (1998). After a

mathematical manipulation, these researchers suggest a transform function whose

maximum values (for each intended frequency) give pairs of frequency-phase velocity

that provide the image of the dispersion curve.

2.7. Inverting of shear wave velocity profiles

2.7.1. Characteristic equation

Sensitivity analysis of the parameters affecting the Rayleigh wave phase

velocity is determined by a characteristic equation, F, in its nonlinear, implicit form:

F (f, VR, Vp, Vs, p, H) = 0 (2-6)

In this Equation, the parameters are: frequency vector (f in Hz), Rayleigh wave phase

velocity vector (Vr in m/sec), P-wave velocity vector (Vp in m/sec), density vector (p in
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kg/m3) and layer thickness vector (H in meter). Given a set of model parameters (Vp, Vs,

p, H) and a specific frequency, f, the roots of this equation are the phase velocities.

Accuracy of the partial derivatives is the key point in the calculation of the variation of

the mentioned parameters. This accuracy dramatically affects convergence of the

inversion procedure required to determine the target parameter (Xia, 1986). The practical

way to calculate the partial derivatives of this equation is by evaluating finite-difference

values because the equation is in an implicit form. Xia et.al (1999) developed an

inversion algorithm and used Ridder's method of polynomial extrapolation (Press et al.,

1992) to calculate the partial derivatives (Jacobian matrix) during the inversion.

For implicit functions in general, evaluating the accuracy of partial derivatives

may not be possible because they are calculated using a finite-difference formula.

However, the accuracy of partial derivatives may be evaluated with respect to densities

(p) since in characteristic equation (Equation 2-6), density terms appear in the form of

pi+i/ ?, (Schwab and Knopoff, 1972). Mathematically, this form of density (p¡+i/p¡) shows

that the direction of the partial derivative vector with respect to density (shown with

Jacobian , Jp) is perpendicular to density vector, p. This feature can be expressed by the

following equation:

Jp-P = O (2-7)

where (·) denotes the dot product. Xia et al. (1999) state that the Jacobian matrix

calculated in a high-frequency range (>5 Hz) by Ridder's method is stable. The other

way to estimate the Jacobian matrix is to use variational techniques. These techniques

require computation of Eigen-functions but generate stable estimates of partial

derivatives.
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As shown in Equation (2-6), Rayleigh-wave phase velocity is the function of

four parameters: S-wave velocity, P-wave velocity, density, and layer thickness. Each

parameter contributes to the dispersion curve in a unique way. A parameter can be

disregarded from the inverse procedure if contributions to the dispersion curve from that

parameter are relatively small in a certain frequency range. Xia et al. (1999) evaluated the

contributions to the Rayleigh-wave phase velocity in the high-frequency range (>5 Hz).

Their results show that the variations in S-wave velocities have a dramatic effect on

Rayleigh-wave phase velocities in the high-frequency range (>5 Hz). Jacobian matrix

equation is written in the following form:

Js = (Ô F/ d V8)/ (d F/(d VR) (2-8)

This equation indicates that multiplying Js by the changes in phase velocities

will give the changes in S-wave velocities. For the other parameters, the mentioned

authors used the same procedure and concluded that S-wave velocity variation, the

variation of the layer thickness, density and P-wave velocity have the most effect on the

phase velocity respectively. Therefore, inverting the Rayleigh-wave phase velocity for

layer thickness is more reasonable than for P-wave velocity or density because the

sensitivity indicator is greater for thickness variation than for P-wave velocity or density

variation. On the other hand, since the subsurface can always be subdivided into a

reasonable number of layers, each having a constant S-wave velocity, thickness can be

eliminated as a variable in the inverse procedure and consequently only S-wave velocity

is left as unknown. In conclusion, the S-wave velocity has the highest sensitivity

indicator and it can be reasonably inverted from phase velocity data.
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2.7.2. Inversion techniques to discern the high shear wave velocity contrast

between soil and bedrock formations

In the third step of MASW processing, the shear wave velocity is inverted from

the dispersion curve of the Rayleigh wave. It has been shown that the inverted one-

dimensional (1-D) shear wave velocity model is an average of the earth material beneath

the geophone spread, and it is reasonable to locate an inverted 1-D shear wave velocity

model in the middle of the geophone spread (Luoa et al., 2008). There are two different

inversion techniques used in the MASW method: (i) Monte Carlo or random search

inversion, and (ii) generalized non-linear inversion. In both inversion techniques,

forward modeling is applied on an initial model. Then, using the extracted dispersion

curves, one of the inversion techniques is applied to provide the shear wave velocity

values at different depths.

A summary of the generalized inversion technique is presented here. In linear

inversion, the relation between the matrices of observed phase velocity matrix (C) and

model parameter (x), which is the shear wave velocities of the layers, is expressed by the

following form:

X = G1C (2-9)
where G is the model matrix.

In contrast, it is assumed in the non-linear inversion approach that the variation of the

observed phase velocity, AC, is proportional to the variation of model parameters, Ax,

(shear wave velocity here) that means:

Ax = G1AC (2-10)
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For a variable function of C(x), which is differentiable at least ? times from the points ?

to ?+d?, the Taylor expansion can be written:

C(x+ d?) = C(x) + gT d? + 0.5 d?t H d? +... (2-11)

where gT is the transpose of the gradient vector and H is the Hessian matrix.
Levenberg and Marquardt (Marquardt, 1963) considered both of the introduced terms (gT

d? and 0.5 d?t H d?). Knowing that C (?+ d?) - C(x) = AC , using Equations (2-10) , (2-
11) and applying the least squares method, G"1 is obtained:

G"1 = ?? / (C (?+ d?) - C(x)) = - [ATA + ? I]"1 ?t (2-12)
where A is a Jacobian matrix containing the partial derivatives of AC relative to Ax, and

? is the eigenvalues of the matrix A1A (Lee et al., 1981).

Thus, the inversion algorithm can be implemented: Ax is obtained using Equations (2-10)

and (2-12), knowing that, in Equation (2-10), AC = C0bserved - Cmodei, where C0bservedis the

phase velocity in the extracted dispersion curve and Cmodei is the phase velocity obtained

from the model using the method introduced by Schwab and Knopoff (1972). Cmodei is a

function of ? (shear wave velocity) and a suitable initial profile is needed to start the

inverse algorithm. A new ? (where xnew = Xprevious + Ax), which is the shear wave velocity

profile, is updated in each step until the least squares errors are minimized.

The other inversion technique is the random search inversion approach. The

generalized or nonlinear inversion techniques rely on analytical solutions, while the

random search inversion approach takes a suitable initial velocity profile as the initial

guess of the inversion and uses a random search algorithm to revise the initial profile.

The advantages of random search algorithms have been studied by a few researchers. For

instance, Ryden and Park 2006 used the fast simulated annealing (FSA) global search
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algorithm (Szu and Hartley, 1987) that seeks the best match between the measured and

modeled phase velocity spectrum. Ryden and Park (2006) indicate that random search

inversion method is less likely to get trapped in local minima, which may occur with a

generalized inversion method.

A number of researchers studied the accuracy of the inversion models in seismic

surveying. For instance, Zhang and Chan (2003) studied the effects of sample interval

and truncated frequency range on the accuracy of the inversion models. Their study

shows that the accuracy of inversion models is improved by: (i) choosing small sample

intervals over a wide frequency range, and (ii) proper identification of the fundamental

mode. According to this study, the sensitivity of the inversion model is highly dependent

on the acquired dispersion data of low frequency range, because low frequencies related

to long wavelengths provide the information of deeper layers. These findings justify the

application of combined active and passive MASW tests, as performed in the present

research, that give the information associated with the low frequency range of the

dispersion curves.

2.8. Errors occurred in the inverted shear wave velocity

Some researchers (e.g. Zhang and Chan, 2003) have studied the errors affecting

the inverted shear wave velocities. A part of errors also originate from misidentification

of higher modes, truncated frequency range and the reduced sample intervals. These

studies emphasize that the inversion methods need a clear identification of data points

related to the fundamental mode of the dispersion curve. The following factors cause

difficulties in identifying of the mode order of the data points:
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1- Heterogeneous ground conditions make it difficult to predict the energy distribution of

different modes. At large distances, higher modes become significant. In that case, an

entire higher mode dispersion curve may be misinterpreted as the fundamental mode

2- In certain ground conditions, higher mode signals might be enhanced.

3- Due to the sensitivity and frequency range of geophones, some receivers do not

respond equally at different frequencies. This characteristic might lead to the sensitivity

of the system to the higher mode data.

4- Overlapping of the dispersion bands (in dispersion curve) can lead to misidentification

of the different modes.

Rayleigh wave inversion is based on the minimization of misfits both in the phase

velocity and the S-wave velocity. The misfits in the two velocities are related to each

other through a Jacobian matrix, J:

AVr=(oVr/oVs)AVs=JAVs (2-13)

As pointed out in the inversion section, it has been shown that the influence of

shear wave velocity on the Rayleigh wave inversion is more significant than the other

parameters such as P-wave velocity and density. Errors in the S-wave profile are

controlled by the values of fand Vr:

OVs = (S Vs/ô Vr) d VR+(ö Vs/öf) of + O (d V2R+ d?2) (2-14)

ôVs, ÔVr and d? include the errors in shear wave velocity, phase velocity and frequency

respectively. In the equation above, small error term, O (d VR2 + of2) can be ignored and
we have:

OVs= (ôVR+(ô Vr/ôi) d?) ( ôVs/ôVR) (2-15)
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Since the partial derivative of Vs with respect to Vr in Equation (2-15) depends on the

model structure (Aki and Richards, 1980), the inaccuracy in the inversion is proportional

to the errors in the extracted phase velocity (OVr) and the partial derivative of phase

velocity with respect to frequency (ôVR/ôf).

Low frequencies are associated with higher Vr values and therefore, partial

derivative in equation (2-15), (ôVr/ôî) is greater at relatively low frequencies. On the

contrary, at high frequencies, a dispersion curve tends to be stable and Vr and

consequently (ôVr/ôi) converges towards a minimum value. Therefore, the errors in the

inversion of S-wave velocities are strongly dependent on the errors in the phase velocity

at low frequencies.

Some errors occur in the interpretation of dispersion curves that contain within-

mode errors and cross-mode errors. Within-mode errors are related to the inaccuracy for

the particular mode. These errors are mostly related to missing data at low frequencies,

which contain the information of deeper layers, and therefore reduce the depth of

investigation. Cross-mode errors are caused by misidentification of the modes of

dispersion curve.

2.9. The effect of higher modes

Developing algorithms for the inversion of higher modes is difficult for the

following reasons:

1- The absence of a generic relationship between higher-mode dispersion and the

fundamental-mode

2- Difficulties in the determination of the mode order of data points collected in the

field and the confusion due to the cross-mode error issue.
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Xia et al. (2000) have studied the advantages of using the higher modes. Higher-

mode data have a deeper investigation depth. These authors conclude that the

fundamental mode phase velocities, when calculated with high accuracy, can generally

provide reliable Vs velocities (±15% of error).

Supranata et al. (2007) achieved the following results for multi-modal analysis:

1) For regular profiles, the use of higher modes does not significantly improve the

accuracy of the inversion compared to inversion using the fundamental mode only.

2) For irregular profiles, inclusion of the second mode in the inversion, gives more

accurate inversion result.

3) Use of a third mode in the inversion does not significantly improve the accuracy of the

inversion for regular or irregular profiles.

Because the majority of the profiles encountered in Ottawa area are regular profiles

(increasing shear wave velocity with the increasing depth), this research will concentrate

on the fundamental mode analysis. Consecutively, in order to enhance the accuracy of

results, improve the dispersion curve images and increase the depth of investigation, the

combined active and passive MASW will be used.

2.10.MASW applications; review of reported successful case studies

Many applications of MASW have been reported in the literature. For instance,

MASW has been employed to locate buried structures (Tallavo et al., 2008) and to detect

and image underground cavities (Nasseri-Moghaddama et al., 2007; and Xu and Butt,

2006). In addition to geophysical/geotechnical applications, MASW has been employed

in infrastructure engineering. For example, Cascante et al. (2008) used MASW to assess

the conditions of the masonry sidewalls of the Navigli channels in downtown Milan,
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Italy. As a significant geotechnical engineering application in earthquake prone areas,

MASW provides a tool for soil classification maps (e.g. Kanli et al., 2006) based on the

average shear wave velocity values for the top 30 m of the soil. In summary, popular

applications of MASW include imaging of near surface heterogeneity, evaluation of

rigidity of near surface materials and estimation of shear wave velocity.

Many successful MASW case studies have been reported in the literature. For

brevity, just a few of them are mentioned here:

1. To validate the MASW method, MASW shear wave velocity profiles were

statistically compared to shear wave velocity profiles measured in eight boreholes

in unconsolidated sediments of the Fraser River delta, near Vancouver, British

Columbia, Canada. The agreement between the methods was good, and an

overall difference of 1 5% or less was observed between the shear wave velocities

derived from the two methods (Xia et al., 2002). The database of the mentioned

borehole-derived shear wave velocities can be found in Hunter et al. (1998).

2. MASW method tests were carried out at eight Norwegian research sites (Long

and Donohue, 2007); and, it was shown that the MASW shear wave velocity

profiles are similar to those of other techniques, such as the cross-hole seismic test

and the seismic cone penetrometer test (SCPT).

3. Richwalski et al. (2007) used MASW, in parallel with four geophysical

techniques, for the estimation of the local site effects in Germany and achieved

consistent results from the dispersion curves of the Rayleigh wave.

4. Thitimakorn et al. (2005) carried out 2-D interpretations of MASW to estimate

the shear wave velocity profiles and bedrock depths in downtown St. Louis,
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Missouri, USA. They compared their interpreted results with borehole, cone

penetrometer and seismic cone penetrometer data and found good correlation

between these geotechnical data and the MASW results.

5. Hoffman et al. (2006) compared shear wave velocity data from MASW method

tests with SCPT, cross-hole and ultrasonic pulse velocity methods and

recommended the MASW method as the quickest and most economical

technique.

2.1 !.Appropriate inversion technique to distinguish the high shear

wave velocity contrast

In the current MASW surveying for the city, due to the high impedance

contrast interface in the study area, an attempt was made to find the most efficient

method of inversion to accurately differentiate the soil from the bedrock in the shear

wave velocity-depth function. Between the two aforementioned conventional inversion

methods, random search inversion was found to be the most efficient in locating the high

impedance contrast interface in the study area. The success of this method is due to two

probable reasons:

1. There is only a slight possibility that this inversion method may get trapped in

local minima (Ryden and Park, 2006).

2. This technique benefits from extra flexibility in updating of both variables of

depth and velocity. This feature does not exist in the generalized inversion

method.
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In random search inversion, the forward modeling is performed based on an

initial velocity-depth model constructed within a reasonable range of velocities. The

initial velocity-depth model prevents the divergence of the velocity values from the real

profile. This simply means although this method provides good results, there should be

some initial information on the geology of the area, which is useful in all geophysical

methods. Random search inversion can then be set for the different velocity increments

around the initial model. Using random search, theoretical dispersion curves of the

velocity depth functions are compared with the extracted dispersion curves; and profiles

get updated iteratively until the errors reach the desirable minimum values.

2.12.Investigated sites in Ottawa area and MASW results

I investigated 33 sites in the Ottawa area (Figure (2.1)) to evaluate the

capability of both passive and active MASW methods in the determination of the shear

wave velocity-depth functions. These locations include: one site at the GSC Anderson

Road Site, four sites in the eastern part of the city (Orleans sites), ten sites around the

Rideau Canal (canal sites plus the site located in the soccer field of Carleton University),

one site that is located in the south (NRC Geotechnical Site No. 1) and seventeen sites in

downtown area of the city. These sites were selected for the following reasons:

1. Two sites (NRC Geotechnical Site No. 1 in the south and GSC Anderson Road

Site in the east) were chosen due to the availability of accurate data from nearby

boreholes and seismic refraction/reflection measurements. The main objective

was the calibration of passive and active MASW methods with other reliable

geophysical/geotechnical methods.
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2. Nine sites (canal sites) were chosen due to the presence of shallow bedrock. The

objective was the evaluation of capacity of this method in the recognizing of

shallow bedrock.

3. Four sites (in the Orleans area) were chosen due to the presence of deep bedrock

(the majority of that part of the city is mostly covered with thick soft clay). The

main objective was the evaluation of the ability and reliability of combined

passive and active MASW methods to detect the deep and high velocity bedrock.

4. One site (the soccer field of Carleton University) was chosen for two-dimensional

tests and passive remote MASW, due to the availability of a large field.

5. 17 sites in the downtown area of the city were surveyed to determine the MASW

capability in detecting of the expected shallow bedrock in the region.

Modeling parameters given in Table (2.1), and the Surfseis software (Park,

2004) were used to construct the dispersion curves and to obtain the shear wave velocity-

depth functions for all these MASW sites.

2. 13. Sensitivity of the inversion results to input parameters of initial

model in random search inversion

Active and passive MASW methods were applied to 33 sites in the city of

Ottawa (shown in Figure (2.1)). After obtaining the shot gather data (a sample shown in

Figure (2.2)), the analysis procedure of MASW is performed to obtain the shear wave

velocity profiles. For one of the sites with available borehole information and the

presence of bedrock in the top 18m (NRC site), the sensitivity of the inverted depth-

velocity profile was evaluated for the variation of different input parameters in the initial
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model of random search inversion. The comparison benchmark (target profile) was the

borehole site, which is 30 m away from the NRC site. According to the borehole data (see

Figure (2.3)), which shows downhole shear wave velocity measurements, bedrock was

detected at the depth of 1 8 m and is overlain by a loose soil with the average shear wave

velocity around 100 m/sec . Also the bedrock velocity was measured 2,300 m/sec using

the reflection/refraction method (Hunter et al., 2007). Figure (2.3) illustrates the MASW

results using multi-layer soil model. As shown in this Figure, shear wave velocity

gradient from 100 m/sec to 150 m/sec were obtained from MASW and the agreement

between these results and the borehole shear wave velocities is acceptable.

To carry out the sensitivity analysis of the initial soil model, I applied the

random search inversion technique and instead of multi-layer soil model I chose 2-layer

model (one layer for the entire soft clay and one for the underlying bedrock). Shear wave

velocity contrast (ratio of bedrock velocity to average soil velocity), as the first input

parameter of the initial model, was given different values, while the bedrock depth and

average shear wave velocity of soil were kept constant in the initial model. In other

words, while keeping the deposit depth of 18 m and the corresponding average shear

wave velocity of 100 m/sec constant, the shear wave velocity of the bedrock was

increased by the factors of 1, 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 (velocity contrast ratios). Figure (2.4)

illustrates the final inverted 2-layer velocity-depth profiles for the different values of

shear wave velocity contrast. As shown in Figure (2.4), using the shear wave velocity

contrast ratios equal or greater than 10 for the initial model, the utilized random search

inversion delivers the bedrock velocity values within a relatively reasonable range (2100

m/sec to 2800 m/sec compared to 2300 m/sec in the nearby borehole).
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As the second input parameter, the bedrock depth was given different values,

while all other parameters were kept the same. As shown in Figure (2.5), the final

bedrock depth is close to the borehole data, although the bedrock shear wave velocity can

sometimes be underestimated. Different values were also given to the bedrock shear

wave velocity, the third input parameter, while all other input parameters were kept

unchanged, as shown in Figure (2.6).

Figures (2.4) to (2.6) indicate that the input parameters in the initial model can

make a difference, depending on the expected accuracy from the MASW. I conclude that,

in the majority of cases, reasonable results were obtained for bedrock depth (from 14 m

to 20 m compared to the bedrock depth of 18m in nearby borehole) and average shear

wave velocity for loose soil (from 90 m/sec to 96 m/sec compared to the average shear

wave velocity of 100 m/sec in the nearby borehole).

2.14.MASW results

NRC site: Borehole information is available for NRC site and bedrock is in the

top 30 m. Figure (2.3) shows good agreement between the borehole data and the MASW

results. Figure (2.7) illustrates the overtone image of that site that contains the image of

the extracted dispersion curves. Figures (2.8) and (2.9) show the constructed dispersion

curve of the fundamental mode for that site. At NRC site, the passive roadside MASW

was combined with active MASW to improve the results at lower frequencies. The phase

velocity values between 2.2 Hz and 4 Hz (see Figures (2.8) and (2.9)) are from passive

MASW; and, the higher frequency (> 4 Hz) values are from active MASW.

GSC Anderson road site: Borehole data and refraction/reflection

measurements are available for that site, which is located in the eastern part of the city of
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Ottawa, but the bedrock is not in the top 30 m. The obtained shear wave velocity values

from MASW are close to borehole data up to 25 meters, as shown in Figure (2.10). For

the MASW shear wave velocity profiles in Figures (2.3) and (2.10), the confidence limit

range, which is root mean square (RMS) errors, varies from 2% to 8%.

Sites with shallow bedrock: For sites with shallow bedrock (located around the

Rideau Canal in the central area of the city), the random search inversion method was

used to invert the depth-velocity function from the corresponding dispersion curves.

Table (2.2) provides the MASW results and borehole information for the canal sites that

are located on shallow bedrock. As shown in Table (2.2), the efficiency of MASW was

confirmed for detection of the shallow bedrock in that area. The bedrock shear wave

velocities resulting from MASW lie in an acceptable range (from 2,200 m/sec to 3,000

m/sec), although underestimations arose for some sites. The depth of bedrock is also

reasonably estimated by the MASW method. The errors in depth estimations are 14.5%,

15%, 5%, 15.8%, 18%>, 10%, 20%, 4% and 17.3% (compared to the adjacent borehole)

for sites in Table (2.2), from the top to bottom, respectively. The discrepancies may be

related to the reference boreholes, because they are located at least 100 m away from the

examined sites. Thus, based on Table (2.2), the random search inversion technique can

provide a reasonable estimation of depth (difference is typically less than 15%) and shear

wave velocity in areas where the bedrock is shallow (< 30 m). Table (2.3) illustrates the

results of more MASW sites of similar bedrock condition performed in the downtown

area of the city. Depth of upper level of bedrock layer is shown in this Table.

The site for the 2-D tests (Carleton University soccer field site) provides a large

area for passive remote MASW measurements. In this site, the passive remote MASW
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method was combined with the active MASW method to increase the frequency range of

the dispersion curve and improve the reliability of the total frequency range. For this site,

two different inversion methods were applied to investigate the applicability of MASW

for the high contrast interface between the soil and the bedrock.

For Carleton site, the extracted dispersion curve and the inverted shear wave velocity

(using the random search inversion) are shown in Figures (2.11) and (2.12) respectively.

The estimated bedrock depth, as shown in Figure (2. 12), is 5 m, which is very close to the

results of the other geophysical measurements, such as near surface refraction/reflection

methods and available local geological maps. The nearby GSC borehole (Natural

Resources of Canada online maps, 2006) with a 5.4 m bedrock depth confirms the results

of the random search inversion. Furthermore, the inverted shear wave velocity was

determined to 2,698 m/sec for the bedrock, which is quite close to shear wave velocity

obtained from reflection/refraction methods (2,500 m/sec). Thus, the random search

inversion technique provides reasonable results for the cases with high contrast velocity,

as well as for the shallow bedrock sites.

Sites with deep bedrock: These are mainly located in Orleans area (eastern

part of the city) with bedrock at depth of more than 40 m overlain by a very loose layer of

soil (Motazedian and Hunter, 2008; and GSC preliminary map, 2007). The combined

passive roadside and active MASW methods were applied to estimate the bedrock depth

and shear wave velocity using the random search inversion method. As shown in Table

(2.4), although the velocity values seem reasonable (generally, the shear wave velocity is

larger than 2,500 m/sec), the estimated depths are quite different from values obtained

from the reflection/refraction method. This depth issue may be resolved if more sensitive
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geophones and stronger sources are taken into account (improved signal-to-noise ratio). It

would be beneficial to increase the dispersion information regarding the low frequency

range (down to IHz) for these deep and loose soil profiles.

To map two-dimensional profiles, MASW can be repeated along a line of

surveying by moving the source and the spread. Using all the inverted shear wave

velocity profiles, it is possible to correlate the one-dimensional shear wave velocity

profiles and derive the two-dimensional profiles by interpolating methods. Two samples

of these two-dimensional shear wave velocity profiles are illustrated in Figures (2.13) and

(2.14).

2.15. Summary and conclusions

Thirty three sites in the city of Ottawa were chosen to investigate the efficiency

of MASW for high contrast shear wave velocity profiles and to study the suitable

inversion techniques applicable to the velocity models. Results of the sensitivity analysis

for the initial model indicate that, except for the case of very low contrast in the initial

model, the velocity-depth data obtained from the random search inversion are in good

agreement with the borehole data. In high contrast shear wave velocity profiles, like the

majority of sites located in Ottawa, I recommend using random search inversion over

analytical generalized inversion. Random search inversion is less likely to become

trapped in local minima and benefits from the flexibility to search for the best match in

velocity profile. Because the sensitivity of inversion techniques is dependent on the low

frequency part of the dispersion curves, I recommend applying the combination of active

and passive MASW methods to obtain this low frequency data at sites where deep layers

of soil are examined.
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In summary, apart from the partial deficiency of the utilized MASW for very

deep bedrock detection, it is concluded that MASW is capable of estimation of shear

wave velocity-depth profiles, although this method can benefit from geological and

geotechnical information for the input parameters in the initial model. The results of

MASW can be useful for the determination of site classes throughout the city. It should

be mentioned that NHERP site classes of NBCC (National Building Code of Canada),

2005 are based on the shear wave velocity for the top 30 m of soil, and the MASW

method utilized here is capable of providing reasonable results to that depth.
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Fig. 2.1: City ofOttawa and the investigated sites.
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Fig. 2.2: Sample shot gatherfrom the MASW methodfor the Brantwood site located
around the Rideau Canal in the city ofOttawa.
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Fig. 2.3: Comparison between shear wave velocity models based on MASW method using
multi-layer soil model and borehole data (downhole shear wave velocity measurement in

a borehole located 30 m awayfrom MASW site) for NRC site.
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Fig. 2.4: Layer models ofdepth-shear wave velocityfor NRC site. Shear wave velocity
profilesfor different contrast ratios ofthe initial model, shown at the end ofeach profile.

In the initial models, bedrock depth and average soil velocity values arefixed.
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Fig. 2.5: Layer models ofdepth-shear wave velocityfor NRC site. Shear wave velocity
profilesfor different bedrock depth ofthe initial model, shown at the end ofeach profile.

Contrast ratio and average soil velocity values arefixed.
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Fig. 2. 6: Layer models ofdepth-shear wave velocityfor NRC site. Shear wave velocity
profilesfor different bedrock velocities (in km/sec) ofthe initial model, shown at the end

ofeach profile. Contrast ratio and bedrock depth velocity arefixed.
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Fig. 2. 7: Sample overtone image ofthe dispersion curvefrom the combined MASW
methodfor the NRC site located in the southern part ofthe city ofOttawa.
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Fig. 2.8: Extracted dispersion curve ofthefundamental modefor NRC site showing the
participation ofactive andpassive MASW tests.
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Fig. 2.9: Continuous representation ofdispersion curvefor thefundamental mode ofthe
MASW methodfor NRC site. The part ofcurve that is located inside the dashed ellipse (<

5 Hz) comesfrom the passive roadside test.
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Fig. 2.10: Comparison between shear wave velocity values ofMASW results and
borehole datafor the GSC Anderson Road site.
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Fig. 2.11: Dispersion curves ofthefundamental mode and a higher mode (first mode) of
the Rayleigh wave obtainedfrom the combination ofactive and remote passive MASW

methodsfor the soccerfield ofCarleton University.
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Fig. 2.12: Vs profilefor the soccerfield of' Carleton University, based on random search
inversion. The great velocityjump is obvious at the depth of5 m.
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Fig. 2. 13: 2-D Shear wave velocity profilefor NRC site in Ottawa area.
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Table 2.1: Mainfieldparametersfor different MASW tests.
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Table 2.2: Comparison between estimated MASW results and borehole datafor shallow
bedrock sites (canal sites).
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Brantwood Park 2,943 (m/sec) 9-11.25 m 7.7 14.5%

Bordeleau Park 2,662 (m/sec) 4-5 m 4.7 15%

McDonald Park 2,326 (m/sec) 10-12 m 9.5 5%

Robinson Park 2,584 (m/sec) 7-8.75 m 5.9 15.8%

New Edinburgh
Park

2,245 (m/sec) 5-6.25 m 4.1 18%

Browns inlet Park 2,433 (m/sec) l-2m 0.9 10%

Windsor Park 2,772 (m/sec) 4-5 m 20%

Brewer Park 1,953 (m/sec) 5.2-6.5 m 5.4 4%

Rideau River Park 1,890 (m/sec) 11-13.75 m 9.1 17.3%
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Table 2.3: Estimated bedrock depth and velocity using MASWfor some sites located in
the downtown area ofthe city ofOttawa.

MASW Site Name Detected bedrock depth (m) Detected bedrock velocity (m/sec)

Lyon and Summerset 4.4 2300

Mcnaab
Park(Bronson/GladStone)

4.8 1950

Bay street and Arlington 4.7 2756

Empress/Primrose St. Near surface (<lm) 2000

Rochester/Primrose St. 2150

Metcalf/Mclaren St. 10.5 1836

Frank/Robert St. 3.7 2100

Carlyle/Downing St. 3.3 1903

Loretta/Hickory St. 2.6 2200

Hinton/Roskin 1.9 2400

Anna/Carling 2220

Crerar/Admiral 2325

Bakervale Drive 1.7 2450

Trenton Ave.Off Prince
St.

1.9 2320

Hamilton Ave. 1910

Sweetland/Summerset 6.2 2200

Wilbroad/Augusta St. 12.2 2400
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Table 2.4: Comparison between estimated MASW results and those ofthe
reflection/refraction methods (GSCpreliminary map, 2007) for deeper bedrock in the

Orleans area.

Site Name
Bedrock Velocity
(From MASW)

Bedrock Layer
Depth
(from MASW)

Bedrock Contour
Depth
(from Reflection/

Refraction)

Barrington Park 3,030 (m/sec) 69-86 m 60-70 m

Carriere Park 2,435 (m/sec) 43-53 m 50 m

Louis Perrault Park 2,697 (m/sec) 74-92 m 80-90 m

Heritage Park 2,677 (m/sec) 76-95 m 80-90 m



3. Site Response Analysis Using Modified
Reflection/Transmission Method

3.1. Introduction

Damage distribution in sedimentary basins during many large earthquakes (e.g.

Mexico City in 1985 and Kobe in 1995), has been attributed to local site effects. Seismic

amplification due to local soil conditions has been the cause of the observed structural

failures and intense ground accelerations. The problem of seismic amplification has

gained attention amongst geotechnical engineers and seismologists, and many studies

have been conducted to investigate the site response effects in sedimentary basins using

different analytical/numerical methods. Analytical/numerical methods constitute a

significant part of the site response studies, especially when strong ground motion data

are not available to implement empirical/semi-empirical analysis techniques. A good

review of the empirical/semi-empirical methods that use earthquake records/strong

motion data to delineate site amplification can be found in Safak (2001). Most of 1-D, 2-

D and 3-D analytical/numerical methods focus mainly on site effects that occur due to the

vertical or oblique incidence of seismic waves from the underlying bedrock

Papageorgiou and Kim (1993) studied 1-D and 2-D effects for deep layers of

sediments on a half-space (bedrock) for different incidence angles of seismic waves using

the discrete wave number boundary element method (Kawase, 1988). Their study was for

52
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a relatively low shear wave velocity contrast of about 2 between the soil layer and the

underlying bedrock. Zeng and Bénites (1998) developed a boundary integral discrete

wave number approach to study the seismic response of 2-D basins for the incidence of

plane shear waves. They also considered low velocity contrasts (<3) between the bedrock

and its upper soil layer for their multilayer basins. Mossessian and Dravinski (1990) used

an indirect boundary integral method to investigate the amplification of 2-D and 3-D

valleys upon the incidence of the seismic waves. They studied valleys, again with a low

velocity contrast (<2) between the half-space and the overlying valley sediment.

Bard and Bouchon (1980) also examined the response of sediment-filled valleys

for the incidence of seismic waves. They utilized the method of Aki and Larner (1970),

which was derived from the Rayleigh's representation of the scattered wave field for the

plane wave incidence. Their velocity models consist of a low contrast shear wave

velocity (V8) model with the largest contrast ratio of 5 between the bedrock and the

overlying soil sediment. Sanchez-Sesma et al. (1989) carried out research on the ground

motion effects on horizontally stratified alluvial basins. They used the mentioned discrete

wave number (Aki and Larner, 1970) of plane wave (SH-waves) expansion in terms of

the Haskell propagator matrices (Haskell, 1953). Some of other significant studies about

the analytical/numerical solutions of seismic wave incidence on sedimentary basins can

be found in Khair et al. (1991), Ashford and Sitar (1997) and Sanchez-Sesma and Luzon

(1995).

The geological characteristics of the near-surface sediments in the Ottawa area

are quite different from those of the above-mentioned studies. The surficial geology of

the city consists of very soft and very low shear wave velocity post-glacial deposits
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(Holocene age sediments) underlain by very high shear wave velocity bedrock (see

Hunter et al., 2006 and Motazedian et al., 2008). As an example, according to different

seismic tests carried out at a site in Barrington Park of the Orleans area located in the

eastern part of the city (See Figure (3.1)), the average shear wave velocity of soil is about

146 m/sec; and, the average shear wave velocity of the underlying bedrock is about 2700

m/sec, which causes a very high shear wave contrast of 18 for this site. This unusual

contrast can cause multiple internal reflections of seismic waves, leading to large seismic

amplification values. Thus, suitable methods that are capable of addressing this issue

should be sought for the site response modeling in the study area.

The very high shear wave velocity contrast that exists in this area was not the

focus of the aforementioned studies, although they illustrate most of the features of lateral

interference of seismic waves, surface topography or basin shape effect, diffraction of

seismic waves and resonance modes for seismic site amplification. In addition to the low

shear wave velocity contrast, the damping value has been usually assumed in the above

studies. Consequently, the effect of level of shaking on variations of soil damping has

not been a point of concern. Those studies mostly involve boundary integral solutions and

finite element/boundary element discretization of 2-D or 3-D basins and examine the low

velocity gradient cases.

In this chapter, the matrix method is used to conduct site response analysis of

selected sites in the Ottawa area. This method was introduced by Thompson (1950) and

Haskell (1953). Later, the method was reformulated and entitled "the generalized method

of reflection/transmission (RIT) coefficients" (Kennett, 1974; and Kennett et al., 1979)

that connects the layer matrices to the reflection and transmission properties of the layers.
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The R/T method accounts for all the internal reverberations inside the layers, but has not

been often employed in site amplification studies. As a rare example, Shearer and Orcutt

(1987) used the R/T method to study the near-surface effects of seismic waves for low-

contrast surface layers upon different angles of incidence of the seismic waves.

In this study, the generalized R/T method was applied for three sites (Figure

(3.1)) in the Ottawa region to obtain the seismic soil amplification for incident SV-waves.

These sites, which have loose sediment on hard bedrock, are good representatives of the

surficial geology of the eastern part of the city. The shear wave velocity variations

(Hunter et al., 2010) of these sites are shown in Figures (3.2) to (3.4). In addition, to

include the influence of the level of shaking (shaking intensity), I made two

improvements to the R/T method, which will described later.

1- R/T method modified for damping; The R/T algorithm was modified to

include soil non-linearity and a damping function that is compatible with the

peak ground acceleration of the simulated (artificial) ground motions for the

study area was introduced.

2- R/T method modified for damping-modulus; I applied the softened shear

modulus in R/T algorithm by adjusting the shear modulus based on the

developed shear strain level in soil layers.

3.2. Matrix method for site response analysis

Thompson (1950) introduced the matrix method to deal with the problem of

incident seismic waves for a stratified medium. In this method, a general solution for the

displacement that satisfies the wave equation is derived and expressed in terms of

dilatation and rotation. Then, the equations of normal and shear stresses are extracted, in
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terms of the dilatation and rotation, using the theory of elasticity, which in turn leads to

wave propagation and reflection inside the layers. Thus, the stress-displacement

components are related to advancing and reflected waves. Based on that approach, the

stress-displacements for the two ends of each layer are presented by the following matrix

equation:

(??, ??, On, Tn/2G ) = [a] 4*4 (??-1, ??-l, On-I, Tn-]/2G) (3-1)

where ??, ??, s? and t? denote the horizontal displacement, vertical displacement, normal

stress and shear stress, respectively, for the nth layer. G stands for the shear modulus, [a]
is a 4x4 matrix, the components of which are the functions of the P-wave velocity, S-

wave velocity, density of the layers and incident angles (Thompson, 1950).

The incident angles for the reflected waves are obtained by Snell's law at the

boundary interfaces of the layers, and the continuity of stresses and displacements at the

layer interfaces is applied to find the total layer matrix, [A], which relates the stress-

displacement components of the nth and the ml layers and is obtained from the following

equation:

[A] 4x4 = [a n] [an-i] [an-2]· · · [am+i] (3-2)

Later, Haskell (1953) used Thompson's matrix formulation to obtain the phase

velocity dispersion equations for the elastic surface waves on multilayered solid medium.

A minor error (will be discussed in the next paragraph) was corrected by Haskell in

Thompson's matrix method. Furthermore, velocity components, instead of the

displacement components, were used. The equation between the stress-velocity vector of

the nth layer and those of the surface layer were exhibited in the following equation:
( u'n/c , w Vc, s? , t? ) = [a n] [an_i] [an.2] . . . [ai] ( u'0/c , w Vc, O, O) (3-3)
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where u', w ', c, s and t indicate the horizontal velocity, vertical velocity, phase velocity,

normal stress and shear stress of the corresponding layer, respectively. The components

of the matrices, [a], are functions of the elastic parameters expressed by Haskell (1953).

Both of Thompson and Haskell's methods need some modifications in order to

be applicable for the site response purpose in the current research. First, Thompson

presented t/2G in the stress-displacement vector, which should be corrected to t. This

change was applied by Haskell, but he presented his formulation for the velocity-stress

field, instead of stress-displacement field, because he extended his algorithm to

investigate the dispersion equations for surface waves. Second, in Thompson's method,

the incident and reflected wave angles should be calculated inside each layer using

Snell's law. These calculations can be time-consuming when more complicated schemes

of reflection and transmissions occur inside the layers. Third, neither of these two matrix

methods delivers a comprehensive scheme for the problem of the internal reflections and

reverberations inside a layer.

All of these issues with the matrix methods were addressed in the R/T algorithm

(Kennett, 1974). These issues, especially the third, can be fixed in the matrix methods

using the scheme introduced by Kennett (1974) and Kennett and Kerry (1979), in which

all the internal reverberations are taken into account. In the R/T method, given that the

ray parameter is constant for all layers, the interface and layer matrices can be developed.

Layer matrices transfer the input motion to the target ground level. In this chapter, the

transfer matrices (layer matrices) of Aki and Richard (1980) will be used to estimate the

displacement at the ground level.
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3.3. Development of the generalized reflection/transmission (R/T)

coefficient method for plane wave incidence on multilayered

medium

3.3.1. Scattered plane P-SV waves: Reflection and transmission of seismic waves

The reflection of seismic waves from a free surface and the

reflection/transmission of seismic waves from a solid-solid interface have been studied

by many researchers (e.g. Aki and Richard, 1980). To obtain the reflection coefficients of

P-SV waves on a free surface, the dynamic boundary conditions should be satisfied,

which means the traction components at the free surface should be zero. Solving the

resultant equations gives the ratio of the amplitudes of the reflected displacement

potential to the incident displacement potential, which is the required reflection

coefficient at the free surface.

The reflection/transmission coefficients can also be obtained at the layer

interfaces by considering dynamic equilibrium/compatibility conditions. For the upward

propagation of P-SV waves, both reflected and transmitted P- and SV-waves are

considered. As an example of the reflection coefficients of the upward propagation, the

coefficient matrix, called the scattering matrix, can be written as:

Scattering Matrix =
??? PS ?

^.SP SSj
(3-4)

where PP indicates the reflection coefficient of the reflected P-wave (second index) of the

incident P-wave (first index). Other coefficients are defined in a similar fashion.
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Considering upward and downward propagations for both P- and SV-waves, 16

coefficients are derived; and, the total scattering matrix is a 4 ? 4 matrix.

To construct this scattering matrix across a solid-solid interface, the continuity

of the displacements and tractions are satisfied in both the horizontal and vertical

directions, and all of these 16 coefficients are determined (for mathematical details, see

Aki and Richard, 1980). For each interface, these coefficients are functions that are

expressed in terms of the P-wave velocity, S-wave velocity, density of two media, and

angles of reflection and transmission. These angles can be obtained for the given ray

parameter using Snell's law.

3.3.2. The concept of propagator matrix

The propagator matrix, P (z, Zo), (Gilbert and Backus, 1966) is a fundamental

matrix solution of the following matrix equation:

d B(z)/ Oz = A (?) B (z) (3-5)

where B is the stress-displacement vector at the depth of ? and A is a 4?4 matrix for the

case of P-SV wave and a 2x2 matrix for the case of SH wave.

Equation (3-5) states that the stress-strain relations and the elastic equations of

motion can be reduced by transformation techniques to a set of first-order differential

equations, if the elastic parameters are functions of only one coordinate (Takeuchi &

Saito, 1972). Substituting the propagator matrix in equation (3-5), we have:

d P (z, Z0) /Oz = A (?) P (z, Z0) (3-6)

where P (zo, zo) = I, and I is the unit matrix from any fundamental matrix, f of the

equation (3-6):
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P (z, Z0) = f (?) f "' (z0) (3-7)
Hence, in terms of the propagator matrix, the stress-displacement vector is calculated as:

B (z) = P (z, Z0) B (Z0) (3-8)

This overall propagator can be split at any intermediate level, z\\

P(z, Z0) = f (?) f "' (Z1) f (?,) f "' (?0) = ?(?, Z1) ?(?,, Z0) (3-9)

Equation (3-9) shows that, by knowing the propagators of soil layers, the overall

propagator matrix is a matrix product of all the layer propagator matrices. These

propagators accompanied by the scattering matrices constitute the main framework to

develop the R/T algorithm. In Section (3.3), the application of these propagators is

explained and the derivation of internal reverberation scheme of the method is fully

described. In section 4, the R/T algorithm for the upward wave propagation is depicted

using the scattering matrices and the derived internal reverberation scheme in section 3.3.

3.3.3. Generalized method of reflection/transmission

To develop the method of the generalized of reflection/transmissions, Kennett

(1974) used the following first-order differential equation that is equation (3-5) with

minor change:

d B(z)/ Oz = ? A (?) B (z) (3-10)

? indicates the angular frequency. The following transformation to the displacement-

stress matrix, B, was applied:

B = DV (3-11)

where D is the eigenvector matrix for A. In a uniform medium, the new wave vector, V,

satisfies the following equation:

SzV= ? i AV (3-12)
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where iA is a diagonal matrix whose entries are the eigenvalues of A. The elements of V

are identified with the amplitudes of the upward (U) and downward (D) traveling plane

waves:

V = [Vu,VD]T (3-13)
To derive the reverberation scheme of the propagated waves through the layers

and to better illustration of the application of propagator matrices, Kennett (1974) and

Kennett and Kerry (1979) suggested the following procedure:

1- For the upper level of Zi and lower level of z3, the relationship between V vectors

(Equation (3-13)) is constructed. In order to obtain this relationship, an interface

of Z2 is assumed between Z1 and z3. With this assumption, the following equations

can be written:

(Vu(Z1XV0(ZOf=Q1 (Vu(Z2), Vd(Z2) )T (3-14)
(Vu(Z2), Vd(Z2) )t = Q2 (Vu(Z2), VD(z2) )T (3-1 5)

Vectors V at two levels of Z1 and z3 can be correlated together with the following

equation:

(Vu(Z1XV0(ZOf=Q (Vu(Z3), V0(Z3) )T (3-16)

According to the property of propagator matrix, the matrix Q is the product OfQ1

and Q2 , thus:

Q = Q1Q2 (3-17)

The elements of matrix Q are shown here:

Q=
Lq2i Q22 J

(3-18)
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2- The reflection matrix (R) and transmission matrix (T) can be defined in terms of

Vu and Vq. For example, for the incident downward wave from the level z, where

z< Zi , we have:

Vu(Z2)= 0 , Vu(Z1) =RD Vd(Z1) , VD(z2)= TD Vu(Z1) (3-19)

All the possible equations for incident waves, similar to Equation (3-19), can be

developed. Using these equations and equations (3-14) and (3-15), matrices Q1

and Q2 are determined:

Q(O
Tu - Rd Tq Ru Rd Td

L-T0-1Ru T0"1.
i =1,2 (3-20)

Equation (3-20) exhibits the matrices Q1 and Q2 in the form of reflection (R)

and transmission (T) coefficients. Now, equation (3-18) can be applied to obtain the

reflection/transmission matrices between the Z1 and Z3 levels. For example, for the

upward wave propagation, we get:

R13u = R23u + T23DR,2u [I- R23DR12U]"1 T23U (3-21)

T13u = T12u [I- R23D R12U]"1 T23u (3-22)
Equations (3-21) and (3-22) show all the internal reflections within the layer. R

and T indicate the reflection and transmission matrices, respectively. U and D subscripts

denote the up-going and down-going waves, respectively. These equations can be better

interpreted by expanding the inverse of matrices. For a given square matrix A, the

expansion is:

[I- A]"1 = I +A + A2+... (3-23)
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Using equations (3-21), (3-22) and (3-23), one can obtain the reflection and

transmission coefficients. For instance, the reflection coefficient for the upward wave

propagation is derived in the following form:

R13U = R23U+ T23D R12U T2V T23D R12U R23D R12u T2V .... (3-24)
All the terms in Equation (3-24) can be interpreted as in the following two

examples. The first term (R23u) is the reflection from the lower level (level 3). The
second term (T d R d T u) shows the transmission up through the lower level,

reflection by the upper level and transmission down through the lower level. This internal

reverberation scheme is shown in Figure (3.5).

3.4. Seismic response of a stack of layers to the plane P-SV waves using

R/T method: upward seismic wave propagation

The generalized method of reflection/transmission (R/T) can be used to

determine the seismic amplification for the upward propagation of P-SV waves. A three-

step procedure used in this research is summarized here:

1- All the scattering matrices are obtained for the layer interfaces, regarding the type

of the incident wave and the ray parameter. Since the ray parameter remains

constant during the wave traveling to the upper layers, an algorithm can be set up

to compute all the scattering matrices at the layer interfaces.

2- Equation (3-7) is a key equation that is used to transfer the incident wave to the

upper layers. This equation should be combined with the layer matrices and the

scattering matrices to obtain and interpret the total reflection and transmission
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matrices at the top and bottom of the layers. Kennett R/T scheme (equations such

as equation (3-24)) is used to obtain the internal reflections inside the layers.

3- According to the definition of the R/T matrices, the displacement vector ( Ux , Uz)

at the free surface is:

Ttop o (Ux , Uz ) - Rfreeu = -Rsecon% (3-25)
where Ux, Uz , TtopD, Rfreeu and RseeoodXj are the relative horizontal and vertical

displacements, the transmission matrix for the downward wave at the top layer,

the reflection matrix at the free surface and the reflection matrix on the second

interface (the interface below the free surface), respectively. This relative

displacement vector is the amplification ratio for the incident wave that is

calculated for the corresponding excitation frequency.

3.5. Site Response Analysis using the Equivalent Linear Method (ELM)

The improvements proposed to include soil non-linearity effects in the R/T

algorithm require the introduction of a damping function that is compatible with the peak

ground acceleration (which represents the shaking intensity) of the simulated (artificial)

ground motions for the study area. In order to modify the R/T algorithm, the relationship

between PGA and damping should be derived for the Ottawa area. This was

accomplished by using the Equivalent Linear Method technique for the study area.

In the equivalent linear method for site response analysis, a stack of horizontal

layers are considered and the horizontal responses due to vertically propagating shear

waves (SH waves) are calculated at the interfaces of the different layers. In that site

response analysis method, transmission and reflection of waves at boundaries of adjacent

layers are taken into account and the transfer function (frequency domain representation
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of the ratios of propagated wave amplitude to the SH wave amplitude on the bedrock) of

the layered soil deposit is determined. To derive the transfer function, the compatibility

of displacements and the continuity of the shear stresses are imposed at boundaries

(interfaces) of the soil layers and also a null shear stress condition is applied at the ground
surface.

To include the soil non-linearity, shear modulus reduction curves and shear

strain-dependent damping curves are used for the different layers in a one dimensional

model. Those curves exhibit the dependency of shear modulus and damping on the strain

level or shaking intensity. For each soil layer, shear strain compatibility condition is

satisfied and a proper strain compatible shear modulus and damping ratio, based on the

shear strain level, are obtained (Schnabel et al., 1972; Seed and Idriss, 1969). A

schematic model of ELM with the corresponding parameters for a presumptive three-

layer model is shown in Figure (3.6).

3.6. Results of R/T site response analysis; Discussions

3.6.1. Damping relationship for target PGA

In this section, the procedure to incorporate the damping in R/T algorithm is

explained. A solid friction model incorporating the wave attenuation (damping) can be

defined mathematically, if the model velocity is considered as a complex quantity (Aki

and Richards, 1980). In this approach, attenuation term, Q is included in the complex part

of the velocity function, which can easily allow making of a rigorous algorithm for wave

propagation in the R/T method. Q, in terms of damping ratio, D, is obtained from the

subsequent equation (Kramer, 1996):
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Q = 1/ (2 D) (3-26)

To obtain a correlation between damping and PGA, first, the simulated time

histories for eastern Canadian earthquakes (Atkinson and Beresnev, 1998) were used as

input motions to ELM method (Schnabel et al., 1972) for layered-soil models in the

region. A sample of simulated acceleration time histories is shown in Figure (3.7).

Different sites in the eastern part of the city of Ottawa that represent the dominant

geotechnical characteristics of the sedimentary sites in the study area were chosen. PGAs

from 0.02g to 0.5g were used; and, the maximum effective strains (e) were obtained, as

shown in Figure (3.8). The best fit linear-equation to the PGA- e data is:

e = 0.4752 PGA (3.27)

Secondly, to account for the effect of different shaking intensities on the

mobilized damping, some experimental data of damping values of clayey materials were

used. These data are the damping-shear strain data for clay (from Sun et al., 1988). Figure

(3.9) exhibits the mentioned data and the best-fit equation that I obtained for strain-

damping points as shown here:

D =17.308 e02537 (3-28)

where e is the shear strain. Equation (3-28) shows the dependency of damping

on the strain level; and, consequently, this shear strain can be related to the shaking

intensity in the region. This shaking intensity will be represented by the peak ground

acceleration (PGA) of the input records in this research.

Substituting Equation (3-27) in Equation (3-28), I obtained:

D = 14.33 PGA °'2537 (3-29)
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It should be noted that this equation was developed using the simulated time

histories for eastern Canada and gives an approximate correlation that is helpful to

choose the suitable range of the damping ratio for the deposits in the study area. Then, in

order to modify the R/T algorithm, attenuation values from this equation can be used in

the complex part of the velocity functions.

3.6.2. Comparison between R/T and ELM results

3.6.2.1. Seismic amplification results using damping modified R/T method

The R/T method was applied for three sites (Barrington Park, Chapel Hill site

and Longleaf Park) that represent the general surficial geology of the city of Ottawa in

Orleans area (See Figure (3.1)). These sites, which have loose sediments with depths of

30 m to 109 m underlain by very high velocity bedrock, are located in the eastern part of

the city. The shear wave velocity profiles and other physical parameters are available

from different seismic reflection/refraction and nearby borehole measurements. Shear

wave velocity profiles are shown in Figures (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4) (Hunter et al., 2010).

Also parameters of 3-layer models used for R/T analysis are illustrated in Tables (3.1),

(3.2) and (3.3).

The given models in Tables (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3) and an appropriate damping

ratio (Equation (3-29)) were used in the R/T simulation method for the vertical incident

angles of plane SV-waves; and, the horizontal amplification values were obtained. For

the examined sites, the results of amplification analyses for two levels of shaking (PGAs

of 0.2g and 0.4g) are shown in Figures (3.10) to (3.12).

The R/T results were compared and calibrated against the results of

ProShake software (EduPro Civil Systems, Inc., 2001) which is based on the equivalent
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linear method (ELM) for the vertical propagation of S-waves. To perform a reasonable

equivalent linear analysis, the multi-layered models of the target sites were analyzed; and,

the horizontal amplification values were obtained using the simulated time history

records for eastern Canada (Atkinson and Beresnev, 1998). Figures (3.13) to (3.18)

illustrate the results of calibration of RVT method using the ELM.

The average shear wave velocity values for the Barrington Park, Chapel Hill site

and Longleaf Park sites were measured as 146, 171 and 131 m/sec, respectively, using

different geophysical methods. The fundamental linear frequencies (equal to VS/4H) are

0.52, 0.34 and 1.09 Hz for the Barrington Park, Chapel Hill site and Longleaf Park,

respectively, where V8 is the average shear wave velocity and H is the depth to bedrock.

These frequencies are in good agreement with those of the generalized R/T method ( see

Figures (3.10) to (3.12)), which yielded 0.6, 0.4 and 1.2 Hz for the Barrington Park,

Chapel Hill site and Longleaf Park sites, respectively.

Figures (3.13) to (3.18) show the results of the R/T method calibration with the

ELM which indicate good agreement on the fundamental frequencies of both methods.

There is a slight frequency shift in the ELM results, which can be attributed to the

nonlinearity effect of shear modulus softening of ELM. In addition, there is reasonable

agreement on the seismic amplification values, based on both methods; and, slight

differences in the seismic amplification values are probably due to the variable shear

modulus in ELM.

3.6.2.2. Seismic amplification results using damping-modulus modified R/T

method
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In addition to the mentioned damping modification in R/T method, I modified

this method by including the shear modulus softening behavior of soil material. To

implement the modification, the shear wave velocity profiles were adjusted based on the

expected shear modulus. The shear modulus varies with changing shear strain that has

correlation with the target shaking intensity (PGA). Therefore, the finial modification

would be some reduction coefficient applied on the final shear wave velocity profile

(leading to lower-velocity profiles). The following steps exhibit this modification:

1-For the target shaking intensity, the average shear strain is calculated using equation (3-

27).

2- The obtained shear strain can be correlated to the shear modulus reduction ratio

(G/Gmax). A sample of the strain-dependent shear modulus reduction curves for clay is

shown in Figure (3.19).

3- The mentioned reduction ratio changes the velocity profile. In fact, the shear wave

velocity of soil profile is adjusted for the calculated G/Gmax.

This three-step procedure is clarified by the following example:

Assume the time history of ground motion has the PGA of 0.2 g for a target site. In that

case, using equation (3-27), the shear strain of 0.095 % is calculated for that shaking

intensity. Then, for this strain percentage, a modulus reduction curve for clays such as

that from Sun et al. (1988) (see Figure (3.19)), gives G/Gmax equal to 0.61. Regarding the

fact that the shear wave velocity is proportional to the square root of shear modulus, the

shear wave velocity values of soil profile should be corrected for the obtained shear

modulus. In other words, the Vs values of soil profile should be multiplied by the square

root of 0.61 which is 0.78 (22% softened). This new Vs profile includes the effect of
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shear modulus softening for the PGA of 0.2g. Figures (3.20) to (3.25) illustrate the

comparison between these new results of damping-modulus modified R/T method with

ELM.

3.6.2.3. Comparison of damping modified R/T method with damping-modulus

modified R/T method

Figures (3.26) to (3.31) show the comparison between damping modified and

damping-modulus modified R/T methods. As seen in these Figures, shear modulus

softening causes the fundamental frequency shifting to lower frequencies in damping-

modulus modified R/T method. For example, at the shaking intensity of 0.2g, Figures

(3.26) to (3.28) illustrate the effect of the shear modulus softening on the fundamental

frequency. Using damping modified method, the fundamental frequencies of 0.6 Hz, 0.4

Hz and 1 .2 Hz are achieved for Barrington Park, Chapel Hill site and Longleaf Park sites,

respectively. On the other hand, the damping-modulus modified method gives the

fundamental frequencies of 0.45 Hz, 0.35 Hz and 0.9 Hz for the mentioned sites. Hence,

the frequency shift to smaller frequencies in damping-modulus modified method is more

than the damping modified method.

Moreover, it is clear that the damping-modulus modified method leads to

relatively greater peak amplification values (first peaks) compared to those from damping

modified method. For instance, for the shaking intensity of 0.2g at Longleaf Park (Figure

(3.26)), the peak amplification values are 6.21 and 5.13 from the damping-modulus

modified and damping modified methods respectively that shows the damping modified

method gives the peak amplification value 17% less than the other method.

3.7. Summary and conclusions
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In this chapter, the matrix method for the site response analysis was reviewed,

and the algorithm of the generalized reflection/transmission (R/T) method for upward

seismic wave propagation was presented and modified. There are some issues and

calculation difficulties with the older matrix method of Thompson/Haskell that can be

resolved and modified in the generalized R/T coefficients method. The R/T method was

applied for three representative sites in the city of Ottawa.

Most of the city of Ottawa is covered by loose sediments underlain by very

hard, high velocity bedrock; and, there is a very high shear wave velocity contrast at the

boundary between the loose sediments and the bedrock. Therefore, wave trapping of

seismic waves in soil layers is a serious concern. The main advantage of the R/T method

is a scheme that considers all internal reverberations of seismic waves, leading to a

proper simulation of the wave trapping inside the soil layers.

The R/T method was modified by implementing a shaking intensity-dependent

damping formulation. Furthermore, this modified R/T method was applied for the soil

profiles adjusted for the modulus softening behavior of soil materials (damping-modulus

modified R/T method). In general, damping-modulus modified R/T method gives greater

peak amplification values compared to those values from damping modified R/T method.

In addition, the results of the amplification values and the fundamental

frequencies from the R/T method were calibrated and validated using ELM for the case

of vertical incidence of shear waves. The agreement between the results of two methods

was good, although different nature of two methods can cause slight differences between

the amplification values or the fundamental frequencies.
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The damping modified R/T method is recommended for the site response

analysis especially in the regions without recorded strong ground motion data. In these

regions, R/T method is extremely useful if a shaking intensity-dependent damping

formulation is incorporated to the method. In addition, R/T method can be developed for

a long range of seismic waves (SV and P) and for different angles of incidence.

In the Ottawa area, because of two major reasons, the application of modified

R/T method is justified. First the area lacks the recorded strong ground motion data and

regardless of real ground motion data, the modified R/T method predicts the seismic

amplification for a target shaking intensity. Second, the surficial geology of the city

highlights the possible wave trapping issue that is addressed in the reverberation scheme

of the R/T method. Therefore, this method can be considered as a powerful tool for the

development of the future amplification maps based on the target shaking intensity in the

area.
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Fig. 3.1: Three examined sites in the Orleans area located in the eastern part ofthe city
ofOttawa.
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Fig. 3.2: Shear wave velocity variationfor Barrington Park Sitefrom
reflection/refraction tests (Hunter et al., 2010).
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Fig. 3.3: Shear wave velocity variationfor Chapel Hill sitefrom reflection/refraction
tests (Hunter et al., 2010).
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Fig. 3.4: Shear wave velocity variationfor LongleafPark Sitefrom reflection/refraction
tests (Hunter et al, 2010).
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Fig. 3.5: RJT: method scheme showing the reverberations inside the soil layersfor
upward wave propagation. R and T denote the reflection and transmission matrices and

U and D standfor the up-going and down-going waves.
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Fig. 3.6: Upward SH wave propagation scheme and the modelparameters ofELM in a
3-layer model. P and Q show the amplitudes ofthe advancing and the reflected S-waves.

h, ? and G standfor the layer thickness, density and the shear modulus ofthe layer
material respectively.
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Fig. 3. 7: A sample ofsimulated acceleration time history with the PGA ofOAgfor
eastern Canadian earthquakes (Atkinson and Beresnev, 1998).
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Fig. 3.8: Peak ground accelerationfrom simulated time histories (generatedfor eastern
Canada) versus effective shear strain (from ProShake program). The bestfit equation is

e = 0.4752 PGA (R2 0.9289). e and PGA are the effective shear strain and the peak
ground acceleration, respectively.
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Fig. 3.9: Damping curvefor clayey soilfrom Sun et al. (1988). The bestfit equation is
0. 9586). D and e are the damping and the shear strain,

respectively.
D = 17.308 e02537 (R2
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Fig. 3.10: Horizontal amplification ratiosfor the Barrington Park site using damping-
modified generalized R/T methodfor the vertical incidence ofthe SV wave. Solid line and
dashed line illustrate the amplificationsfor the damping ratios compatible with PGAs of

0.2g and OAg respectively.
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Fig. 3.11: Horizontal amplification ratiosfor the Chapel Hill site using damping-
modified generalized R/T methodfor the vertical incidence ofthe SV wave. Solid line and
dashed line illustrate the amplificationsfor the damping ratios compatible with PGAs of

0.2g and 0.4g respectively.
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Fig. 3.12: Horizontal amplification ratiosfor the LongleafPark site using damping-
modified generalized R/T methodfor the vertical incidence ofthe SV wave. Solid line and
dashed line illustrate the amplificationsfor the damping ratios compatible with PGAs of

0.2g and OAg respectively..
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Fig. 3.13: Amplification curvesfor the Barrington Park site: Comparison ofdamping
modified generalized RJT method (solid line) with the equivalent linear method (dashed

line). In the R/T method, the vertical incidence ofthe SV wave and the damping ratio
compatible with a PGA of0.2g are considered. In the equivalent linear method, the

multilayer model is subjected to a simulated strong motionfor eastern Canada with a
PGA of0.2g.
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Fig. 3.14: Amplification curvesfor the Barrington Park site: Comparison ofdamping
modified generalized RJT method (solid line) with the equivalent linear method (dashed

line). In the RJT method vertical, the incidence ofthe SV wave and the damping ratio
compatible with a PGA ofOAg are considered. In the equivalent linear method, the

multilayer model is subjected to a simulated strong motionfor eastern Canada with a
PGA ofOAg
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Fig. 3.15: Amplification curvesfor the Chapel Hill site: Comparison ofdamping
modified generalized RJT method (solid line) with the equivalent linear method (dashed

line). In the RJT method, the vertical incidence ofthe SV wave and the damping ratio
compatible with a PGA of0.2g are considered. In the equivalent linear method, the

multilayer model is subjected to a simulated strong motionfor eastern Canada with a
PGA ofO.lg.
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Fig. 3.16: Amplification curvesfor the Chapel Hill site: Comparison ofdamping
modified generalized RJT method (solid line) with the equivalent linear method (dashed

line). In the RJT method, the vertical incidence ofthe SV wave and the damping ratio
compatible with a PGA ofOAg are considered. In the equivalent linear method, the

multilayer model is subjected to a simulated strong motionfor eastern Canada with a
PGA ofOAg.
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Fig. 3.17: Amplification curvesfor the LongleafPark site: Comparison ofdamping
modified generalized RJT method (solid line) with the equivalent linear method (dashed

line). In the RJT method, the vertical incidence ofthe SV wave and the damping ratio
compatible with a PGA of0.2g are considered. In the equivalent linear method, the

multilayer model is subjected to a simulated strong motionfor eastern Canada with a
PGA of0.2g.
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Fig. 3.18: Amplification curvesfor the LongleafPark site: Comparison ofdamping
modified generalized RJT method (solid line) with the equivalent linear method (dashed

line). In the RJT method vertical, the incidence ofthe SV wave and the damping ratio
compatible with a PGA ofOAg are considered. In the equivalent linear method, the

multilayer model is subjected to a simulated strong motionfor eastern Canada with a
PGA ofOAg.
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Fig. 3.19: Strain-dependent shear modulus reduction curvefor clays (Sun et al, 1988).
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Fig. 3.20: Amplification curvesfor the Barrington Park site: Comparison ofdamping-
modulus modified generalized R/T method (solid line) with the equivalent linear method
(dashed line). In the RJT method, the vertical incidence ofthe SV wave and the damping
ratio compatible with a PGA of0.2g are considered. In the equivalent linear method, the

multilayer model is subjected to a simulated strong motionfor eastern Canada with a
PGA of0.2g.
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Fig. 3.21: Amplification curvesfor the Barrington Park site: Comparison ofdamping-
modulus modified generalized R/T method (solid line) with the equivalent linear method
(dashed line). In the R/T method vertical, the incidence ofthe SV wave and the damping
ratio compatible with a PGA ofOAg are considered. In the equivalent linear method, the

multilayer model is subjected to a simulated strong motionfor eastern Canada with a
PGA ofOAg.
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Fig. 3.22: Amplification curvesfor the Chapel Hill site: Comparison ofdamping-
modulus modified generalized RJT method (solid line) with the equivalent linear method
(dashed line). In the RJT method, the vertical incidence ofthe SV wave and the damping
ratio compatible with a PGA of0.2g are considered. In the equivalent linear method, the

multilayer model is subjected to a simulated strong motionfor eastern Canada with a
PGA of0.2g.
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Fig. 3.23: Amplification curvesfor the Chapel Hill site: Comparison ofdamping-
modulus modified generalized R/T method (solid line) with the equivalent linear method
(dashed line). In the R/T method, the vertical incidence ofthe SV wave and the damping
ratio compatible with a PGA ofOAg are considered. In the equivalent linear method, the

multilayer model is subjected to a simulated strong motionfor eastern Canada with a
PGA ofOAg.
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Fig. 3.24: Amplification curvesfor the LongleafPark site: Comparison ofdamping-
modulus modified generalized R/T method (solid line) with the equivalent linear method
(dashed line). In the RJT method, the vertical incidence ofthe SV wave and the damping
ratio compatible with a PGA of0.2g are considered. In the equivalent linear method, the

multilayer model is subjected to a simulated strong motionfor eastern Canada with a
PGA of0.2g.
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Fig. 3.25: Amplification curvesfor the LongleafPark site: Comparison ofdamping-
modulus modified generalized R/T method (solid line) with the equivalent linear method
(dashed line). In the R/T method vertical, the incidence ofthe SV wave and the damping
ratio compatible with a PGA ofOAg are considered. In the equivalent linear method, the

multilayer model is subjected to a simulated strong motionfor eastern Canada with a
PGA of OAg.
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Fig. 3.26: Amplification curvesfor the Barrington Park site: Comparison ofdamping
modified R/T method (dashed line) with damping-modulus RJT method (solid line) for the
target PGA ofO.lg. The Fundamental Frequencies are obtained 0. 6 Hz and 0. 45 Hzfrom

the damping modified and damping-modulus modified methods respectively.
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Fig. 3.27: Amplification curvesfor the Barrington Park site: Comparison ofdamping
modified RJT method (dashed line) with damping-modulus RJT method (solid line) for the
target PGA ofOAg. The Fundamental Frequencies are obtained 0.6 Hz and 0.3 Hzfrom

the damping modified and damping-modulus modified methods respectively.
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Fig. 3.28: Amplification curvesfor the Chapel Hill site: Comparison ofdamping
modified RJT method (dashed line) with damping-modulus RJT method (solid line) for the
target PGA of0.2g. The Fundamental Frequencies are obtained 0.4 Hz and 0.35 Hzfrom

the damping modified and damping-modulus modified methods respectively.
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Fig. 3.29: Amplification curvesfor the Chapel Hill site: Comparison ofdamping
modified RJT method (dashed line) with damping-modulus RJT method (solid line) for the
target PGA ofOAg. The Fundamental Frequencies are obtained 0.4 Hz and 0.25 Hzfrom

the damping modified and damping-modulus modified methods respectively.
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Fig. 3.30: Amplification curvesfor the LongleafPark site: Comparison ofdamping
modified RJT method (dashed line) with damping-modulus RJT method (solid line) for the
target PGA of0.2g. The Fundamental Frequencies are obtained 1.2 Hz and 0.9 Hzfrom

the damping modified and damping-modulus modified methods respectively.
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Fig. 3.31: Amplification curvesfor the LongleafPark site: Comparison ofdamping
modified RJT method (dashed line) with damping-modulus RJT method (solid line) for the
target PGA ofOAg. The Fundamental Frequencies are obtained 1.2 Hz and 0.6 Hzfrom

the damping modified and damping-modulus modified methods respectively.
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Table 3.1: Physical modelparameters ofthe Barrington Park site located in east Ottawa.
Physical Parameter Layer 1 Layer 2 Layer 3 Half-space (Bedrock)

S-wave velocity (m/sec) 123 142 177 2700

P-wave velocity (m/sec) 1230 1420 1770 5620

Thickness (m) 23 23 24 Not Applicable

Unit weight (gr/cm ) 2.5

Table 3.2: Physical model parameters ofthe Chapel Hill site located in east Ottawa.
Physical Parameter Layer 1 Layer 2 Layer 3 Half-space (Bedrock)

S-wave velocity (m/sec) 131 160 228 2700

P-wave velocity (m/sec) 1310 1660 2280 5620

Thickness (m) 29 50 30 Not Applicable

Unit weight (gr/cm ) 2.5

Table 3.3: Physical modelparameters ofthe LongleafPark site located in east Ottawa.

Physical Parameter Layer 1 Layer 2 Layer 3 Half-space (Bedrock)

S-wave velocity (m/sec) 124 132 141 2700

P-wave velocity (m/sec) 1240 1320 1410 5620

Thickness (m) 12 10 Not Applicable

Unit weight (gr/) cm 2.5



4. Site Response Analysis using Finite Element Method

4.1. Introduction

4.1.1. Scope of the chapter

This chapter presents the seismic site response amplification analysis of

different soil profiles throughout the city of Ottawa utilizing the finite element method

(see section 4.1.4) along with the application of proper boundary conditions between soil

and rock (section 4.5). Seismic amplification is defined as the ratio of the ground

response in frequency domain to the bedrock motion in frequency domain. This

frequency domain definition of amplification is based on either the Fourier spectra or the

response spectra of the acceleration time histories. Three main issues have been

investigated: i) unusual seismic amplification from weak motion recordings, ii) effect of

shaking intensity on seismic soil amplification and influence of soil-bedrock shear wave

velocity contrast ratio on seismic soil amplification and iii) finally, developing of seismic

soil amplification factors for low, high and fundamental frequencies.

4.1.2. Analysis database

For the above-mentioned issues, the following analysis database was used: for

the weak motion amplification analysis, two broadband stations of ORHO and ORIO

located at the eastern part of the city were chosen. A comprehensive record of shear wave

velocity (Vs) was obtained by Carleton University and Geological survey of Canada for

93
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those sites using different seismic reflection/refraction surveying and borehole data (for

details, see section 4.7). The input weak motions were taken from the recordings of the

earthquake on Christmas Eve, 2008, Val-des-Bois earthquake, M3.0, (Horizontal

components of earthquakes recorded by Geological Survey of Canada). The earthquake
occurred about 80km NE of Ottawa.

For the second issue, which is the combined effect of shaking intensity and soil-

bedrock velocity contrast on the variation of the seismic amplification ratios, three sites

(Heritage Park, #31 and #41) with depths of 39, 60 and 81m were chosen. The shear

wave velocity information of these sites was provided by Carleton University and

Geological Survey of Canada research team for microzonation studies for the city of

Ottawa. The details of the profile information of the studied sites are given in section 4.8.

The input time histories (10% in 50 years records) are artificial time histories provided by

Atkinson and Beresnev (1998).

For the third research issue, which is development of soil amplification factors

for low, high and fundamental frequency, first, 19 different sites ranging from Im to

112m depth were chosen. For 12 of these sites, detailed shear wave velocity equations

provided by the Carleton University and GSC research team and for other sites (7 of

them), a shear wave velocity equation (see Hunter et al., 2010) was used. Details of those

profiles are explained in section 4.10. Those sites were subjected to artificial time

histories (2% in 50 years records) for Eastern Canada. Second, 17 sites ranging from 1 to

120m depth having the average shear wave velocity of soil and bedrock in the area were

selected and subjected to the records having similar spectral accelerations used in the
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National Building Code of Canada (NBCC, 2005). More details are explained in section

4.11.

4.1.3. Amplification factors in National Building Code of Canada

The soil amplification factor, called foundation factor (F), is given for different

soil categories, different levels of shaking intensity and frequencies by the National

Building Code of Canada (NBCC, 2005). In this section, the two main approaches for the

development of intensity and frequency-dependent foundation (amplification) factors i)

Borcherdt approach (1992, 1994) and ii) National Earthquake Hazard Reduction Program

(NEHRP, 1994) approach are discussed. The National Building Code of Canada (NBCC,

2005) adopted NEHRP (1994) provisions for site classification in Canada.

The first approach (Borcherdt, 1992 and 1994), which provides continuous

foundation factors, is based on the analysis of 35 sites using records of Loma Prieta

earthquake, 1989. In that approach time-averaged shear wave velocity in the top 30

meters (VS30) were used as a representative of site condition. Vs3ois defined as below:

Vs30= 30/(1 Vs1 hi) (4-1)

where, Vs¡ and h¡ denote the shear wave velocity and the thickness of the ith layer down to
30 m depth. Borcherdt correlated the amplification factors (F) for low and high frequency

ranges to VS30 values. Borcherdt obtained two functional forms for high (5 Hz or 0.2 sec)

and low frequency (1 Hz or 1 sec) ranges:

Fa = (1050/ Vs30 G (4-2)

Fv = (1050/ Vs30 )mv (4-3)

where, Fa and Fv are the foundation (amplification) factors for high and low frequency

ranges, respectively. ma and mv are coefficients obtained from the best fit to the observed
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data. In equations (4-2) and (4-3), 1050 (in m/sec) is the average shear wave velocity for

bedrock (Franciscan bedrock in California).

The second approach (NEHRP, 1994) also classifies seismic sites in terms of

the average shear wave velocity of top 30 meters, as well as average standard penetration

resistance or the soil undrained shear strength. In NEHRP approach, similar to Borcherdt

approach, low and short period ranges were defined and, for a specific shaking intensity,

the amplification factors (F) were derived using real or mapped input ground motion data

from the records of Loma Prieta earthquake.

The Canadian Committee on Earthquake Engineering (CANCEE) adopted

NEHRP (1994) provisions for site classification in NBCC (2005). Table (4.1) shows

different site classes based on NEHRP and NBCC (2005). Fa and Fv are also similar to

NEHRP (1994) with minor modifications. The modification is that the site class C is the

reference site with the amplification factor of 1 in NBCC (2005) while in NEHRP (1994)

the reference site is site class B. In NBCC (2005) the foundation factor for short-period

(0.2 sec or 5 Hz) and long-period (1 sec or 1 Hz) of spectral accelerations (indicated with

So.2 and Si, respectively) are given.

As mentioned in section (4.1.1), the amplification factor is defined based on the

Fourier or the response spectra ratio of the ground motion to the bedrock motion. For the

sake of consistency, in this chapter, the following symbols will represent the seismic soil

amplification factors (F factors):

(F3) = F factor for high frequency (5 Hz)

(Fv)= F factor for low frequency (1 Hz)

F«) = F factor for Fundamental frequency
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(Fv)fft = F factor for low frequency (1 Hz) based on Fourier spectra analysis

(Fv)rs = F factor for low frequency (1 Hz) based on response spectra analysis

(F3)FFT = F factor for high frequency (5 Hz) based on Fourier spectra analysis

(Fa)Rs= F factor for high frequency (5 Hz) based on response spectra analysis

4.1.4. Finite element method (FEM) for site response analysis

In the finite element method (Reddy, 2004; Bathe, 2003; Hughes et al., 2000;

Zienkiewicz and Taylor, 2000 and Bathe and Wilson, 1976), the soil layer is modeled

using number of elements connected at their nodes (Figure (4.1) shows the finite element

mesh for a soil deposit). The following equation of motion is exploited in this method:

[M]U" + [C]u· + [K]u = R (4-4)

where [M], [C] and [K] are the total mass, damping and stiffness matrices, respectively,

obtained from assembling of the element matrices. R denotes the load vector, u, u' and u"

represent the displacement, velocity and the acceleration, respectively. Equation (4-4) can

be solved by different methods. For instance, Newmark-beta method expresses the

displacement, velocity and the acceleration of two consequent time steps in terms of each

other:

UVi= u· n +0.5Ät(u"„ + u"„+i) (4-5)

Un+I = Un +At u· „ + 0.5 (l-2ß) At2 u"n + ß At2 u"n+] (4-6)

? and At denote the number of the time steps and the time interval, respectively, ß is a

constant number that should be set to the values between 0 and 1. Taking ß= 0.25 leads

to the solution called the trapezoidal method that yields unconditional stability with no

numerical damping for any frequency (Hughes, 1987).
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The analysis conducted herein considers appropriate damping for non-linearity

effects in soil response. Section 4.2 gives a general overview on soil non-linearity, and

models used for damping and shear modulus/stiffness reductions curves that are

discussed in section 4.3. Damping and shear modulus reduction curves, which address

soil non-linearity, are important when shaking intensity exceeds a threshold level. In fact,

these curves change the damping and shear modulus values based on the developed shear

stress level in soil material. The damping model (C) used in equation (4-4) is explained in

section 4.4. Appropriate boundary conditions required for the bottom of the finite

element model (shown in Figure (4.1)) are described in section 4.5.

4.2. Non-linear behavior of soil

Behavior of soils is fairly complex and dependent on several factors

including the strain amplitude (Kwok et al., 2008; Hartzell et al., 2004; and Finn, 1991).

Beyond certain level of deformation (usually shear strains greater than IO"5 or 10"4) soil
manifests its non-linear effects. Soil behavior has often been assumed linear in the past,

and such an approximation would be valid if the strains are fairly small. However, non-

linearity effects might be prominent if the intensity of the seismic loading is sufficient to

develop large strains.

The relevance of non-linear soil behavior during seismic loading has been an

ambiguous subject for decades (Tsuda et al., 2006; Frankel et al., 2002; Beresnev and

Wen, 1996; Wen, 1994; Chin and Aki, 1991; Chang et al., 1989; and Joyner and Chen,

1975). For many years prior to the 90s, due to the shortage of strong seismic ground

motion observations, the soil non-linearity has not been generally considered in soil

response during earthquakes. Earthquakes of Michoacan, Mexico (1985) and Loma
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Prieta, California (1989) provided a wide range of strong seismic motion recordings that

enabled the assessment of the influence of the non-linearity of soils on the response

during an earthquake. Considerable data obtained from those earthquakes was used to

study the non-linear soil effects by seismologists and geotechnical engineers.

4.2.1. Hysteretic model and the subsequent effect on soil mechanical properties

Many cyclic loading tests, performed on numerous soil samples, proposed

a hysteretic stress-strain relationship for unloading-reloading behavior (Chatterjee and

Basu, 2008; Bonilla et al., 2005; Hardin and Drnevich, 1972; and Seed and Peacock,

1971). A typical hysteresis loop is shown in Figure (4.2). The hysteretic behavior

consists of two main parts: 1- Initial loading curve or backbone curve 2- hysteresis loops.

Numerous backbone curves have been proposed using analytical approximations. Those

curves express the initial relationship between the shear stress (t) and shear strain (?).

Detailed models of backbone curves can be found in Erdik (1987) and Finn (1988). The

following curve (equation) is widely used as the backbone curve:

t = Gmax ?/ (1 + (Gmax ?)/ xmax ) (4-7)

where t, tmax , Gmax and ? indicate the shear stress, maximum shear stress, maximum

shear modulus and the shear strain, respectively.

To establish the reloading-unloading fractions of the hysteresis loop, as the

second step of hysteretic behavior, modified Masing's rule (Masing, 1926) is usually

utilized. This rule states that unloading and reloading curves can be constructed from

backbone curve with the origin shifted to the reversal point at (yrev, tGe? ) and then the

backbone curve should be expanded by a factor of 2 along the stress axis. As mentioned,
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Yrev and Trev denote the reversal point of shear strain and the reversal point of the shear

stress, respectively. The extended Masing's rule is shown in Figure (4.3).

These stress-strain loops demonstrate the variation of the shear modulus

(G) with different strain levels. As shown in Figure (4.2), as shear strains increase both

tangent and secant shear modulus decreases. Tangent shear modulus (Gtan) is obtained

from the slope of the tangent line at any point of the mentioned curves. It is obvious the

tangent shear modulus is variable for different points of a cycle and therefore, generally,

its average value over an entire loop, called secant shear modulus (Gsec), is used.

As explained, the shear modulus variation is a significant outcome of soil non-

linearity. This shear modulus (G) is related to the shear wave velocity (V) for small

strains by the following equation:

G= = ? V2 (4-8)
where ? is the density of the soil material.

In addition, to shear modulus variation, each hysteretic loop imposes the energy

loss or damping. In general, material damping is characterized by three mechanisms:

i)friction between soil particles, ii) non-linear soil behavior and iii) the strain rate effect.

Generally, damping characteristics of engineering materials (soil here) is quantified by

the damping ratio. Damping ratio is defined as the ratio of soil damping (C) to the critical

damping (Cc) value:

D= C / Cc (4-9)

In hysteretic loop, by assuming the equivalent viscous damping, the damping

ratio (D) is obtained by the following equation:

D = WD/ (4 p Ws) (4-10)
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where Wd and Ws are the dissipated and maximum stored energy in one cycle,

respectively.

4.2.2. Dependency of non-linear soil response on frequency and shaking intensity

Some researchers (e.g. Tsuda et al., 2005; and Yu et al., 1993) have described

the differences between linear and non-linear responses .Yu et al. (1993) used frequency

bands to explain these differences. In the low frequency range (less than 3 Hz), where the

wavelength (?) is long, the soil stratum does not affect the waves considerably. In that

range, the linear response is dominant over the non-linear response. In the intermediate

range of frequencies (3 Hz to 20 Hz), the attenuation of seismic motion appears and the

soil layers damp the amplitudes of seismic motion. In the high frequency range (> 20

Hz), because of harmonic generation (McCaIl, 1994), the amplification of non-linear

response is dominant over the linear response.

In addition to the dependency of nonlinearity on frequency, it was notified that

the strain level has a significant effect on the soil nonlinearity. A threshold shaking

intensity (acceleration) is needed to trigger the nonlinearity of soil. Let us consider the

following shear strain equation:

? = dui dz (4-11)

where ?, u and ? denote strain, the input displacement and the propagation direction,

respectively. For a sinusoidal form for u:

u = U0 sin (2p? - kz) (4-12)

where uo, f and k (equal to 2p/?) are the displacement amplitude, frequency and the

wavenumber, respectively. Expressing Uo in terms of acceleration amplitude (ao), we get:

uo=a0/ro2 (4-13)
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Combining the equations (4-11), (4-12) and (4-13), we will obtain the maximum

shear strain for the expected acceleration level and the specific frequency:

Max(y) = ao/(2nfV) (4-14)

Knowing the upper dominant frequency (f), velocity (V) and the desired strain

level (?), the threshold acceleration (ao), which is the boundary between weak and strong

motion, is calculated. Different threshold accelerations have been introduced in the

literature. Beresnev and Wen (1996) consider the accelerations around 100 gal as the

boundary between the linear and non-linear response. Lee et al. (2006) stated that, for

their case studies in Lotung, Taiwan, non-linearity starts at the acceleration of 0.04 g (40

gal) and is clearly observed at the acceleration of 0.075 g (73 gal). The actual threshold

acceleration will depend on the stress-strain properties of the soil deposit subjected to

strong shaking.

For the loose sites in Ottawa area, reasonable parameters can be assumed in

equation (4-14) to obtain ao for a given shear strain. For example, assuming ?= 10 "4, f =
5Hz and V = 150 m/sec, equation (4-14) gives the low threshold acceleration of 47gal

(cm/sec2). The majority of sites in Ottawa have a low shear wave velocity (V) and
equation (4-14) shows that low values of threshold accelerations are expected in the

region. Figure (4.4) demonstrates the threshold acceleration for the soil layers having

shear wave velocity of 150 m/sec and the developed shear strain of 10 "4.

4.3. Variable Shear modulus and damping ratio for dynamic analysis

The estimation of variation of shear modulus (G), and damping ratio (D) of soils

is the key issue for a non-linear soil. Many researchers have carried out numerous studies

to describe and characterize factors that are significant in the determination of those
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parameters (Stokoe et al., 2004; Darendeli, 2001; Sun et al., 1988; and Seed and Idriss,

1970). These studies show that the most important parameters affecting the shear

modulus reduction are the level of shear strain, confining stress and the plasticity index.

The less important factors are frequency of loading, over-consolidation ratio, void ratio

and the degree of saturation. There is a relatively acceptable consensus in the literature

that as confining stress and plasticity index increase, the degradation of shear modulus

decreases.

The damping ratio is also changed by the above-mentioned parameters (the

level of shear strain, confining stress, plasticity index, soil type, frequency and number of

loading cycles). The confining stress increase generally causes an increase in damping.

The effect of the plasticity index on the minimum material damping (Dm¡n) is different

and is dependent on the desired strain level. In low and medium strain levels, plasticity

index increase causes the damping increase while the increasing of plasticity index

decreases the damping at the high levels of the shear strain (Roblee and Chiou, 2004;

Stokoe et al., 2004; Vucetic et al., 1998; and Stokoe et al., 1994).

Routinely, laboratory results of resonant column tests and torsional shear tests

are used to obtain and correlate the shear modulus reduction and the damping ratio

relationships (Zhang et al., 2005; Hoyos and Macari, 1999; and Hwang, 1997). Shear

modulus relationships have been described by hyperbolic models. One of the well-known

models was proposed by Stokoe et al. (1999):

G/Gmax = [l/(1+(Y/Yr)a] (4-15)

where ?G and a are the reference strain and the curvature parameters, respectively. These

parameters are determined based on the best-fit curve to the experimental data of shear
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modulus versus the shear strain. Different approaches have been introduced to model

damping. One conventional approach is to correlate the damping ratio (D) to the shear

modulus reduction (G/G max). For example Ishibashi and Zhang (1993) correlated the

damping to shear modulus ratio with a polynomial function. Also, Zhang et al. (2005)

used the following equation:

D = f(G/Gmax) + Dmin (4-16)

Dmin in equation (4-16) was determined based on the experimental data using

the torsional shear test. Then having (D - Dmin) and using G/G max data, the best-fit curve

which associates (D-Dm¡n) to (G/G max) is obtained. In this research, for the site response

analysis, I will use the damping and shear modulus reduction data of clayey soil from

Seed and Sun (1989). The damping ratio and shear modulus reduction curves are shown

in Figures (4.5) and (4.6).

4.4. Rayleigh damping

In this section, the appropriate damping (C) needed for the equation of motion,

equation (4-4), is discussed. Hysteretic damping can be approximated by the Rayleigh

damping. Rayleigh damping includes mass-proportional and stiffness-proportional terms:

[C] = a [M] +ß [K] (4-17)

where [C], [M] and [K] are damping matrix, mass matrix and stiffness matrix,

respectively, a and ß are frequency dependent factors. Hudson expression (Hudson,

1994) can be exploited to obtain these values. By using this expression, a and ß can be

determined in such a way that the finite element model can respond to the dominant

frequencies of the site and that of the input motion, a and ß are given by the following

equations:
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a = 2? (? ? ?2)/( ? ?+ ?2) (4- 1 8)

ß = 2? /( a>?+ Q)2) (4-19)

where ? and ? ? denote the estimated material damping ratio and the fundamental

frequency of the site.

Furthermore: ?2=??? (4-20)

where n is the closest odd integer which is greater than coi/coi if ro¡ is considered the

dominant frequency of the input motion, a and ß values obtained according to the

explained procedure results in under-damping between ?? and co2 which in turn allows the

model to respond to the dominant frequency of the input motion without experiencing a

significant over-damping. After choosing the coefficients a and ß, the frequency-

dependent damping curve can be established from subsequent equation (Bathe and

Wilson, 1976):

§=0.5(a/a>i + ßa>i) (4-21)

Based on the coefficients a and ß, damping ratio (??), which is C/Cr, is determined for the

corresponding angular frequency (co¡).

4.5. Infinite Medium Modeling

Boundary conditions needed for the bottom of the finite element model (Figure

(4.1)) are investigated in this section. Those boundary conditions should be capable of

modeling the infinite medium, which is the underlying hard bedrock. The goal of that

boundary condition implementation is to achieve a perfect wave absorber. In other words,

the impinging elastic waves (from the bedrock) should be absorbed quite perfectly into

the finite medium (soil deposit). These boundary conditions prevent the leakage of

energy through the boundaries of the finite element model.
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The boundaries at the edges of a discrete model (such as a FEM model) can be

classified in three major categories: 1) elementary or fixed (non-transmitting) boundaries,

2) local (imperfect transmitting) boundaries, and 3) consistent (non-local, perfect

transmitting) boundaries. Kausel and Tassoulas (1981) studied the performance of these

boundaries for the problem of time-harmonic anti-plane line load on a stratum and

arrived at the following three conclusions:

(i) The elementary boundaries cause strong reflections of the waves and may

not be appropriate when deep strata and radiation problem are taken into account, (ii)

Local boundaries have fairly good wave absorption characteristics but might fail for the

case of deep deposits at low frequencies, (iii) Consistent boundaries are perfect energy

absorbers but can only be used in the frequency domain formulation.

For our finite element model, a finite dynamic model that can approximate the

underlying and/or surrounding infinite medium should be introduced. The idea is to

propose a model, which has the maximum absorption of the wave energy at boundaries

between the finite model (layered soil deposit) and the underlying infinite medium. Here,

among several alternatives introduced above, viscous boundaries (as simple local

boundaries) developed by Lysmer and Kuhlemeyer (1969) are used. Lysmer and

Kuhlemeyer investigated the different boundary conditions at the interface between finite

and infinite media and used the following stress equations at the boundary of the half-

space (infinite medium) and the finite medium:

o=apVpW (4-22)

T=b ? V5 u"
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where s, t, w" and u' are the normal stress, shear stress, normal velocity and tangential

velocity, respectively. Vp ,V5 and ? denote the p-wave velocity, s-wave velocity and the

mass density respectively, a and b are constants. By considering those stress boundary

conditions for the seismic incident waves on the boundaries and maximizing the ratio of

the reflected wave energy to the incident energy, we obtain:

a=b=l

These values of a and b give the maximum (perfect) absorption of waves and

therefore the standard viscous boundary is defined as below:

o=pVpW (4-23)

t= ? Vs u"

The Lysmer-Kuhlemeyer boundary is a perfect absorber for seismic waves

impinging normally (vertically) on the boundary. It can be shown that nearly perfect

absorption is achieved for the angles of incidence greater than 30 °. Equation (4-23)

shows that some dashpots (dampers) should be implemented at the boundaries. To

convert the stress values (equation (4-23)) to force values, the stress values should be

multiplied by L, tributary width of the node in finite element model. Therefore, dashpots

with coefficients of pLVp and pLVs can be implemented at the underneath boundary of

the finite element model.

4.6. Numerical seismic amplification simulation for the city of Ottawa;

Concerns

Site amplification is a concern in geotechnical practices in the Ottawa area as

about 65% of Ottawa is located on loose post-glacial sediments with very low shear wave
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velocities. In addition, those soft soil deposits overly a firm bedrock with very high shear

wave velocity. The main geological units of concern consist of a very loose post-glacial

soil (Vs <150 m/sec) and very firm bedrock (Vs> 2300 m/sec). This large shear wave

velocity contrast exhibits the high potential of the soil profiles to trap the incident seismic

waves. This wave-trapping potential can be clearly confirmed if the reflected and

transmitted energy coefficients are considered (Reynolds, 1997):

Er = (Z2-Z1)2Z(Z^Z2)2 (4-24)

Et = (4 Z1 Z2)/ (Z1+ Z2)2 (4-25)
where Er and Et denote the reflected and transmitted energy coefficients, respectively. Zi

and Z2 stand for the acoustic impedance of the soil and the underlying bedrock,

respectively. As noted earlier, acoustic impedance or contrast (Z) is defined by the

following formula:

Z = ? V (4-26)

where ? and V are the density and the shear wave velocity of the soil/bedrock layer,

respectively. Furthermore, the contrast ratio is shown with ? (lower case).

A rough calculation can verify the aforementioned wave trapping. Let us

consider the density of unit weight kN/m3 and the average shear wav velocity of 150
m/sec for the loose soil sediments. Also, the unit weight and the average shear wave

velocity of the firm bedrock are taken 2500 kN/m3 and 2700 m/sec, respectively. Using

the equations (4-24) and (4-26), the reflected energy coefficient (ER) is obtained 0.85.

This coefficient means that the most of the traveled seismic wave (85% of the total

energy) in the upper layer (soft soil) is reflected and trapped.
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In addition to the surficial geology of the city, sparse earthquake recordings in

the Ottawa area show large amplification factors for the recorded weak motions. For

instance, for an earthquake near Cochrane, Ontario (Magnitude of 4.2) on Dec. 7, 2006,

very large amplification factors were reported near the fundamental frequency (fo) of the

site (ORHO station). Using the above-mentioned earthquake and the spectral ratio

method, the maximum amplification factor was given 143 at 0.78 Hz, while at higher

frequencies this factor is more than 20 for the horizontal components (Motazedian et al.,

2007). As another example, Pugin et al. (2007) obtained high amplification values for the

same site using H/V ratio method (Nakamura technique). They achieved the maximum

amplification ratio of 75 at fundamental frequency of the site. However, these are weak

motion soil amplifications and the soft soil behaves linearly in this range, while we are

interested in soil amplification factors for stronger level of motion.

Using the FEM for the site response analysis, the following topics are

investigated in the subsequent sections:

1 . Seismic amplification simulation for the weak motion recordings

2. Effect of the bedrock to soil contrast ratio or acoustic impedance/contrast ratio (z)

on the expected seismic amplification ratios

3. Effect of level of shaking (shaking intensity) on the expected seismic

amplification ratios

4. Combined effect of the contrast ratio (z) and the intensity of shaking on the

expected seismic amplification ratios

5. Developing of seismic amplification models/equations for, low, high and natural

frequencies in the Ottawa area.
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It should be noted that the site response analysis using FEM benefits from two

advantages. First, using Rayleigh damping formulation, both of the fundamental site

frequency and dominant frequency of the input motions are considered and the finite

element model can respond to the both of these frequencies. Second, using viscous

boundary conditions, the underlying bedrock is modeled and zero/minimum energy

leakage is allowed through the boundaries of the model. These advantages are not

addressed properly in some of conventional site response methods such as the equivalent

linear method.

4.7. Seismic amplification simulation for the weak motion recordings

4.7.1. Target sites

Considering the unusual soil amplification factors from the recent observations,

numerical modeling of deep sites (especially those located in the eastern part of the city)

subjected to weak motions is necessary. The two nearby sites (ORHO and ORIO seismic

stations shown in Figure (4.7)), one located on thick soil and one on firm bedrock are our

reference sites for the weak motion recordings and soil modeling. Such analysis is

required to ensure that that amplification factors used in current design practice for strong

motion are safe.

Some of local/regional earthquakes, which have been recorded by these two

sites, are used for the seismic amplification modeling for the weak motion. As an

example, acceleration time histories (horizontal component) of the earthquake on

Christmas Eve, 2008 recorded on ORIO station was considered as an input weak motion.

The recorded motions on ORIO and ORHO stations are shown in Figures (4.8) and (4.9),
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respectively. The recorded motions on ORIO were chosen as the input motion for the soil

modeling of ORHO station for two main reasons: First, ORIO station is located on

bedrock and second, this station is adequately close to the target ORHO station (1.3 km

away from ORHO), compared to the epicentral distance of earthquake which is about 80

km NE of Ottawa.

4.7.2. Comparison of observed and modeled seismic amplification using weak

motion recordings

The seismic soil modeling for the target site (ORHO station) was carried out for

two soil profiles. The first profile, profile #1, consists of 81 m of Leda clay (Vs= 210±10

m/sec and unit weight p= 1700 kN/m3) and the bedrock (Vs= 2700±680 m/sec and the ?
= 2500 kN/m3). In order to investigate the effect of relatively thin glacial till, in the
second profile (profile #2), the glacial till (a 10 meter layer of glacial till with Vs=

580±174 m/sec and unit weight = 1800 kN/m3) was added to the bottom of 81m Leda

clay profile. All the input parameters of the finite element model are shown in Table

(4.2). Comparison between a simulated acceleration time history on ORHO site with the

recorded acceleration on ORIO is demonstrated in Figure (4.10).

Figures (4.11) and (4.12) illustrate the seismic soil amplification (ratio of

Fourier spectra of the response to that of the input motion) for the above-mentioned weak

motion using the finite element method (Program QUAD4M, Hudson et al., 1994) for

profiles #1 and #2, respectively . The comparisons of these amplification values from

observed data and the site response FEM models of the soil profile #1 and #2 are shown

in Figure (4.13) and (4.14).
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As seen in these Figures, peak values of seismic amplification (at the

fundamental frequency) are 83 and 99 for profiles #1 and #2 respectively while the

spectral ratios of the observed records give the peak amplification ratio of 86 for ORHO

site. Therefore, the peak seismic amplification ratios from the FEM modeling and

observations are in good agreement.

In addition to the agreement between amplification ratio results, the

fundamental frequencies of ORHO site are obtained 0.55 and 0.7 Hz using the profiles #1

and #2 respectively. On the other hand, the observed records give the fundamental

frequency of 0.75 Hz that is close to the fundamental frequency obtained from profile #2.

4.8. Effect of the contrast ratio and the shaking intensity on the seismic

amplification variation

4.8.3. Target sites and input motions

For this part of research, three sites in the eastern part of the city were chosen.

These sites include the Heritage Park site, site #31 and site #41. These sites are

demonstrated in Figure (4.15). All the physical parameters of these sites are shown in

Table (4.3). These sites were subjected to seven time histories demonstrated in the

Figures (4.16a, 4.16b, 4.16c, 4.16d, 4.17a, 4.17b and 4.17c). These acceleration time

histories were selected from the artificial time histories that are 10% in 50 years records

(records generated by Atkinson and Beresnev, 1998). Peak ground acceleration (PGA) of

these records varies from 23 gal (cm/sec2) to 349 gal.

To cover a broad range of bedrock to soil acoustic impedance ratios, in addition

to the real V8 profiles of the mentioned three sites, three more shear wave velocity
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profiles were generated for each site. The goal was to reach the contrast ratios (z) of 4, 8

and 12 using the following equation:

? = (pbVb )/ (PsVs) (4-27)

where pb ,Vb , ps and V8 denote the bedrock density, bedrock shear wave velocity, soil

density and the soil shear wave velocity, respectively. Taking the constant shear wave

velocity for the underlying bedrock, 2700 m/sec, having ps equal to 1700 kN/m3 and pb
equal to 2500 kN/m3 ,shear wave velocity (Vs ) of the target models were calculated for
each contrast ratio, z.

Some of the obtained acceleration time histories on the ground surface are

shown in Figures (4.18a, 4.18b, 4.18c and 4.18d). Furthermore, the amplification curves

for Heritage Park site (obtained from the ratio of Fourier spectra) are demonstrated in

Figures (4.19) to (4.25). These amplification curves are separately shown in Appendix A.

4.8.4. Variation of the seismic amplification ratio with the shaking intensity (level

of shaking)

Many researchers have investigated the effect of shaking intensity on the

nonlinear behavior of soils during earthquakes. For instance, Jarpe et al. (1989) studied

the seismic amplification of some sites in San Francisco Bay from the weak and strong

motion recordings of Loma Prieta earthquake, 1989. Their study on that earthquake and

the following aftershocks exhibited a significant reduction of the amplification ratios with

the increased level of shaking.

Beresnev et al. (1994) carried out research on the nonlinear behavior of soils

during large earthquakes. They analyzed the recorded acceleration data from two strong

motion arrays in Taiwan. That study gave significant evidences on the role of shaking
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intensity on seismic soil response that was debated by the seismologists for a long time

due to the lack of compelling observed data. In one of the examined data arrays, the

events having peak ground acceleration (PGA) less than 30 cm/sec2 and PGAs greater
than 100 cm/sec2 were attributed to the weak and strong motion data, respectively. In the

next array, the events having PGAs less than 13 cm/sec2 and PGAs greater than 100

cm/sec2 were categorized in the weak and strong motion ranges, respectively. Then, using
the spectral ratio method, soil amplification functions were obtained for the variety of

events. The results of Beresnev et al. (1994) showed that the amplification ratios from

strong motion lie below those from weak motion recordings for a wide range of

frequencies. Furthermore, they demonstrated that when the ground motion amplitude

turns into an adequately strong level, the soil amplification potential is drastically

diminished or lost.

To quantify the strong motion effect on the amplification ratio, numerous

studies have been performed. For example, Beresnev et al. (1998) derived the following

equation for the ratio of weak to strong motion amplification (aw/as):

aw /a, = {(PGAw+c5)/( PGAs+c5)}a, { (4-28)

where PGAW and PGA8 stand for the PGA on rock for weak and strong motions,

respectively. C5 and a 1 1 are the empirical coefficients.

In the current amplification study of the Ottawa area, the PGA as the shaking

intensity indicator is taken into account and its effect on the variation of seismic soil

amplification is investigated for a variety of sites in Ottawa area. As mentioned

previously, the input motion recordings encompass the seismograms with PGAs ranging
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from 23 cm/sec2 to 349 cm/sec2 (23 gal, 41 gal, 70 gal, 81 gal, 147 gal, 208 gal, and 349

gal)·

Furthermore, it is important to investigate the effect of shaking intensity on the

fundamental site frequency. For a single-layer soil deposit underlain by elastic bedrock,

the resonance frequency (fundamental frequency) is defined as below:

f=V/(4H) (4-29)

where f, V and H represent the fundamental frequency, shear wave velocity and the

thickness of the soil layer, respectively. Equation (4-29) was derived by Okamoto (1973)

for the case of shear wave propagating vertically through the bedrock. For linear behavior

of soil layer (no damping taken into account), Okamoto showed that the vibration of the

ground surface (us) is obtained from the following equation:

us = 2 / { cos2 (Hco/Vsi) + ?2 sin2 (Hco/Vsi) } ° 5 (4-30)

K = p,Vsl/p2Vs2 (4-31)

where H, pi, p2 ,? V5 1 , V82 and ? denote the single-layer thickness , soil density (unit

weight), bedrock density (unit weight),angular frequency, soil layer velocity , bedrock

velocity, and the acoustic impedance contrast, respectively. The function shown in

equation (4-31) will reach its maximum value when:

??/?8?=p/2 or H (2nf/Vsi) = p/2 (4-32)

Therefore, equation (4-32) gives the frequency at which the maximum response occurs

as:

f=Vs,/4H

It was noted that the increased shear strains leads to the reduction of shear

modulus and consequently the reduction of the shear wave velocity. Therefore, the
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fundamental frequency will shift to lower frequencies as larger strains develop. Figures

(4.26) to (4.28) illustrate the variation of fundamental site frequencies for different peak

ground accelerations. These Figures clearly exhibit the dependency of the fundamental

frequency on the shaking intensity. Having a rough divisions for the weak and strong

motion based on PGA and considering the records with (PGA > 80 gal) as the strong

motion data, the effect of strong shaking on the frequency shift is clear. Figures (4.26) to

(4.28) demonstrate that as the shaking intensity exceeds the PGA of 80 gal, the

fundamental frequency shifts to lower frequencies compared to the frequencies obtained

from average shear wave velocity of the soil deposit. It is clear that fo remains constant at

lower level of shaking while the PGA is less than 80 gal because the soil behaves

linearly. The effect of nonlinearity is observed for PGAs more than 80 Gal. The

following equations of the fundamental site frequency (fo) are derived for three examined

sites for the nonlinear part of the curves shown in Figures (4.26) to (4.28):

fo = 0.89 PGA -° 04 site #3 1 (4-33)

fo = 0.87 PGA -003 site #41 (4-34)
fo = 0.86 PGA "° °8 Heritage Park site (4-35)

In the above equations, PGA and fo are expressed in gal and Hz respectively.

Equations (4-33) to (4-35) along with Figures (4.26) to (4.28) show the fundamental

frequency shift compared to the fundamental frequency calculated based on the average

shear wave velocity, given by Equation (4-29).

4.8.5. Variation of the seismic amplification ratio with the contrast ratio

Considering the theoretical basis of seismic amplification, the large shear wave

velocity contrast ratio at the boundary between soil and bedrock in Ottawa has a direct
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effect on the amplification Having a single layer for a soil (damped soil on the elastic

bedrock), the amplification factor (F) is:

F= 2/ ( 2z "'+ ap ) (4-36)

where a is the critical damping ratio of the soil layer (Okamoto, 1973; and Finn and

Wightman, 2003). Equation (4-36) shows that enhancing the contrast ratio will increase

the expected amplification factor. Furthermore, the effect of contrast ratio on the

expected seismic amplification can be evaluated using equation (4-24):

Er = (Z2 -Z1)2/ (Z1+ Z2)2
This equation can be expressed in terms of the contrast ratio (z):

ER = (z -I)2 /(z +I)2 (4-37)
Plugging a range of high contrast ratio values from 15 to 25 (which is the

contrast range for most of the available profiles throughout the city) in equation (4-37),

the effect of contrast ratio (z) variation on the percentage of the reflected energy (ER) can

be assessed. Figure (4.29) demonstrates this variation for the contrast ratio ranging from

5 to 30. This Figure shows that for the contrast ratios of 15 to 25, about 76% to 85% of

the energy of the propagated seismic wave is reflected and trapped in the upper soil layer,

and lead to large ground surface motions. These values imply that the existing soil-

bedrock profiles in the city of Ottawa are susceptible to have large seismic amplifications

during earthquakes. Therefore, due to the importance of this surficial geology, in this

study, the contrast ratio is considered as a major parameter and the seismic amplification

variation is monitored for a broad range of contrast ratios. The detailed discussion on the

numerical analysis of contrast ratio effect on the seismic amplification variation for

Ottawa area is presented in section 4.8.4. 1 .
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As mentioned previously, numerical seismic amplification modeling of target

sites in Ottawa area were performed for different scenarios to study the effect of contrast

ratio on seismic soil amplification, using input parameters given in Table (4.3). Four

different contrast ratios (the real contrast ratio (> 20) of the site plus three more contrasts

ratios of 4, 8 and 12) were applied for each examined site in the area and the resulting

shear wave velocity profiles (from equation (4-27)) were used in the seismic response

analysis.

Figures (4.30) to (4.32) show the variation of the peak amplification factor (Fro)

for the pair of contrast ratio (z) and PGA. These Figures demonstrate that there is a

partial saturation of amplification factors (F^) versus contrast ratio (z). According to

these Figures, for the most of PGAs, the Fro values get saturated when the contrast ratio,

z, mostly exceeds the value of 12. As some examples, for each shaking intensity (PGA)

,these peak amplification factors of Heritage Park site are separately illustrated in

Appendix B that show the partial saturation of Ff« versus contrast ratio (z).

4.8.6. Mathematical models for peak amplification ratio (F10) variation

In this section, mathematical models that can reasonably correlate the peak

amplification ratio at the fundamental frequency (Ffo) to the variations of the contrast

ratio and the peak ground acceleration are sought. Based on aforementioned input

parameters, seven input time histories, and four contrast ratios (one real and three

contrast ratios of 4, 8 and 12), amplification curves for three sites were obtained which in

total give 84 peak amplification values (28 amplification values for each site) as shown in

Figures (4.30) to (4.32) (Amplification curves are defined as the ratio of Fourier spectra

of the ground response acceleration record to that of the input motion). As shown in
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those Figures, it is clear that the lowest peak amplification values (Ffo) correspond to the

lower contrast ratios cases (z < 8) subjected to high intensity of shaking (PGA > 208 gal).

In addition, the highest peak amplification ratios occur for the soil profiles having

contrast ratios greater than 12 and subjected to the records with low PGA values.

Figures (4.30) to (4.32) show the trends observed in this regard and

relationships are sought between (i) the amplification factor and impedance contrast, (ii)

the amplification factor and peak ground acceleration, and (iii) the amplification factor

and impedance contrast, and peak ground acceleration.

4.8.6.1. Accounting for the contrast ratio effect on the peak amplification

variation

Analyses reported above indicate that the variation of amplification ratio Ffo

which is fairly small at low impedance contrast values, reaches the peak essentially

asymptotically. In reality, the concluded amplification saturation can be justified by the

shear strength of the soil deposits. Shear strength of soil puts limitation on the transferred

ground motion on the ground surface because the induced shear stresses in soil layers can

not be greater than the soil shear capacity. Finn and Wightman (2003) have a similar

conclusion on the limitation of the ground surface acceleration resulting from the strong

shaking intensities

The nature of the change in amplification ratio in the range of typical impedance

contrast can be described by a logarithmic model of the contrast ratio (Log io (z)) fairly

closely.

4.8.6.2. Accounting for the shaking intensity effect on the peak amplification

variation
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After proposing a logarithmic function for the contrast ratio effect, the

effect of second parameter, PGA, on Fro variation is studied. It was noted that peak

amplification factor tends to decrease as PGA increases. This behavior is obvious in

Figures (4.30) to (4.32). To simulate this decreasing effect of increased shaking intensity

(PGA) on the Ffo variation, the linear function of (a-b PGA) is taken into account, a and b

are constants. This linear function along with the previously introduced logarithmic

function are the bases for the determining of the correlation between the peak

amplification ratios and two parameters of ? and PGA.

4.8.7. Proposed model for combined effect of contrast ratio-shaking intensity on

peak amplification variation

In reality, both PGA and ? would change, and hence a correlation

combining the effects of both on amplification would be useful. According to sections

(4.8.4.1) and (4.8.4.2) the indicator function of (a-b PGA) (Log ¡o (z)) is chosen as the

representative of the combined effect of PGA and contrast ratio (z) on the variation of

peak amplification ratios. Then, using a multivariate least square method, for (Ffo, z,

PGA) data (84 pairs of (z, PGA)) the coefficients of a and b are determined:

Ff0 = (7.812-6.992 PGA) Log ]0 (z) (R2= 0.969) (4-38)

where: 4< ? < 36 23 gal <PGA < 349 gal

PGA is expressed in g (gravitational acceleration). Furthermore, the residual plot is

shown in Figure (4.33) .Equation (4-38) can be used to relate the peak Ffo values to the

combination of ? and PGA values.

4.8.8. Validation of the proposed models for Fro using scaled records
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Input time series of Eastern Canada (Atkinson and Beresnev, 1998) for FEM

modeling, which was used in previous sections, have different frequency contents and

provide different input motion to the bottom of the soil. In order to avoid the different

frequency content of different earthquake, as a simplified approach in this section, just

one record is selected (the record with PGA of 23 gal, Figure (4.16a)) and it is scaled in

time domain to obtain different PGAs. The results are used to test Logarithmic-linear

model in the equation (4-38). As explained, the record with PGA of 23 gal (Figure

(4.16a)) was scaled to the PGAs up to 349 gal and the new scaled records (7 time history

records) were considered in the verification analysis. These input records were applied to

site #31. The obtained amplification curves are shown in Appendix C. These peak

amplification ratios for each pair of contrast ratio and peak ground acceleration (z, PGA)

are demonstrated in Table (4.4). Figure (4.34) illustrates the variation of Fro with the

shaking intensity for different contrast ratios. Furthermore, the residual plot (for

simulated results and equation (4-38)) is shown in Figure (4.35)

Figure (4.34) clearly confirms the tendency of Ffo values to saturate for a

constant contrast ratio. This Figure shows that Fra reaches an upper limit when contrast

ratio values exceed certain values (mostly when contrast ratio of 12 is exceeded). Table

(4.5) illustrates the calculated F« values based on the proposed model in the previous

section. Comparison of Table (4.4) with Table (4.5) gives the following conclusions on

the efficiency of the introduced model for Fro in previous section: Careful examining of

Table (4.5) shows the model is capable of predicting the peak amplification ratios

compared to those calculated from the FEM seismic response analysis. For instance, at

the contrast ratio of 23.42, two highest peak Fro values are 11.4 and 10.8 from the FEM
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analysis of site #31 (see Table (4.4)) whereas the introduced model gives the Fro values of

10.47 and 10.29; (see Tables (4.5)), These Fro values show that the introduced models

predict the highest Fro values with the maximum difference of 8% relative to

corresponding values obtained from the numerical FEM analysis. On the other hand, at

the lowest contrast ratio of 4, two lowest peak Fro values for are 3.7 and 3.79 from the

FEM analysis of site #31 (see Table (4.4)) while the models gives the Fro values of 3.2

and 3.81 (see Tables (4.5) ). The maximum difference is 13% between the model and

FEM analysis.

As the last assessment, the Fro values corresponding to two intermediate contrast

ratios (8 and 12) can be examined. For contrast ratios of 8 and 12, FEM seismic response

analysis gives the highest Fro values of 7.58 and 9.62 (see Table (4.4)). On the other hand,

for the contrast ratios of 8 and 12, the highest Ff0 values associated with the model are

obtained 6.9 and 8.25. The maximum difference of 14% is observed between two Fro

values of 9.62 and 8.25. Similarly, the lowest Fro values related to the contrast ratios of 8

and 12 can be compared. These Fro values are obtained 5.56 and 6.61 (see Table (4.4))

from the FEM method while the model gives Fro values of 4.8 and 5.74 (see Table (4.5)).

For these values, the maximum difference occurs between 5.56 (from FEM method) and

4.8 which shows the difference of 13%.

The results above generally confirm the ability of the introduced model to

predict the peak seismic amplification values based on the target contrast ratio and peak

ground acceleration. For the most of combinations of contrast ratio and PGA, Fro values

from the introduced models (equation (4-38)) are adequately close to those given by FEM
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analysis using the scaled records. The difference occurred is mostly between 8% and

13%.

4.9. Verification of the applied site response analysis method (by FEM)

for recommended amplification factors of NEHRP, 1994

4.9.1. Generating of Depth-velocity configurations

In this section, the capability of one-dimensional FEM used in this study is

confirmed by regenerating NEHRP (1994) soil amplification factors. FEM is applied to

perform the site response analysis of depth-velocity configurations similar to those used

as the source profiles of NEHRP (1994) and then, the results of amplification ratios

(factor of F) are compared with the given amplification factors of NEHRP (1994). The

shear wave velocity of Franciscan bedrock in California is about 1000 m/sec. Seven soil-

bedrock configurations are considered for different average shear wave velocity of soil

ranging from 100 m/sec to 700 m/sec. These values of soil shear wave velocity along

with the mentioned bedrock velocity were used to generate five site categories ranging

from class A to class E. This can be easily done if the average shear wave velocity in top

30m (VS3o) of soil is taken into account that is the expansion of equation (4-1):

Vs30 = 30 / (hs/Vs + (30-hs) / Vb) (4-39)

In equation (4-39), V8 and Vb denote the average shear wave velocity of the soil

(shown in Table (4.6)) and shear wave velocity of the bedrock respectively. VS3o can be

set to the shear wave velocity limits of NEHRP (1994) (shown in Table (4.6)) and

therefore, soil deposit thickness (hs) is obtained. Because of the range of chosen velocities

for soil, site classes D and E can not be generated for some configurations and
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consequently two more configurations of Config.8 and Config.9 (see Table (4.6)) are

added to the depth-velocity profiles in Table (4.6). Moreover, we need to have bedrocks

with higher shear wave velocities than 1000 m/sec, which is the average shear wave

velocity of the Californian bedrock, to reach the VS30 for site class A. Thus, for class A,

the bedrock velocity of 2000 m/sec is considered. This modification should also be

applied in equation (4-39) if class A is assigned for the target site.

These generated profiles were subjected to the ground motions scaled to the

exact peak ground accelerations (PGA) used by NEHRP (1994) (PGAs from O.lg to

0.5g). Finally, the amplification curves were obtained using the response spectra ratio of

ground response to the bedrock motion (for damping ratio of 5%). Some samples of

amplification curves of the mentioned profile configurations for different site categories

and shaking intensities are demonstrated in Appendix D.

4.9.2. Comparison of the obtained amplification factors with NEHRP 1994

recommendations

In this section low and high frequency amplification curves are defined and

extracted from the obtained amplification curves in previous section. According to the

mentioned procedures in previous section, 175 amplification curves were obtained. In

NEHRP 1994, the low and high frequency ranges of seismic amplification were

attributed to the frequencies of 1 Hz and 3.3 Hz, respectively. Similarly, the same

frequency limits were used for the obtained amplification curves and the average

amplification values between 0.8 and 1.2 and between 3 and 3.6 Hz were calculated as

the low and high frequency amplification values, respectively. Figures (4.36) to (4.45)

demonstrate the comparison between the extracted amplification factors and the
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amplification factors given by NEHRP (1994). In Figures (4.46) to (4.55), the average

amplification values of each shaking intensity are compared with the amplification

factors of NEHRP (1994) .Amplification factors of NEHRP, 1994 are shown in Tables

(4.7) and (4.8). Based on the average amplification factors in Figures (4.46) to (4.55), the

following conclusions can be drawn:

1- Amplification results of NEHRP 1994 for class A, show more deamplifications

than those obtained from FEM. For FEM, The largest average deamplifications

happen for the shaking intensity level of 0.5 g that is 11% greater than the

corresponding value of NEHRP 1994.

2- Average amplification ratio results of site class B from FEM and NEHRP 1994

are in good agreement. In high and low frequency ranges, the maximum

differences of 2% and 5% are observed, respectively.

3- For site class C, high frequency amplification ratios from FEM were

overestimated compared to NEHRP recommendations. In contrary, there was a

slight underestimation for low frequency amplification values from FEM. The

maximum 10% underestimation occurred for the shaking intensity of 0.3g.

4- For site class D, the maximum difference between the average low frequency

amplification ratios was 5%. For high frequency amplification ratios, this

difference reached the maximum percentage of 1 1%.

5- For site class E, the average amplification ratios of FEM and NEHRP are close

together. At the shaking intensity of 0.4g, the maximum differences occurred that

are 8% and 15% for the low and high frequency amplification values,

respectively.
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To conclude, these results exhibit the difference of 2% to 15% between the

amplification factors of NEHRP, 1994 and the average amplification factors obtained

from FEM site response analysis. This reasonable difference suggests that FEM site

response analysis can be applied for the determination of low and high frequency

amplification factors comparable to NBCC, 2005 that is based on the results of NEHRP,

1994. The subsequent sections deal with the developing of high and low frequency

amplification factors for different soil classes in Ottawa area using FEM site response

analysis.

4.1 O.Development of high and low frequency amplification

factors/equations for different soil classes in Ottawa area

In this section, using FEM, an extensive seismic amplification analysis is

carried out to develop high and low frequency amplification factors for different soil

classes in Ottawa area.

Seismic sites: 19 sites located in Ottawa area were considered for seismic soil

modeling using FEM analysis. For sites deeper than 30 m the site-specific shear wave

velocity equations were available from Carleton University and GSC surveying results

shown in Table (4.9). For sites with depth less than 30 m the generic shear wave velocity

equation for Leda Clay (0.88z + 123.86 ± 20.3 m/sec) which has been established by

GSC (Hunter et al., 2010) and the average shear wave velocity of 2700 m/sec for the

bedrock were considered. Their depths and shear wave velocity values (or equations) are

illustrated in Table (4.10). For all 19 sites, soil density and bedrock density were taken

1700 kN/m3 and 2500 kN/m3, respectively.
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Input time histories: To comply with NBCC (2005) the artificial acceleration

time histories from Atkinson and Beresnev (1998) that correspond to a 2% chance of

exceedance in 50 years were applied as the input motions. Those acceleration time

histories are shown in Figures (4.56a), (4.56b), (4.56c), (4.56d), (4.57a), (4.57b), (4.57c),

(4.57d), (4.58a) and (4.58b). The input motions were selected in such a way that a wide

range of PGAs from 181 gal to 1000 gal is covered.

Using the above-mentioned input parameters each site was subjected to different

input time histories with different level of PGAs. Amplification curves were obtained for

each case using two different approaches. The first approach was based on Fourier

analysis, in which the ratio of the Fourier spectra of the response on the ground level,

which was the output of FEM, to that of input motion was taken as the amplification

ratio. The second approach was passed on response spectra, in which the 5% damping

response spectra of the time history on the ground level produced by FEM to that of the

input motion was obtained as the amplification ratios. Some of the obtained amplification

curves from the first and second definitions are shown in Appendix E and F, respectively.

4.10.3. Low frequency amplification factors based on Fourier spectra, (Fv)fft

4.10.3.1. Correlation of (Fv)fft with Vs30

Similar to NBCC (2005) the low frequency was considered at frequency of 1

Hz. In this study, the low frequency amplification factors were calculated taking the

average of the amplification values between 0.9 Hz and 1.1 Hz. These values are shown

in Table (4.1 1). In this section, the traditional building code based- method of seismic

amplification that correlates the amplification values to the shear wave velocity structure

of the soil deposits is applied for the investigated sites in Ottawa area. In other words, the
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extracted amplification values are related to the VS30 of the examined sites using

appropriate equations. Variation of low frequency amplification values versus average

shear wave velocity in top 30 m of soil (Vs30) are illustrated in Appendix G. Similar to

the Borcherdt approach in equation (4-3), an equation in terms of VS30 can be derived.

Adding PGA as another parameter, the following equation of amplification ration is

suggested:

(Fv)fft = a (1/PGA) b Vs30 c (4-40)

Using the data in Table (4.1 1) (or Appendix G) and implementing the multiple regression

the coefficients of a, b and c are determined 20.34, 0.077 and -0.354 respectively. PGA

and Vs3o are expressed in gals and m/sec respectively. It should be noted that the site

class parameter is represented by Vs30 in the above equation, and that Fv is dependent on

the shaking intensity.

For a rough comparison with the given Fv values in NBCC, 2005, amplification

values can be determined for the soil classes A,B, C and D with lower Vs3o limits of

1500, 760, 360 and 180 m/sec in NBCC, 2005, respectively. As an example, for PGA of

422 gal, lower limits of Vs3o can be plugged in equation (4-40):

(Fv)fft = 20.34 * (1/422)0077* (1500) "°·4 = 0.96 (class A)

(Fv)fft = 20.34 * (1/422)° 077* (760) "°4 = 1 .22 (class B)
(Fv)fft =20.34 * (1/422)0077* (360) "°·4 =1 .59 (class C)

(Fv)fft = 20.34 * (1/422)0'077* (180) "04=2.03 (class D)
Normalizing the amplification values relative to class C (class C is the reference

site in NBCC, 2005), the amplification values of 0.60 and 0.76,1 and 1.27 (for PGA of

422 gal) are obtained for the site classes A, B, C and D, respectively.
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The above soil amplification factors are based on a specific PGA (422 gal in

this case), which can be related to a PSA as used by NBCC (2005). For a target PGA, the

spectral acceleration values (PSA) are available if the response of a single degree of

freedom system is obtained at different frequencies for the corresponding input motions.

For the PGA of 422 gal in Ottawa area, PSA (pseudo acceleration) values are

given by NBCC (2005) and shown in Figure (4.59). According to that Figure, the low

frequency (IHz) spectral acceleration value is obtained 0.1 4g. On the other hand, the

seismic soil amplification factors for PSA of 0.14 g given by NBCC (2005) (see Table

(4.12)) are 0.5, 0.64, 1 and 1.36 for the site classes of A, B, C and D, respectively. These

values are close to the values of 0.6, 0.76, 1 and 1.27 for the site classes A, B, C and D,

respectively, as given by equation (4-40).

Equation (4-40) shows the dependency of the amplification ratio on VS30 but it

is worth to study its dependency on fundamental frequency, which may have a significant

effect on the seismic site response. This issue will be examined in the next section.

4.10.3.2. Multi-parameter models for (Fv)fft

In the previous section, some equations were obtained that correlate the seismic

amplification values to VS30. In this section, the dependency of seismic amplification

values to other parameters will be sought. VS30 is kept as one of the key influential

parameters. The correlation of amplification ratio with VS30 cannot be ignored and a

group of studies found in the literature support the correlation of seismic amplification

ratio and Vs30 (e.g. NEHRP, 1994; Borcherdt, 1994). As well, the amplification results of

the current study confirm that, as seen in Table (4.11), by increasing Vs3O, generally

seismic amplification factors are decreased and vise versa.
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As the second parameter, the fundamental frequency (fn) obtained from average

shear wave velocity is considered as below:

fn= (Vs) average/ (4H) (4-41)

where (Vs) average and H are the average shear wave velocity and the thickness of the soil

deposit.

Fundamental frequency and amplification values for 1 Hz of all 19 study sites

are shown in Table (4.11). Therefore, for each level of shaking (PGA), 19 pair of depth

(thickness of the examined site) and amplification at 1 Hz are available. For example,

amplification ratio for 1 Hz versus depth is shown in Figure (4.60) for the shaking level

of 422 gal. In this Figure, it is evident that the sites with the thicknesses of 30m, 32m,

38m and 41m (corresponding to the natural frequencies of 1.3, 0.9, 0.8 and 0.9 Hz,

respectively) have a significant seismic amplification value (Fv>3.3).

As another example, Figure (4.61) exhibits the same trend for the sites having

thicknesses of 30 m to 41m at the shaking intensity of 707 gal. Thus, considering that the

reference low frequency is IHz in our analysis, it is clear that high amplification values

are obtained for sites with fundamental frequencies close to the reference frequency, IHz.

This finding leads us to choose the divergence from the fundamental frequency

(fn-l) as another parameter that controls the amplification ratios. Thus, I chose two

parameters of VS30 and |fn-l| for linear regression and the following amplification

equations were obtained:

(Fv)fft (PGA= a) = a+ bVs3o + c |f„- 1 1 -' (4-42)

where |fn-l| > 0.1 Hz and VS30 is in km/sec. In equation above, values of a, b and c are

given in Table (4.13) for different shaking intensities, a. The lowest frequency difference
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(|fn-l I) was limited to 0.1 Hz due to the accuracy of the frequency data. As an example at

the PGA of 422 gal, low frequency amplification values (using equation (4-42)) are

shown in Figure (4.62) for some selected fn values.

4.10.4. High frequency amplification factors based on Fourier spectra (F3)FFT

I did the same procedures that were explained in previous section for low

frequency, for high frequency (5 Hz), using the mentioned sites, input parameters and

time histories. The extracted high frequency amplification factors based on Fourier

spectra (F3)fft are shown in Table (4.14) (see also Appendix H) . NBCC (2005) also used

5 Hz as a representative of high frequencies for soil amplification values. For the PGAs

less than 422 gal , (Fa)FFTcan be attributed to the variation of Vs3oby power functions (R2
>0.75) as below:

(F3)FFT (PGA= 181)= 10.39 * Vs30 "a34 (R2 = 0.92) (4-43)
(F3)FFT (PGA= 256)= 5.14* Vs30 * 25 (R2 = 0.92) (4-44)
(Fa)FFT (PGA= 304)= 3.87 * Vs30 ^20 (R2 = 0.85) (4-45)
(F3)FFT (pga=422)= 3.6 * Vs30 ~°·20 (R2 = 0.75) (4-46)

The increase of PGAs shows different behavior of the seismic response where

the power equation is not a good fit to (Vs3o, Fa) data. Not only power functions for high

shaking intensities yield low R2 values (R2 <0.7) but also Vs3o increase does not

necessarily cause the amplification ratio to decrease For example, Table (4.14) exhibits

that for high shaking intensities (PGA> 422 gal), the high frequency amplification ratios

of site class E (Vs3o< 180 m/sec) are smaller than those of site class C or B, due to the

non-elastic behavior of soil structure. This trend is also observed in NBCC (2005) for F3

values of NBCC, 2005 (see Table (4.15)). Table (4.15) shows that, for Sa (0.2) = Ig and S3
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(0.2) = 1 -25g, the NEHRP site classes of B or C have the amplification ratios more than
that of class E.

As mentioned that reverse effect of VS30 on Fa values at high shaking intensities

occurs due to the non-elastic behavior of soil structure. As shaking intensity exceeds a

certain level, due to non-elastic behavior of soil structure, the looser deposits with lower

VS30 (site classes D and E) transfer less motion compared to stiffer deposits, hence, the

expected ground motion of loose site class E, is quite less than the expected motions of

the site classes D and C.

4.10.5. Low frequency amplification factors based on response spectra (Fv)rs

Similar to Fourier spectrum analysis, low frequency amplification for response

spectrum was defined at the frequency of 1 Hz (the average values between 0.9 and 1.1

Hz). Table (4.16) illustrates the obtained values. That Table clearly verifies the effect of

VS30 on the amplification value. As seen in that Table, for a constant PGA, when VS30

decreases the amplification value increases. For example for the input motion having

PGA of 181 gal, when VS30 is decreased from 1970 (m/sec) to 96 (m/sec), the

amplification ratio increases from 0.8 to 3.6. Based on (Fv)rs values in Table (4.16)

(shown in Figures 4.63a, 4.63b, 4.63c, 4.63d, 4.64a, 4.64b, 4.64c, 4.64d, 4.65a and

4.65b), the following form of power equation was obtained that correlates (Fv)rs to VS30

and PGA :

(Fv)rs (PGA= a) = a ( 1/PGA) b Vs30 c (4-47)
By implementing the multiple regression, the coefficients of a, b and c are

determined 39, 0.239 and -0.303 respectively (R2 = 0.8). PGA and Vs3o are expressed in
gals and m/sec respectively.
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Similar to section (4.10.1.1), amplification values can be determined for the soil classes

A,B, C and D having lower Vs30 limits of 1500, 760, 360 and 180 m/sec in NBCC, 2005,

respectively. As an example, for PGA of 422 gal, lower limits of VS30 can be plugged in

equation (4-47):

(Fv)rs = 39 * (1/422)° 239* (1500) _0 303 =1 (class A)

(Fv)rs = 39 * (1/422)0·239* (760) "° 303 = 1 .23 (class B)
(Fv)rs = 39 * (1/422)° 239* (360) "0303=1.54 (class C)
(Fv)rs = 39* (1/422)0239* (180) -°303=1.9 (class D)

Normalizing the amplification values relative to class C (class C is the reference

site in NBCC (2005), the (Fv)rs values of 0.64 and 0.80,1 and 1.23 are obtained for the

site classes A,B, C and D respectively. On the other hand, according to PSA (pseudo

acceleration) values (Figure 4.59), the low frequency (IHz) spectral acceleration value

for the mentioned PGA level is 0.1 4g. For this spectral acceleration, NBCC (2005) (see

Table (4.12)) suggests the amplification factors of 0.5, 0.64, 1 and 1.36 for the site

classes of A, B, C and D, respectively. These amplification values are close to the values

obtained from equation (4-47).

4.10.6. High frequency amplification factors based on response spectra (F3)rs

Similar to NBCC, 2005, High frequency amplification values ((F3)Rs) were

defined at the frequency of 5 Hz. The results are shown at Table (4.17) (see also

Appendix I). The following power functions were obtained for the shaking intensities less

than PGA of 422 gal:

(Fa)Rs (PGA= 181)= 4.39 * Vs30 "°"22 (R2 = 0.78) (4-48)
(Fa)Rs (PGA= 256)= 3.84 * Vs30 * 2 (R2 = 0.71) (4-49)
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(F3)RS (PGA= 304)= 2.6 * Vs30 "° 15 (R2 = 0.71) (4-50)

(F3)RS (pga=422)= 2.15 * Vs30 "°12 (R2 = 0.71) (4-51)
At higher shaking intensities, (Fa)Rs values, by and large, confirmed the trend

mentioned in section (6.4.2). Table (4.17) shows that when shaking intensity reaches high

PGAs (PGA > 607 gal) , (F3)rs values of site classes D and E are even smaller than those

of site class C. The reason is hidden in non-elastic behavior of soil deposits that was

explained in section (4.10.2). A similar trend can be distinguished in the high frequency

amplification values of NBCC, 2005 (see Table (4.15)).

4.11.Region-specific amplification factors for Ottawa area; Foundation

factors for Ottawa area in analogous format of NBCC, 2005

4.11.1. Developing of low and high frequency amplification values for Ottawa region

for different site classes; Comparison with the foundation factors of

NBCC, 2005

In this section, different site classes in Ottawa area are subjected to different

ground motions with the spectral accelerations (PSA values) given in NBCC (2005). The

profiles were generated based on the average soil shear wave velocity of 150 m/sec and

the average bedrock shear wave velocity of 2700 m/sec. The examined profiles (sites)

ranging from Im to 120m were used and different site classes were included in the

analysis procedure. The average shear wave velocities of these sites in top 30m (Vs30)

are shown in Table (4.18). For example, site having Vs3O of 405 m/sec and 219 m/sec are

categorized in site class C and site class D respectively. Two sets of input motions were

chosen for each level of spectral accelerations (PSA values) from Eastern Canadian
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Earthquakes and amplification ratios (based on response spectra definition) were obtained

for different configurations of site classes. Some samples of these amplification curves

are shown in Figures (4.66a) to (4.66f). Tables (4.19) and (4.20) illustrate the

amplification ratios for two configurations of site classes A and B and four configurations

of site classes C, D and E at low frequency range of 1 Hz and high frequency range of 5

Hz.

All the low and high frequency amplification values were rounded off to 0.05.

The average values of these amplification curves of different configurations of each site

class are demonstrated in Tables (4.21) and (4.22). To comply with NBCC (2005) the

amplification ratios are rounded off to 0.1. In Tables (4.23) and (4.24) the amplification

values are normalized to the amplification factors of site class C as the reference site

class of NBCC (2005). Comparing these two Tables with the low and high frequency

amplification values of NBCC (2005) (Tables (4.120 and (4.15)), the following

recommendations are suggested for Ottawa area:

1-The obtained low frequency amplification values are greater than those of

NBCC, 2005 for site classes D and E. These amplification factors exhibit the increase of

about 20% to 30% compared to the recommended values in NBCC (2005). This

statement is valid if class C is taken as reference. Otherwise if the amplification values of

classes D and E are compared with those of class A, NBCC (2005) is still conservative.

Due to the low shear wave velocity of the examined sites, the fundamental site frequency

of these site categories lie in the low frequency range that can justify the mentioned

increase in amplification values.
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2-Based on the average low frequency amplification results, NBCC (2005)

proposes more deamplifications for site classes A and B.

3-In high frequency range, NBCC (2005) is more conservative for site classes D

and E and suggests larger values for amplification factors. For instance, NBCC (2005)

recommends the amplification factor of 2.1 for the site class E at the spectral acceleration

of 0.25g and less that is 10% larger than the average amplification value for Ottawa

region.

4-The deamplifications (for site classes A and B) are, by and large, the same for

NBCC (2005) and the average results for Ottawa area.

5-Finally, a trend similar to that of NBCC (2005) was confirmed for high

frequency amplification values. Based on this trend, as shaking intensity exceeded the

PSA of 1.25 g, the amplification values of site classes D and E are less than those of site

classes C and B in Ottawa area.

4.11.2. Peak amplification values for a target fundamental frequency

In this section, peak amplification values of a variety of sites were obtained for

target fundamental frequencies. These target frequencies were chosen the same ones used

by Atkinson and Boore (2006) for the determination of the coefficients of soil response.

The spectral acceleration ranging from O.lg to Ig were taken into account and the

average peak amplification ratios were extracted for a the site having the target

fundamental frequency. These average peak amplification values are illustrated in Table

(4.25). Based on these values, the followings conclusions can be drawn:

1-Due to the high contrast ratio in the region, large seismic amplification factors

are obtained at the target frequencies. Although, for high frequencies of 8Hz and 10Hz
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the amplification ratios are high but these values are not in engineering design range of

interest.

2- Peak amplification ratios at the frequencies of IHz and 5Hz, exhibits the

highest amplification ratios of more than 5 (at the shaking intensity of 0.1 g). These large

amplification values explicitly show the potential hazard if the fundamental frequencies

coincide with the low and high frequency ranges (IHz and 5Hz) of Building Code.

3- The amplification ratio decays with the increase of the shaking intensity

verify the significant effect of level of shaking even for the peak amplification ratios. For

instance, at the frequency of 5Hz, the amplification ratios decrease from 7 to 3.5 as the

shaking intensity reaches from 0.1 g to Ig.

4.12. Concluding remarks on the obtained low and high frequency

amplification factors for the city of Ottawa

In section 4.10.1 to 4.10.4, low and high frequency amplification values for the

city of Ottawa were studied. The results of the site response analysis of 19 sites subjected

to the variety of ground motions were used to extract the amplification ratios. For low

frequency (at 1 Hz) amplification values, Fv values were correlated to VS30 and

fundamental frequency of the target site obtained from the average shear wave velocity

(fn).These correlations were based on the best-fit curve to (Vs3o,Fv) data or the multiple

linear regression that associates Fv values to VS30 and fn. These two parameters are

obtained having the shear wave velocity profiles of the target site. For high frequency (at

5 Hz), F3 values were also related to VS30 for the shaking intensities less than 422 gal

using best-fit curve to (VS30, Fv) data. For high shaking intensities, the reverse effect of
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VS30 was observed that is quite in accordance with the trend of Fv values in NBCC

(2005). Based on this trend, when shaking intensities reach high values, sites having

lower Vs3o values exhibit smaller Fv values compared to the sites with higher VS30 values.

Both of the amplification ratio definitions (Fourier and response spectra ratio definitions)

were used in the seismic amplification analysis. Both of these definitions confirmed the

strong correlations between the amplification values and the significant characteristics of

the examined sites such as VS30.

Finally, in section (4.1 1) region-specific amplification ratios were developed for

Ottawa region in the same format of NBCC (2005). The results show that although the

suggested values of NBCC (2005) are more conservative in the high-frequency range but

the obtained low-frequency values for Ottawa region exhibit the increase of about 20%

for the site classes of D and E compared to the recommended values of NBCC (2005).

On the other hand, if these low-frequency amplification values of site classes D and E are

compared with those of site class A (instead of site class C as reference in NBCC, 2005),

NBCC (2005) is still conservative. Furthermore, peak amplification values of a variety of

sites were obtained for target fundamental frequencies in Ottawa area and large

amplification ratios (up to the ratio of 6 and 7) were obtained for some target frequencies.

These high amplification ratios can be explained by the large contrast ratio in the region.

4.13.Summary and conclusions

In this chapter, extensive site response analysis was carried out for different

sites located throughout the city of Ottawa. The utilized method was based on the finite

element solution of the equation of motion and the soil non-linearity was simulated using

the strain-dependent shear modulus and damping ratio. The analysis method benefits
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from two main advantages: First, coefficients of Rayleigh damping formulation are used

in such a way that the finite element model responds to the dominant frequency of the site

and that of the input motion. Second, using the boundary condition of Lysmer and

Kuhlemeyer (1969) nearly perfect absorption of the wave is obtained at the soil-bedrock

boundary. The following research steps were taken:

1- Due to the reported large seismic amplification values in Ottawa area from

some sparse earthquakes, the seismic response analysis of ORHO station located in the

eastern part of the city was performed. As the input motion, the horizontal component of

the earthquake (weak motion) of the Christmas Eve, 2008 recorded on a nearby rocky

site, ORIO station, was used and the seismic amplification was obtained at different

frequencies. The outcomes of the analysis confirmed the observed large amplification

values occurred around the fundamental site frequency at ORHO station. The obtained

fundamental frequency was 0.7 Hz for the Leda clay-glacial till model and was close to

the observed fundamental frequency of 0.75 Hz.

2- Three target sites in the eastern part of the city were subjected to the artificial

acceleration time histories for eastern Canada (10% in 50 years records). The selected

sites cover the depths from 30 m to 80 m and the chosen records have the peak ground

accelerations (PGA) ranging from 23 gal (0.02 g) to 349 gal (0.35 g). In addition to the

real shear wave velocity profiles of the target sites, more profiles were generated at the

target sites to reach the contrast ratios of 4, 8 and 12. The seismic amplification analysis

of all real and generated profiles was performed and the variation of the peak seismic

amplification (Fro) versus two parameters of contrast ratio (z) and PGA was assessed.

According to the variation pattern of amplification ratio with PGA and z, a mathematical
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function was proposed for the modeling of the combined effect of ? and PGA on the peak

amplification ratio. The combined function is:

Ff0 = (7.812-6.992 PGA) Log )0 (z) (R2= 0.969)

This function was achieved based on the following rationales: Most of the

obtained amplification ratios get, somewhat, saturated and reach upper limits as the

contrast ratio exceeds some high values. Therefore, a logarithmic function of the contrast

ratio (log z) was proposed because the large increments of the contrast ratio cause little

increase of the logarithmic function when ? values pass a certain limit. Then, by

incorporating the effect of shaking intensity as a linear function, multivariate least square

analysis was done for (Ffo, z, PGA) data and the above-mentioned equation was

determined. To validate the introduced model (equation), the target sites subjected to 10

scaled records were reanalyzed using FEM and the new Ffo values were compared against

those obtained from the introduced model. The results of this verification test were

acceptable because the Fm values from the model and scaled record-based FEM analysis

were close together (mostly different by 8% to 13%).

3- To confirm the utilized site response analysis method, this method was

applied to the soil-bedrock shear wave velocity configurations of NEHRP (1994) using

different input motions. Then, the average low and high frequency amplifications ratios

(Fv and F3) were extracted and compared to those given by NEHRP (1994). The results of

comparison for five site classes (A, B, C, D and E) exhibited the maximum differences

ranging from 2% to 15%.

4- Low and high frequency seismic response analysis was carried out at

nineteen sites, ranging from 1 meter to 1 12 meter depth, using artificial time histories of
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eastern Canada (2% in 50 years records). The PGAs of the selected input motions cover

the range of 181 gal to 1000 gal. The amplification curves were determined based on

Fourier spectra ratio and response spectra ratio and then, the low and high frequency

amplification values were extracted from the amplification curves. Then, mathematical

models for low and high frequency amplification values were developed separately. For

different shaking intensities those amplification ratios were correlated to average shear

wave velocity in top 30 meter of soil deposit (VS30) using the best-fit curve to (Vs3o,F)

data. In some cases, a strong correlation between the fundamental frequency obtained

from average shear wave velocity (fn) and amplification ratio of the examined sites were

recognized and therefore, using multiple linear regression alternative equations were

proposed that correlate the amplification ratios to both of the parameters VS30 and f„. For

the high frequency amplification values, the similar trend of NBCC, 2005 was verified

where low velocity site classes (site classes D and E) compared to high velocity classes

delivered smaller high amplification ratios as the shaking intensity passed a certain level.

5- Finally, region-specific amplification ratios were obtained for Ottawa area for

the same spectral accelerations of NBCC, 2005. The results show somehow lower high

frequency amplification values (on average 10%) and larger low frequency amplification

values of site classes D and E (on average 20%) compared to the suggested values of

NBCC, 2005. It should be noted that NBCC, 2005 is still conservative if these low-

frequency amplification values of site classes D and E are compared with those of site

class A (instead of site class C).
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Fig. 4.1: Scheme offinite element meshfor site response analysis. The seismic waves
propagatefrom elastic bedrock. Applied boundary conditions (pVpw and pVs u·) make
the infinite medium a roughly perfect absorber. These boundary conditions are explained

in section 4.5.
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Fig. 4.2: A typical hysteresis loop that is used to describe the stress-strain (t- ?) behavior
ofsoil materialsfor loading-unloading during the earthquake shaking. For a point shown

on the loop, secant modulus (G sec) and tangent modulus (G tan) are illustrated.
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Fig. 4.3: Extended Masing's rule (a) shear stress variation with time (b)shear stress-
strain behavior (from Kramer, 1996).
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Fig. 4.4: Threshold acceleration ofsoil non-linearity versusfrequencyfor a Ottawa soil
with average shear wave velocity of150 m/sec and shear strain of 10~ .
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Fig. 4.5: Variation ofdamping ratio ofclayey soilfrom Seed and Sun (1989).
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Fig. 4.8: Horizontal component ofthe acceleration time history recorded on ORIO
station (from the earthquake ofChristmas Eve, 2008).
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Fig. 4.9: Horizontal component ofthe acceleration time history recorded on ORHO
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Fig. 4.10: Comparison between the simulated acceleration time historyfor ORHO
station and the acceleration record on ORIO station.
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Fig. 4.11: Amplification curve on ORHO station from FEM using the weak motion
recorded on ORIO station. Soil profile (profile #1) includes loose Leda clay with the

depth of81 m.
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Fig. 4.12: Amplification curve on ORHO stationfrom FEM using the weak motion
recorded on ORIO station. Soilprofile (profile#2) includes the loose deposit of81m,

Leda clay, underlain with 10 m ofglacial till.
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Fig. 4.13: Comparison ofthe observed and the modeled amplification ratiosfor ORHO
station (profile #1). The agreement between the peak values is satisfactory (amplification
ratio of86from observation and 83 from modeling) although thefundamentalfrequency

shift relative to thefundamentalfrequency ofthe site occurs (shift is shown with the
arrow above the Figure). Fundamentalfrequencies are obtained 0.54 Hz and 0. 75 Hz

from the modeling and observation, respectively.
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Fig. 4.14: Comparison ofthe observed and the modeled amplification ratiosfor ORHO
station (profile #2). Not only the agreement between the peak amplification ratios is good

but also thefundamentalfrequency ofmodeling is obtained 0. 7 Hz that is close to the
fundamentalfrequency ofO. 75from observation.
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Fig. 4.15: Three investigated sites in the eastern part ofthe city ofOttawa. These sites
were studiedfor the combined effect ofshaking intensity and soil/bedrock contrast ratio

on the seismic amplification variation.
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Fig. 4.16: Artificial acceleration time history ofEastern Canadian EQs (10% in 50 years)
with: (a) PGA of23 gal; (b) PGA of41 gal; (c) PGA of 70 gal; (d) PGA of81 gal.
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Fig. 4.17: Artificial acceleration time history ofEastern Canadian EQs (10% in 50 years)
with: (a) PGA of147 gal; (b) PGA of208 gal; (c) PGA of349 gal.
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Fig. 4. 18: Acceleration time history at ground levelfor Heritage Park site subjected to
record having (a) PGA of40 gal; (b) PGA of 70 gal; (c) PGA of147 gal; (d) PGA of349

gal.
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Fig. 4.19: Amplification curves at Heritage park sitefor different contrast ratios. The site
is subjected to the acceleration time history having PGA of23 gal.
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Fig. 4.20: Amplification curves at Heritage park sitefor different contrast ratios. The site
is subjected to the acceleration time history having PGA of41 gal.
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Fig. 4.21: Amplification curves at Heritage park sitefor different contrast ratios. The site
is subjected to the acceleration time history having PGA of 70 gal.
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Fig. 4.22: Amplification curves at Heritage park sitefor different contrast ratios. The site
is subjected to the acceleration time history having PGA of81 gal.
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Fig. 4.23: Amplification curves at Heritage park sitefor different contrast ratios. The site
is subjected to the acceleration time history having PGA of147 gal.
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Fig. 4.24: Amplification curves at Heritage park sitefor different contrast ratios. The
site is subjected to the acceleration time history having PGA of208 gal.
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Fig. 4.25: Amplification curves at Heritage park sitefor different contrast ratios. The site
is subjected to the acceleration time history having PGA of349 gal.
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Fig. 4.26: Variation ofthefundamentalfrequency ofsite #31 versus PGA. The
frequenciesfrom FEM are compared withfundamentalfrequency ofthe site obtained
from average shear wave velocity. The best-fit equation to non-linearpart (PGA > 81

gal) is: fo = 0.89 PGA'004
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Fig. 4.27: Variation ofthefundamentalfrequency ofsite Ml versus PGA. The
frequenciesfrom FEM are compared withfundamentalfrequency ofthe site obtained

from average shear wave velocity. The best-fit equation to non-linearpart (PGA>81gal)
is: f, = 0.87 PGA003
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Fig. 4.28: Variation ofthefundamentalfrequency ofHeritage park site versus PGA. The
frequenciesfrom FEM are compared withfundamentalfrequency ofthe site obtained
from average shear wave velocity. The best-fit equation to non-linearpart (PGA >81

gal) is :f0 = 0.86 PGA-008
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Fig. 4.30: Variation ofthe peak amplification ratio versus contrast ratio and PGA for site
# 31. Saturation behavior ofamplification ratio (in a constant PGA) is observed when the

contrast ratio exceeds high values.
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Fig. 4.31: Variation ofthe peak amplification ratio versus contrast ratio and PGA for site
# 4L Saturation behavior ofamplification ratio (in a constant PGA) is observed when the

contrast ratio exceeds high values.
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Fig. 4.32: Variation ofthe peak amplification ratio versus contrast ratio and PGA for
Heritage Park site. Saturation behavior ofamplification ratio (in a constant PGA) is

observed when the contrast ratio exceeds high values.
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Fig. 4.33: Residualplotfor the simulated Fß values versus equation (4-38)
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Fig. 4.34: Variation ofthe peak amplification ratio (Fß) versus contrast ratio and PGA
for site #31. The scaled records are used to obtain Fßfor a pair of (PGA,z). Similar to
Figures 37 to 39 the saturation behavior ofamplification ratio (in a constant PGA) is

confirmed when the contrast ratio reaches exceeds high values.
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Fig. 4.35: Residualplotfor the simulated Fß values (using scaled records) and the
equation (4-38) at site #31.
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Fig. 4.36: High Frequency amplification valuesfor class A ofdifferent soil-bedrock
configurations subjected to shaking intensitiesfrom 0.1 g to 0.5 g.
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Fig. 4.37: High Frequency amplification valuesfor class B ofdifferent soil-bedrock
configurations subjected to shaking intensitiesfrom 0.1 g to 0.5 g.
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Fig. 4.38: High Frequency amplification valuesfor class C ofdifferent soil-bedrock
configurations subjected to shaking intensitiesfrom 0.1 g to 0.5 g.
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Fig. 4.39: High Frequency amplification valuesfor class D ofdifferent soil-bedrock
configurations subjected to shaking intensitiesfrom 0.1 g to 0.5 g.
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Fig. 4.40: High Frequency amplification valuesfor class E ofdifferent soil-bedrock
configurations subjected to shaking intensitiesfrom 0.1 g to 0.5 g.
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Fig. 4.41: Low Frequency amplification valuesfor class A ofdifferent soil-bedrock
configurations subjected to shaking intensitiesfrom 0.1 g to 0.5 g.
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Fig. 4.42: Low Frequency amplification valuesfor class B ofdifferent soil-bedrock
configurations subjected to shaking intensitiesfrom 0.1 g to 0.5 g.
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Fig. 4.43: Low Frequency amplification valuesfor class C ofdifferent soil-bedrock
configurations subjected to shaking intensitiesfrom 0.1 g to 0.5 g.
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Fig. 4. 44: Low Frequency amplification valuesfor class D ofdifferent soil-bedrock
configurations subjected to shaking intensitiesfrom 0.1 g to 0.5 g.
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Fig. 4.45: Low Frequency amplification valuesfor class E ofdifferent soil-bedrock
configurations subjected to shaking intensitiesfrom 0.1 g to 0.5 g.
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Fig. 4.46: Average highfrequency amplification valuesfor class A ofdifferent soil-
bedrock configurations subjected to shaking intensitiesfrom 0.1 g to 0.5 g.
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Fig. 4.47: Average highfrequency amplification values for class B ofdifferent soil-
bedrock configurations subjected to shaking intensitiesfrom 0.1 g to 0.5 g.
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Fig. 4.48: Average highfrequency amplification valuesfor class C ofdifferent soil-
bedrock configurations subjected to shaking intensitiesfrom 0.1 g to 0.5 g.
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Fig. 4.49: Average highfrequency amplification valuesfor class D ofdifferent soil-
bedrock configurations subjected to shaking intensitiesfrom 0.1 g to 0.5 g.
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Fig. 4.50: Average highfrequency amplification valuesfor class E ofdifferent soil-
bedrock configurations subjected to shaking intensitiesfrom 0.1 g to 0.5 g.
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Fig. 4.51 : Average lowfrequency amplification valuesfor class A ofdifferent soil-
bedrock configurations subjected to shaking intensitiesfrom 0.1 g to 0.5 g.
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Fig. 4.52: Average lowfrequency amplification valuesfor class B ofdifferent soil-
bedrock configurations subjected to shaking intensitiesfrom 0.1 g to 0.5 g.
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Fig. 4.53: Average lowfrequency amplification valuesfor class C ofdifferent soil-
bedrock configurations subjected to shaking intensitiesfrom 0.1 g to 0.5 g.
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Fig. 4.54: Average lowfrequency amplification valuesfor class D ofdifferent soil-
bedrock configurations subjected to shaking intensitiesfrom 0.1 g to 0.5 g.
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Fig. 4.55: Average lowfrequency amplification values for class E ofdifferent soil-
bedrock configurations subjected to shaking intensitiesfrom 0.1 g to 0.5 g.
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Fig. 4.56: Artificial acceleration time history ofEastern Canadian EQs (2% in 50 years)
with: (a) PGA of181 gal; (b) PGA of256 gal; (c) PGA of304 gal; (d) PGA of422 gal.
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F/g. 4.57: Artificial acceleration time history ofEastern Canadian EQs (2% in 50 years)
with: (a) PGA of512 gal; (b) PGA of607 gal; (c) PGA of 707 gal; (d) PGA of813 gal.
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Fig. 4.58: Artificial acceleration time history ofEastern Canadian EQs (2% in 50 years)

with: (a) PGA of942 gal; (b) PGA of1000 gal.
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Fig. 4.59: Pseudo-acceleration (PSA) valuesfor the target PGA of0.42g in Ottawa area.
(Probability of2% in 50 years). A similar Table is given at NBCC, 2005. This graph was

based on values given in the Appendix ofNBCC (2005).
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Fig. 4.60: Variation oflowfrequency amplification ratios in terms ofthe thickness ofthe
examined sites in Ottawa area subjected to the input motion having PGA of422 gal. The
large amplification ratios (Fv >3.3) are observedfor the sites having depthsfrom 30m to

41m which have naturalfrequencies rangingfrom 0.8Hz to 1.3 Hz.

Amplification Ratio
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Fig. 4.61: Variation oflowfrequency amplification ratios in terms ofthickness ofthe
examined sites in Ottawa area subjected to the input motion having PGA of 707 gal. The
large amplification ratios (F\ >3.5) are observedfor the sites having depthsfrom 30m to

41m which have naturalfrequencies rangingfrom 0.8Hz to 1.3 Hz.
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values using equation (4-42).
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Fig. 4.63: (Fv)rs amplification values versus average VS3o for 19 sites using the record
having (a) PGA of181 gal; (b) PGA of256 gal; (c) PGA of304 gal; (d) PGA of422 gal.
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Fig. 4.64: (Fv)RS amplification values versus average Vsso for 19 sites using the record
having (a) PGA of 1512 gal; (b) PGA of607 gal; (c) PGA of 707 gal; (d) PGA of813 gal.
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Fig. 4. 65: (Fv)RS amplification values versus average Vs¡o for 19 sites using the record
having (a) PGA of942 gal; (b) PGA of1000 gal.
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Fig. 4.66: Amplification curvesfor different site classes and spectral accelerations in
Ottawa area (a) site class A subjected to PSA of0.5g; (b) site class B subjected to PSA of

0.2g; (c) site class C subjected to PSA ofO. 75g;(d) site class C subjected to PSA of
0.4g;(e) site class D subjected to PSA of0.25g;(f) site class E subjected to PSA of1.25g.
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Table 4.1: Site Categories in NEHRP Provisions and NBCC, 2005
Site Profile

Name

Average Properties in Top 30 m

Shear Wave Average

Velocity, Vs(m/sec)

Standard Penetration

Resistance, N60

Soil Undrained shear

strength Su

Hard Rock 1500<VS Not applicable Not applicable

Rock 760<VS<1500 Not applicable Not applicable

Very Dense

Soil and soft

rock

360<VS<760 50<N60 100kPa<Su

Stiff

Soil

180<V,<360 15<N60<50 50<SU<100

kPa

Soft

Soil

V,<180 N60 <1 5 Su<50 kPa

Or any profile with more than 3 m of soil with the following

characteristics:

• Plastic index PI>20

• Moisture content >= 40% and

• Undrained shear strength Su<25 kPa

(1)

Others

Site Specific Evaluation Required
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1) Others include:

a) Liquefaction soils, Sensitive clays, and other soils susceptible to failure or collapse

under seismic loading.

b) Peat and/or highly organic clays greater than 3 m in thickness

c) Highly plastic clays, with thickness greater than 8 m.

d) Soft to medium stiff clays with thickness greater than 30 m.
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Table 4.2: Inputparameters ofthefinite element modelfor the profile in ORHO station
(weak motion modeling).

Leda clay shear wave velocity

Leda clay unit weight

Glacial till shear wave velocity

Glacial till unit weight

Bedrock shear wave velocity

Bedrock unit weight

Thickness of Leda Clay

Thickness of Glacial till

Shear modulus reduction data

Strain-dependent Damping data

210±10 (m/sec)

1700(kN/mJ)

5 80± 174 (m/sec)

1800(kN/mJ)

2700±680 (m/sec)

2500 (kN/mJ)

81(m)

10 (m)

Seed and Sun, 1989

Seed and Sun, 1989
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Table 4.3: Physical parameters ofthree sites in the eastern part ofthe city ofOttawa.
Site # / Name

Average soil velocity

/depth-dependent (d)

velocity function

Average bedrock

velocity (m/sec)

Average soil unit

weight (kN/m3)

Average bedrock unit

weight (kN/m3)
Site depth (m)

Heritage Park

210 (m/sec)

2700

1700

2500

81

#31

1.37d+147.2

2700

1700

2500

60

#41

1.51 d+91.9

2700

1700

2500

39
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Table 4.4: Peak amplificationfactors at Site #31 using the FEMseismic response
analysis and the scaled records.

Contrast

PGA(gai;

~70

147

208

349

3.92

3.95

3.93

3.9

3.84

3.79

3.7

7.58

7.14

6.76

6.65

6.18

5.94

5.56

12

9.62

9.19

8.81

8.43

7.89

7.73

6.61

Real =

23.42

11.4

10.8

9.47

7.86

7.01

~62
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Table 4.5: Application ofLogarithmic-Linear model (equation (4-38)) to (z, PGA) data at
site #31. Peak amplification factors are calculatedfor site #31 using different contrast

ratios andpeak ground accelerations.

Contrast

23

41

70

147

208

349

4.60

4.52

4.40

4.35

4.07

3.81

3.20

8

6.90

6.79

6.60

6.53

6.10

5.71

4.80

12

8.25

8.11

7.89

7.80

7.29

6.83

5.74

Real =

23.42

10.47

10.29

10.01

9.90

9.26

8.66

7.29
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Table 4. 6: Shear wave velocity ranges ofsoil and the underlying bedrockfor nine
different profile configurations. These configurations are used to generate NEHRP, 1994

velocity profiles.
Configuration #

Config.l

Config.2

Config.3

Config.4

Config.5

Config.6

Config.7

Config.8

Config.9

Average Soil

Velocity (m/sec)

100

200

300

400

500

600

700

240-260-280-340

110-120-130-

140-150-160

Bedrock

Velocity for class

A (m/sec)

2000

2000

2000

2000

2000

2000

2000

NA

NA

Bedrock Velocity

for all the classes

except class A

(m/sec)

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000
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Table 4. 7: Lowfrequency amplificationfactors (Fv) from NEHRP 1994. Si is the spectral
acceleration at thefrequency of 1 Hz.

Site Class O.lg 0.2g 0.3g 0.4g 0.5g

B

0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8

1.7 1.6 1.5 1.4 1.3

D 2.4 1.6 1.5

3.5 3.2 2.8 2.4
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Table 4.8: Highfrequency amplificationfactors (Fa) from NEHRP 1994. S0J is the
spectral acceleration at thefrequency of3 Hz.

50.33

Site Class O.lg 0.2g 0.3g 0.4g 0.5g

B

0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8

1.2 1.2

D 1.6 1.4 1.2 1.1

2.5 1.7 1.2 0.9
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Table 4.9: GSC sites (depth > 30m) usedfor low and highfrequency amplification
analysis in Ottawa area and the corresponding depth-velocity parameters and Vs30

(m/sec), d is the depth ofthe site.
Site#

126

068

040

030

034

411

004R

023

020

027

061

685

Post-glacial

Thickness (m)

32.5

38

41

45

51

63

69

82.5

95

98

112

Vs average Equation

l.ld +96.35

1.06d+ 102.98

1.19d+ 122.03

1.45d+ 100.68

1.44d + 96.78

1.03d + 97.07

1.1 Id +104.22

1.15d+ 102.85

0.8d+ 125.97

1.57d + 72.66

l.ld+ 116.74

l.ld+ 105.83

Vs30 (m/sec)

112

118

139

122

118

112

120

12

137

96

133

122
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Table 4.10: Sites (depth < 30m) usedfor low and highfrequency amplification analysis in
Ottawa area and the corresponding depth-velocity parameters and Vs30 (m/sec), d is the

depth ofthe site.
Site depth (m)
1

10

15

20

25

30

Vs value or equation
1 80 m/sec

180 m/sec

0.88d + 123.86 ± 20.3 (m/sec)

0.88d + 123.86 ± 20.3 (m/sec)

0.88d + 123.86 ± 20.3 (m/sec)

0.88d + 123.86 ± 20.3 (m/sec)

0.88d + 123.86 ± 20.3 (m/sec)

Vs30 (m/sec)
1970

830

405

287

223

184

157
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Table 4.11: Lowfrequency amplification values (Fourier spectra definition) for the 19
examined sites in Ottawa area. Site depth, average shear wave velocity in top thirty

meters andfundamentalfrequency calculated based on the average shear wave velocity
are illustrated in thefirst, second and third columns. The amplification values are given

for 10 intensities ofshaking (PGA).

PGA of Input Motion

Site Depth

Im

5 m

10m

15m

GOm

25 m

30 m

32 m

38 m

41 m

K5m

51m

63 m

69 m

81m

82 m

95 m

98 m

112m

Vs30 (m/sec)

1970

830

405

E87

223

184"
157

112

118

139

122

118

112

120

120

ÏÏT
96

133

122

fn (HZ)

H5

0.8

fe.5
1.9

1.5

1.3

0.9

0.8

0.9

0.7

0.6

0.5

0.5

0.5

OT
0.4

0.4

0.4

181

Gal

T
T
TT"
TT"
TT
2T
4

JT
ÏT
ÏT
ÏT
ÏT

TT
YT

\ÏT
ÏT
ÏT
ÏT
ÏT

256

Gal

1.1

1.4

3.3

ÏT
ÏT
ÏT
JT
1.9

1.5

TT
1.6

fe.l
1.7

fe.5
E.2

E.3

304

Gal

ï

ï
TT"
ÏT
ÏT
ÏT
ÏT
ÏT
ÏT

422

Gal

ï
I

ÏT
ÏT
ÏT
ÏT

5.5 4

ÏT2Ï8
E.9

1.5

1.5

2.1 E.4

1.7

E.4 E.3

3.4

1.9

1.8

TT

1.9

E.l E.5 U.

512

Gal

ï
ï

ÏT"
ÏT"
ÏT"
2T"
3~T
4

JT
ÏT
JT
ÏT

ÏT
TT
ÏT
2

2T"

E.9

607

Gal

ï
ï
ÏT~
ÏT~
2

3T~
Í09"
ïT~
ÏT~

ÏT~
ÏT~
TT"
ïT~
TT
1.9 E.l

1.6

707

Gal

ï
ï
TT"
TT"
TT"
2T
IT
JT
JT
ÏT

ÏT
3

TT"
TT"

1.3 E

Ê.2

E.4

813

Gal

ï
ï
TT"
ÏT
ÏT
Ì

3T
2"T
G?
ü~T
ÏT
ÏT
ÏT
ÏT

ÏT

1.7

942

Gal

ï
ï
TT"
TT"
TT"
2"T
Ì

2T"
ÏT
ÏT
ÏT
ÏT
ÏT
ÏT
ÏT
ÏT
ET"

1.6 E.l E

1000

Gal

I^
ï^
1.2

1.5

2

2.7

3.8

2.6

2.2

3.2

1.9

1.7

1.5

1.5

1.9

1.5

E.3
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Table 4.12: Values oflowfrequency Foundation Factors (Fv) in NBCC, 2005.

Site Class

B

D

<0.1g

0.5

0.6

1.4

2.1

0.2g

0.5

0.7

1.3

0.3g

0.5

0.7

1.2

1.9

0.4g

0.6

0.8

1.1

1.7

>0.5g

0.6

0.8

1.1

1.7

S] is the spectral acceleration at 1 Hz

* Site specific investigation and dynamic site response analysis require
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Table 4.13: Constants ofa, b and c in equation (4-42) for the determination oflow
frequency amplification values, (Fv)fft- These constants were obtained based on the

multiple linear regression at the specific shaking intensity (PGA = a).
PGA= a

181 1.72 -0.49 0.29

256 1.89 -0.55 0.14

304 1.36 -0.23 0.45

422 1.62 -0.41 0.29

512 1.83 -0.55 0.29

607 1.85 -0.51 0.1

707 1.6 -0.4 0.29

813 -0.61 0.1

942 1.56 -0.35 0.2

1000 1.71 -0.44 0.15
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Table 4.14: Highfrequency amplification values (Fourier spectra definition) for 19 sites
in Ottawa area. Site depth, average shear wave velocity in top thirty meters and linear

fundamentalfrequency are illustrated in thefirst, second and third columns. The
amplification values are givenfor 10 intensities ofshaking (PGA).

PGA of Input Motion

Site Depth

1 m

5 m

10m

15m

EOm

25 m

30 m

32 m

38 m

WIm

K5m

51m

63 m

69 m

81m

82 m

95 m

98 m

112m

Vs3o (m/sec)

1970

830

K05

E87

E23

184

157

112

118

139

122

118

112

120

Î2Ô-

137

96

133

122

fn (Hz)

K5

3.8

2.5

TT

1.5

1.3

0.9

0.8

OT

0.7

0.6

0.5

OT

0.5

0.5

OT
0.4

0.4

181

Gal

OT-

ÖTF

YJ~

L6~

??G

G?"
TTF

1.9

1.8

1.9

1.8

E.2

1.9

1.8

fe.5

1.8

fcu

256

Gal

OT"

OT

T

TT"

TT"

TT"
TT"

TT"

TT
TT"

TT"

TT"
TT"

TT"

TT"

TT"
TTT

TT"

TT"

304

Gal

o"T~

OT"

T

TT-

TT-

TT-
TT"

TT-

TT-
G?"

L4T

TT"

TT-

TT"

TT-

iy
TT-

TT-

TT"

422

Gal

OT

OT

0.9

TT
1.4

1.4

1.5

1.4

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.3

1.3

1.3

1.5

1.4

1.3

512

Gal

T

T

OT

OT

OT

TT"
TT"

TT"

TT"
TT"

TT"

TT
TT"

TT"

TT"

TT"

TT"

TT

TT"

607

Gal

T^

T^

oT

OT

OT

TT"
TT"

TT"

TT"
TT"

TT"

TT-

0.9

1.2

1.1

707

Gal

Ï

Ï

oT

OT

öT

ÖT
öT

öT

ÖT
öT

0.8

0.7

P.8

0.9

0.9

0.9

813

Gal

T^
T^

ÖT

ÖT

ÖT

ÖT
öT

ÖT

ÖT
ÖT

ÖT

ÖT
ÖT

ÖT

ÖT

öT

ÖT

öT

öT

942

Gal

Î
ï

ÖT

ÖT

öT

ÖT
ÖT"

ÖT

ÖT
öT

ÖT

ÖT
ÖT

ÖT

öT"
öT"

ÖT"

ÖT"

öT"

1000

Gal

T
T

0.8

0.6

0.7

0.6

0.7

0.7

0.6

0.7

0.7

0.8

0.8

0.6

0.6

0.8

0.7

0.8

0.6
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Table 4.15: Values ofhighfrequency Foundation Factors (Fa) in NBCC, 2005.
30.2

Site Class <0.25g 0.5g 0.75g 1.0Og > 1.25g

0.7 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.8

B 0.8 0.8 0.9

D 1.3 1.2 1.1 1.1

2.1 1.4 1.1 0.9 0.9

So.2 is the spectral acce eration at 5 Hz

* Site specific investigation and dynamic site response analysis require
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Table 4.16: Lowfrequency amplification values (Response spectra definition) for the
nineteen examined sites in Ottawa area. Site depth, average shear wave velocity in top
thirty meters andfundamentalfrequency (calculatedfrom average shear wave velocity)

are illustrated in thefirst, second and third columns. The values are givenfor ten
intensities ofshaking (PGA).

PGA of Input Motion

Site Depth Vs30 (m/sec) fn (HZ)

181

Gal

256

Gal

304

Gal

422

Gal

512

Gal

607

Gal

707

Gal

813

Gal

942

Gal

1000

Gal

1 m 1970 K5 0.8 0.8 k).8 0.8 0.9

5 m 830 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1

10m 405 3.8 1.5 1.4 1.4 1.5 1.3 1.4 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3

15m E87 2.5 1.9 E 1.7 E.3 1.6 1.6 1.7 1.7

20 m E23 1.9 1.8 1.9 1.8 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.5

25 m 184 1.55 E.2 1.8 1.8 1.9 1.8 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.5

30 m 157 1.3 3.1 3.3 E.6 E.6 2.7 1.6 1.5

32 m 112 0.9 3.4 E.6 E.2 2.4 E.3 E.2 1.8

38 m 118 0.8 E.8 E.3 B.4 1.9 1.7 1.7 1.5

WIm 139 0.9 E.4 E.4 E.l E.2 1.8 1.9 1.7 1.6 1.6

45 m 122 0.7 È.9 E.5 E.3 1.9 1.8 1.5 1.5

51m 118 0.6 E.8 Ë.9 E.3 1.9 1.8 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.6

63 m 112 0.5 3.5 3.1 E.8 Ê.8 E.5 E.2 1.9 E 1.7 1.6

69 m 120 0.5 E.4 E.l E.2 1.9 1.6 1.5 1.5 1.6

81m 120 0.5 E.3 E 1.9 E.3 1.9 1.9 E.2 1.5

82 m 137 0.5 E.l 1.8 1.7 1.9 1.7 1.5 1.6 1.5

95 m 96 0.4 3.6 E.7 E.5 E.6 E.5 E.2 1.7

98 m 133 0.4 E.5 E.3 E.4 1.9 1.9 1.8 1.5 1.4 1.5

112m 122 0.4 3.4 E.4 E.2 E.3 E.2 E 1.8 1.7 1.5 1.6
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Table 4.17: Highfrequency amplification values (Response spectra definition) for
nineteen sites in Ottawa area. Site depth, average shear wave velocity in top thirty meters
and linearfundamentalfrequency are illustrated in thefirst, second and third columns.

The values are givenfor ten intensities ofshaking (PGA).

Site Depth

Im

5 m

10m

15m

PGA of Input Motion

20 m

25 m

30 m

32 m

38 m

WIm

W5m

51m

63 m

69 m

81m

82 m

95 m

98 m

112m

Vs3o (m/sec)

1970

830

K05

287

223

184

157

112

118

139

122

118

112

120

120

137

96

133

122

fn(Hz)

K5

3.8

fe.5

1.9

1.55

1.3

OT
0.8

0.9

0.7

0.6

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.4

0.4

0.4

181

Gal

OT
I

TT

TT
TT

TT

TT
TT

TT

TT

TT
TT

TT

TT
TT

TT

iT

TT
TT

256

Gal

OT
I

TT

TT
TT

TT

TT
TT

TT

TT

TT
TT

TT

TT
TT

TT

TT

TT
TT

304

Gal

ÖT
I

TT

TT
TT

TT

TT
TT

TT

TT

TT
TT

TT

TT
TT

TT

TT

TT
TT

422

Gal

ÖT

512

Gal

ÖT
I

TT

1.1

1.1

0.9

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.3

1.3

1.2

1.1

1.1

1.5

1.2

1.3

607

Gal

ÖT
\

TT

TT
I

OT

ÖT

1.2

0.9

1.1

1.1

0.9

1.2

1.1

1.1

1.2

0.9

ÖT

0.8

0.9

0.9

707

Gal

ÖT
TT

l

TT
?

ÖT

ÖT
ÖT

ÖT

ÖT
?

ÖT

?

ÖT
ÖT

ÖT

0.8

813

Gal

ÖT
TT

ÖT

ÖT

0.8

0.8

0.7

0.8

0.9

0.8

?.9

0.8

0.8

OT

0.8

0.9

0.8

942

Gal

ÖT
TT

ÖT

ÖT
ÖT

ÖT

ÖT
ÖT

ÖT

ÖT
ÖT

ÖT

ÖT

ÖT

ÖT

ÖT

ÖT

ÖT
ÖT

1000

Gal

OT-
1.1

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.7

0.6

0.8

0.8

0.7

0.7

0.9

0.8

0.6

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.7

0.5
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Table 4.18: Depth and average shear wave velocity values in top 30 mfor the examined
sites in Ottawa area. These sites provided the source profiles to obtain the low and high

frequency amplification values similar to those given in NBCC, 2005.
Depth (m)

1

10
15
20
25
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120

Vs30 (m/sec)
1723
1000
704
405
284
219
178
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150

Table 4.19: Lowfrequency amplification valuesfor Ottawa areafor different
configurations ofsite classes.

S1

Site Class

Al
A2
Bl
B2
Cl
C2
C3
C4
Dl
D2
D3
D4
El
E2
E3
E4

<0.1g

1.15
1.05
1.2
1.2
1.5
1.45
2.1

2.85
2.8
3.5
3.4
3.7
3.55

0.2g

1.05
1.05
1.15
1.2
1.6
1.4
1.85
2.1
2.7
2.85
3.4
3.3
3.5
3.3

0.3g

1.1
1.05
1.2
1.1
1.3
1.35
1.9
1.85
2.55
2.6
3.1
3.1

3.15

0.4g

1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.35
1.3
1.7
1.75
2.4
2.3
2.7
2.9
2.7
2.75

>0.5g

1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.35
1.3
1.65
1.8
2.4
2.3
2.6
2.5
2.4
2.8
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Table 4.20: Highfrequency amplification valuesfor Ottawa areafor different
configurations ofsite classes

So.2

Site Class

Al
A2
Bl
B2
Cl
C2
C3
C4
Dl
D2
D3
D4
El
E2
E3
E4

<0.25g

1.1
1.15
1.4
1.4
1.7
1.55
1.9
1.85

2.7
2.8

2.8

0.5g

1.1
1.15
1.25
1.2
1.5
1.35
1.5
1.6
1.45
1.55

1.9

1.85

0.75g

1.2
1.2
1.25
1.2
1.45
1.3
1.4
1.4
1.35
1.45
1.3
1.45
1.4
1.3

1.0Og

1.2
1.2
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.2
1.2
1.3
1.2
1.25
1.1
1.1
1.15
1.2

>1.25g

1.2
1.1
1.15
1.15
1.2
1.2

1.1

0.9
0.8

0.95

Table 4.21: Average Lowfrequency amplification valuesfor Ottawa area.

Site Class

B

~C

D

E

<0.1g

1.3

2.4

3.5

0.2g

1.3

2.4

3.4

0.3g

1.2

2.2

3.1

0.4g

1.1

1.2

2.8

>0.5g

1.1

1.2

2.6
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Table 4.22: Average highfrequency amplification valuesfor Ottawa area.
50.2

Site Class

B

D

< 0.25g

1.1

1.5

1.9

2.8

0.5g

1.1

1.3

1.5

1.9

0.75g

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.4

1.0Og

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

>1.25g

1.2

1.2

0.9

Table 4.23: Proposed average lowfrequency amplification valuesfor Ottawa area. The
amplification values were normalized to the values ofsite class C.

Si

Site Class

A

B

C

D

1

<0.1g

0.8

0.8

1.8

2.7

0.2g

0.8

0.8

2.6

0.3g

0.8

0.8

1.Í

2.6

0.4g

0.8

0.9

1.7

2.3

>0.5g

0.8

0.9

1.7

2.2
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Table 4.24: Proposed average highfrequency amplification valuesfor Ottawa area. The
amplification values were normalized to the values ofsite class C.

>0.2

Site Class

B

D

< 0.25g

0.7

0.7

1.3

1.9

0.5g

0.8

0.8

1.2

1.5

0.75g

0.8

0.9

1.1

1.1

1.0Og

0.8

>1.25g

0.8

0.8

0.8
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Table 4.25: Peak amplification ratiosfor targetfundamentalfrequencies in Ottawa area.

SfD

Fundamental
Frequency (Hz)

0.32

^5
0.63
J
_L3
1.6

2.5
3.2

6.3

10

O.lg

4.5

5.2
5.6
6.1
6.3
6.2
6.9

7.2

8.1

0.2g

3.9
4.3
4.2
5.1
5.2
5.9

6.1
6.3
6.3
6.5
6.9

7.3

0.3g

3.5

4.2
4.6
4.8
5.6
5.9
5.7
5.9

5.9
6.1
6.8

0.4g

3.3
2.7
3.7
3.9
4.3
4.5
4.6
4.7
4.8
4.9

6.
6.3
6.6

0.5g

3.2
2.6
2.6
3.5
4.1
4.2
4.5
4.5
4.9
4.8
4.9
5.8

6.2

0.75g

2.8
2.3
2.4
3.2
3.7

4.2
4.3
4.7
4.6
4.8
5.1
5.4
5.9

Ig

2.3
2.2
2.6
2.7
3.4
3.4
3.5
3.4
3.6
3.7
3.6
4.2
4.2



5. Two-dimensional site response analysis using explicit
finite difference method

5.1. Introduction

This chapter is dedicated to two-dimensional site response analysis of a loose-

sediment in a buried valley located in the eastern part of the city of Ottawa (Motazedian

and Hunter, 2008). As shown in Figure (5.1), the borehole information indicated that a

substantial bedrock depression exists although there was no indication of it from the surface

topography. Our shear wave sites were strategically placed to fill in spaces in the borehole

distribution and provided information for two transverse (AB) and longitudinal (CD) cross

sections. From combined borehole and seismic information, the resultant overburden thickness

for these two cross sections is shown in Figure (5.2) indicating an elongate valley with very steep

sides.

The objective of this chapter is to assess the seismic amplification values

obtained from finite difference analysis of the mentioned buried valley subjected to

different levels of shaking. The results of this two-dimensional analysis will be compared

against a nearby one-dimensional site. This comparison will provide the implications for

the expected seismic amplification values from two-dimensional analysis. The theoretical

bases for the mentioned finite difference solution and the formulation of the utilized

program FLAC (version 5, Itasca Consulting Group Inc., 2005) are briefly explained in

sections 5.2 and 5.3. Section 5.4 is assigned to the stress-strain constitutive models, as

211
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significant part of the calculation cycle in FLAC program, and specifically the modified

Cam-Clay (MCC) model is elaborated in details. In Section 5.5 the geotechnical

properties of Leda clay are reviewed and afterwards, the mentioned MCC model is

verified using the available experimental data in section 5.6. Infinite medium modeling

and implementation of Rayleigh damping for two-dimensional models are discussed in

sections 5.7 and 5.8, respectively. Sections 5.9 and 5.10 provide the details of final two-

dimensional model and the obtained seismic amplification results.

5.2. Dynamic relaxation technique for the solution of finite difference

formulation in elasticity problems

Dynamic relaxation (DR) technique is a numerical technique that is used to

solve the elasticity equations of second to fourth order (Otter et al., 1966). When these

equations are expressed in finite difference formulation, dynamic relaxation technique

can be applied in an iterative manner. In other words, in dynamic relaxation technique, a

critically damped wave equation having initial boundary conditions is solved using the

finite difference method. For a two dimensional problem in DR technique, Forsythe and

Wasow (1960) showed that the stability criterion of each time step of iteration (At) is:

At < 1/C { (1/(Ax)2 + 1/ (Ay)2}'05 (5-1)

Where C, Ax and Ay denote the wave velocity, mesh length of two dimensional space in

? and y directions, respectively. The mathematical basis of Dynamic Relaxation can be

summarized here:

1 -Laplace equation in two-dimensional space is expressed by the following

equation for the displacement function (u):
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F = d2 u/ ox2 + d2 u/ Oy2 (5-2)
2-The damped wave equation can be written as follows:

C2 (d2 u/ ox2 + O2U/ ox2) -D/At (ôu/ôt) - d2 u/ ôt2 = 0 (5-3)
In which D and t indicate the viscous damping factor and time, respectively.

Furthermore, du/dt and ou can be replaced by the following terms:

du/dt = u ' (5-4)

Ou= u ' At (5-5)

3- Equal mesh lengths are assumed in ? and y directions (?? = Ay) and the time

increment is taken the maximum value shown in equation (5-1). Then equation (5-2) is

written in finite difference form:

d2 u/ Ox2 + d2 u/ Oy2 = Ôu(r)(ij) +0.5 u(rVi j) + u(r)(i.! J} + u(r)(iJ+i) + u(r)(iJ.,r4 u(r)(ij) (5-6)
i and j denote the number of row and column in the finite difference grid respectively.

4- Using equations (5-2), (5-4), (5-5) and (5-6), equation (5-3) is simplified and

gives the displacement increment equation (ou) for two successive iteration steps (r and

r+1) in a two dimensional finite difference mesh:

ôu(r+% = { (l-D/2) 5u(r)(ij)+0.5 u(r)(l+lj)+ u%.U) + u(r)(iJ+1) + u(r)(iJ.ir4 u(r)(lJ) }/(l+D/2)
(5-7)

The final displacement (u) can be determined from the following equation:

u(r+,)(iJ)=u%j)+ôu(r+1\iJ) (5-8)

5.3. FLAC (Fast Lagrangian Analysis of Continua) program

5.3.1. Formulation
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Concept of the formulation of program "FLAC" (version 5, Itasca

Consulting Group Inc., 2005), is comparable to that of dynamic relaxation mentioned in

previous section. The distinctions between them are in the implementation of arbitrary

grid, damping formulation and the large strains in the formulation of FLAC. In the

explicit finite difference analysis by FLAC, Lagrangian formulation is used that is in

contrast with Eulerian formulation. In Lagrangian approach instead of a fixed grid, the

finite difference grid of the physical domain moves and the increments of the

displacements are added to the coordinates. In this program, a finite difference mesh is

established in the solid body medium using the quadrilateral elements subdivided into

two overlaid triangles. Then, for each node of the elements displacement and velocity are

obtained from the dynamic equation of motion. This equation of motion uses grid-point

masses from the density of the surrounding zones. Having this mesh structure, finite

difference equation is developed for the mentioned triangles as follows:

1- Gauss Divergence theorem is written for a triangular area using the nodal

velocities:

OuVSx j ~ 1/ (2A) S (u'(a)i + u'(b)D *j As (5-9)

In equation (5-9) , u (a) and u ^) are me nodal velocities of two consecutive nodes on

the side of the triangle. A, ? and As denote the triangle area, unit vector normal to the

side of the triangle and the side length of the triangle.

2- Strain rates (e ¡j) is derived for a triangular zone from the following equation:

e ¡j = 0.5 (ôu'j/?? j +ôuj/d? j) (5-10)

Using equation (5-9) and the similar equation for (du)/dx ,), the strain rate of the zone is
determined.
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3- The calculated strain rate (equation (5-10)) is exploited in constitutive law

(see section 5.3) to evaluate the stress values. Then, the nodal forces are obtained from

the stress values. Since each node receives the forces from the overlaid quadrilateral

elements, the forces are summed up and averaged to give the final nodal forces.

5.3.2. Calculation cycle of the program

FlAC has a calculation sequence: First, the equation of motion is exploited to

obtain velocities and displacements from stress and force values. In the next step, strain

rates are derived from velocities and, finally the new stress values are obtained from

strain rates (using an appropriate stress-strain constitutive law). In the new cycle, the

derived stress values are set into the equation of the motion and the cycles continue

similarly. It should be noted that when stress values are obtained from strains, the idea of

frozen velocities is used that means the new stress values do not influence the velocities.

The mentioned idea is justifiable when a small time-step (cycle period) is chosen because

the neighboring elements of model will not affect one another during the time step. Using

the frozen velocity concept, there is no need to use an iterative process to derive the

stresses from strain values but a small time step is critical that usually leads to large

number of calculation steps.

To have an appropriate wave transmission through the model, Kuhlemeyer and

Lysmer (1973) showed that the element size should be one-tenth to one-eighth of the

wavelength of highest frequency of excitation. Therefore, the element size should satisfy

this condition of wave transmission. Knowing this element size, the time step of

calculation procedure should be chosen less than the wave propagation time through the
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elements of model. In other words, the time step should be set in such a way that the

wave propagation speed falls behind the calculation speed.

5.4. Constitutive law/model for stress-strain relationship; Modified

Cam-Clay Model (MCC)

5.4.1. Introduction

As mentioned in section (5.3.2), a constitutive model/law that correlates the

strain and stress values is required. This model should reasonably represent the stress-

strain behavior of clayey soil in the study area .Furthermore; this constitutive model

should give the satisfactory description of the elastic properties, yield function and the

hardening rule of the soil in post-elastic strains. In this research, the hardening/softening

elasto-plastic model of modified Cam-Clay (Roscoe and Burland, 1968) will be applied.

Using this model, soil characteristics such as shear resistance and effect of volume

change on the bulk properties of soil can be taken into account. Three important aspects

of soil behavior are addressed in this elasto- plastic model:

1 -shear strength,

2- Change of volume which leads to compression or dilatancy,

3- Critical state that represents the state in which ultimate deformation occurs in soil with

no change in volume or the stress level.

5.4.2. Critical state mechanics; General concepts
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Modified Cam-Clay is a critical state constitutive model. In critical state

mechanics, three parameters describe the state of soil: effective mean stress (p'),

deviatone stress (q') and the specific volume (?), ?' and q' are defined as below:

?'=(s?+s'2 + s'3)/3 (5-11)

q'= {0.5 { (s',- a'2f+( s'2 -s'3)2+( s',- s'3)2} } ° 5 (5-12)

s? , a'2 and s'3 denote the principal stresses.

Using the mentioned parameters, soil behavior is described by two spaces of (In

?'- ?) and (p'-q). In (In ?'- ?) space, normal compression (or virgin consolidation) line

and the swelling line are used to delineate the loading and unloading behavior of soil

(clay) samples. Normal compression line and the swelling line are defined by the

equations (5-13) and (5-14) and respectively:

? = ??-?1??' (5-13)

? = D5-K In ?' (5-14)

In which, ??, ? and ? are specific volume of virgin consolidation line at unit pressure,

slope of virgin consolidation line and the slope of the swelling line respectively. As

mentioned before, critical state describes the condition at which the soil is distorting

without any change in stress or volume. This state can be characterized by a line parallel

to the normal compression line at (In ?'- ?) space (See Figure (5.3)). In this Figure, Ur is

the specific volume of the critical state line (CSL) at unit pressure and can be expressed

in terms of??, ? and ?:

? r = ? ?- (?- ?) 1?2 (5-15)
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The other space is the (p'-q') in which the stress path regarding the loading history on

soil is considered. Furthermore, the yield surface is defined in this space. Details of yield

surface are given in section (5.4.3).

5.4.3. Constitutive law of plasticity

Two main theories of plasticity are deformation theory and flow (incremental)

theory. In deformation theory, the plastic strains are directly related to the stresses

whereas in flow theory the strain increments are related to stresses and the stress state. In

other words, in incremental theory plastic strains are expressed as the function of strain

increments, stress increments and the current stress values. In both theories the material

behavior is assumed elastic until the stresses reach the yield point, at which state the

plastic behavior commences. Some limitations and inconsistencies were shown for

deformation theory (e.g. Hill, 1998). For example, deformation theory does not consider

any history dependency of previous stress and strain values. On the contrary, the flow

theory does not suffer from any major disadvantages and the history dependency is taken

into account by incorporating the stresses, strains and their increments in this theory. In

Modified Cam Clay (MCC) model, the flow theory is exploited. In this model, yield

surface in (p'-q') space is:

q2/p '2 + M2 ( 1 -pVp') = 0 (5-16)
p'o denotes the preconsolidation pressure. M is the slope of critical state line (CSL) and

this CSL intersects the yield curve at the maximum value of q. When yielding occurs to

the right of this intersection point (called wet or subcriticai side), hardening behavior,

along with compression appears. On the contrary, when yielding occurs to the left of this
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intersection point (called dry or supercritical side), the softening behavior accompanied

by dilatancy is exhibited by the soil materials.

5.4.4. Parameters of modified Cam-Clay (MCC) model

According to the aforementioned sections, the determinations of the following

parameters are required in a MCC model:

1- Maximum Bulk modulus (K), one of the parameters of shear modulus (G)

or Poisson' s ratio (µ). Initial value of the bulk modulus is obtained from the

following equation:

? = (?0?0)/? (5-17)

where ?0 and p0 denote the initial specific volume and the initial pressure,

respectively.

2- Slope of CSL that can be obtained from the triaxial compression test as

follows:

M= 6 sin f /(3 -sin f ) (5-18)

In which f is the friction angle at critical state.

3- Slopes of the normal compression line and the swelling line can be

obtained from compression index (Cc) and the swelling coefficient (Cs):

X = Cc/lnlO (5-19)

K~Cs/lnlO (5-20)

4- Preconsolidation pressure or the ratio of preconsolidation pressure to the

current pressure (OCR).

5- Reference pressure and its corresponding specific volume on (In ?'-?)

space.
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5.5. Leda Clay; General and geotechnical properties

In this section, some geotechnical properties of Leda clay will be reviewed.

Because of the variety of clay parameters in MCC model, a thorough description of

geotechnical properties of Leda Clay is needed. As mentioned in previous chapters, in the

Ottawa area, a usual borehole log would exhibit hard bedrock overlain by glacial till and

the deposit of marine soft clay. This formation is usually accompanied by thin layers of

sand on the top of the soft clayey layer. The mentioned marine clay is the dominant part

of soil formation. It is a sensitive clay with remarkable thixotropic properties that means

it might be liquefied when agitated or triggered. The sensitivity of clay is defined as the

ratio of undisturbed shear strength (usually from the unconfmed compression test) to

remolded strength of clay in the laboratory.

As mentioned, Leda clay, which is abundant in the St Lawrence and Ottawa valleys, is

sensitive. Crawford (1963) has confirmed the huge difference between the undisturbed

and the remolded strengths of sensitive clay samples even if two samples contain the

same water content. Furthermore, numerous studies (e.g. Bjerrum, 1954) show that this

sensitivity is controlled by salt concentration and liquidity index.

Geotechnical characteristics of Leda clay deposits have been studied by many

researchers. Quigley et al. (1983) investigated the geological and geotechnical

characteristics of Leda clay in the Ottawa Valley near Hawkesbury, Ontario. Their study

is based on the results obtained from a long-term project during the years 1975 to 1976

and 1978 to 1980. According to those results, the clay minerals mainly contained three

major parts: 1- illite (majority part) 2-chlorite 3- vermiculite and/or smectite . In addition,

in-situ unit weight varying from about 15 kN/m3 to 17 kN/m3 was reported for clayey
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materials. This mineralogical composition has been confirmed by Karrow (1961) and

Gillott (1971). The followings were highlighted in their study:

1 -Using some geological predictions, preconsolidation pressures in the area

were related to the removal (erosion) of the deltaic sand layers overlying the clayey layer.

This assumption provides the bases to establish the drainage boundaries of the clayey

layer that is used to obtain the coefficient of consolidation. Finally, coefficient of

consolidation having average value of 0.61 m2/year was suggested Quigley et al. (1983).
2-Different sensitivities for the clay material ranging from 5 to 25 were

reported.

3- Detailed description of the in-situ void ratio plots, shear strength plots,

Atterberg limits and salinity variations with depth was given. Two margins for shear

strength of clay were suggested:

Cu/o'p=0.5 (for normally consolidated clays) (5-21)

Cu/s'?= 0.3 (for highly overconsolidated clays) (5-22)

where Cu and s'? stand for the undrained shear strength and the preconsolidation pressure

respectively.

In another study, geotechnical properties of Leda clay in the Ottawa Area were

discussed by Eden and Crawford (1957). The values reported from the borings ofthat

research showed that the sensitivity of Leda clay exceeds 20 and even reaches up to 100

or greater values. According to that study, preconsolidation appears to depend on the

previously existing overburden. They conclude that the field vane tests give more

consistent results for shear strength than do laboratory tests due to potential sample

disturbance. Although it is mentioned that the laboratory results can be improved by more
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refined sampling but the extreme sensitivity and Assuring cause the discrepancy in the

strength results.

The preconsolidation pressure of Leda clay deposits in the Ottawa area has been

investigated by many researchers. Morin et al. (1983) gave a detailed description for the

in-situ determination of the preconsolidation pressures of Champlain (Leda) clays. They

concluded that the Leda clay in the studied area of Eastern Canada is generally slightly

overconsolidated. For instance, the overconsolidation ratio (OCR) of 1.7 was suggested

for the Gloucester site in Ottawa (sample taken from a few meters depth).

Bozozuk (1963) suggested the Poisson's ratio of 0.4 or slightly less for Leda

Clay from the measurements of the bottom heave in the large excavations of a

construction procedure in the Ottawa Sewer Plant. Selvadurai et al. (1980) developed the

screw plate test for the determination of the deformability characteristics of the cohesive

soils at the depths of 2 m and 4m. They estimated the undrained shear strength (C11) from

the following correlation:

9 <Puit/ Cu < 11.35 (5-23)

Where Puit denotes the ultimate failure load recorded in the screw plate test. Also for the

elastic modulus (E11), the following range in terms of the undrained shear strength was

recommended:

630cu<Eu<tol070cu (5-24)

In addition to aforementioned studies, numerous researches have been

performed on strength/failure pattern of Leda Clays. Crawford (1963) showed that the

strength of the highly sensitive clays does not depend on the void ratio but is largely

controlled by the soil structure. Furthermore, several microstructural studies concentrate
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on the failure of Leda clay. For instance, Pusch (1970) investigated the microstructural

change of the sensitive clays at failure using a transmission electronic microscope. In an

other microstructural research on Leda Clay, Quigley and Thomson (1966) used x-ray

diffraction technique to examine the fabric change of soil samples subjected to external

pressure and consolidated to different vertical pressures. The results showed that there is

negligible particle reorientation at pressures up to preconsolidation pressure and at higher

pressures, breaking down of the soil structure commences.

5.6. Verification of modified Cam-Clay model using the results of

drained triaxial test

In this section, the explained modified Cam-Clay (MCC) model is implemented

in the modeling procedure of a drained triaxial test on a Leda Clay sample. The reference

data are related to the experimental work by Wong (1972). That work provides a

comprehensive database to study the stress-strain behavior of Leda Clay in Ottawa area.

All the soil samples of the mentioned research were taken from a site in Ottawa at the

depth of about 18 ft. The prepared samples in Laboratory are cylindrical and have the

dimensions of 10 cm height and 5 cm diameter for the strain-controlled drained triaxial

tests. In strain-controlled deformation tests, the strain rate was set to 6><10 " mm/min

(0.1x10 "7 m/sec) and the allowable strain rate was limited to the value of 0.1 % per day.
The mentioned data of Leda Clay samples were used to verify the applicability

of MCC model on the stress-strain behavior of Leda Clay. To carry out this verification,

using the explicit finite difference method, a drained triaxial test was simulated for a 5cm

? 10cm soil sample subjected to different cell pressures. The configuration of the
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rectangular model of soil sample is shown in Figure (5.4). The implemented MCC has

the following parameters:

Poisson's ratio (µ) = 0.35

Density of soil (p) = 1732 kg/m3
Modulus of elasticity (E) = 16.7 MPa

Slope of the critical state line (M) =1.1

Slope of normal consolidation line (?) = 0.28

Slope of elastic swelling line (?) = 0.056

Preconsolidation pressure Pco= 101 kPa

Two cell pressures of 0.8 kg/cm2 and 0.2 kg/cm2 was applied on the model

(Figure (5.4)) and the variation of the deviatone stress with axial strain was obtained. The

comparisons of the modeling results with the experimental results are shown in Figures

(5.5a) and (5.5b). As seen in Figure (5.5a), the agreement between the Cam-Clay model

and the experimental results is acceptable. This Figure shows that MCC satisfactorily

predicts the stress-strain behavior of the slightly overconsolidated clay (OCR= 1.03/0.8

=1.28). In Figure (5.5b), some discrepancies appear between the MCC and experimental

results for the elastic range of the highly overconsolidated sample (OCR=I.03/0.2=5. 15).

Because the majority of the Leda Clay sites in Ottawa in this research including the

studied valley (see section 5.8) are slightly overconsolidated, this discrepancy is not the

point of concern.

5.7. Infinite Medium Modeling

As mentioned in chapter 4, the infinite medium should be modeled to have

roughly perfect wave absorption for seismic waves impinging on the model boundaries.
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In two dimensional models such as deep two dimensional valleys surrounded by infinite

medium, infinite medium (bedrock) existing in the bottom and side boundaries of model

should be taken into account. Similar to chapter 4, quiet (viscous) boundaries will be

applied for two dimensional finite difference model using dashpots introduced by Lysmer

and Kuhlemeyer (1969).

5.8. Implementation of Rayleigh damping in two dimensional models

As mentioned in Chapter 4, Rayleigh damping uses mass and stiffness

proportional formulation (see equation 4-17). Based on this equation, Bathe and Wilson

(1976) proposed equation (4-21) for the determination of critical damping (?,) in terms of

the angular frequency (ro¡) of a multi-degree of freedom system. This equation can be

shown with a curve that has the following minimum points:

?,™ = (a ß)0'5, comin=(a/ß)05 (5-25)
In which, a and ß are frequency dependent factors. By setting appropriate values for ?,™

and cumin , frequency-independent damping values are obtained. For instance, comin can be

a combination of important frequencies such as dominant frequency of input motion and

fundamental frequency of the examined site obtained from the average shear wave

velocity. As an example, Table (5.1) shows the mentioned minimum frequency (fmjn ) for

the site with dominant frequency (obtained from the average shear wave velocity ) of

0.75 Hz and subjected to some artificial Eastern Canadian input motions having different

dominant frequencies. In this Table, minimum frequency is taken as the average of the

mentioned frequencies. The critical damping is chosen from the shaking-intensity

damping equation introduced in chapter 3:

? =14.33 PGA0'2537
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Therefore, in order to specify the damping functions, pairs of (cDm¡n ,?p???) can be

implemented for different locations of two-dimensional model. As mentioned, these pairs

are obtained based on the depth of each section of two dimensional model, shaking

intensity and dominant frequency of the input motion.

5.9. Modeling of buried valley in Orleans area

In this section, a deep valley located in Orleans area (eastern part of the city) is

modeled using the finite difference formulation (FLAC program, version 5, Itasca

Consulting Group, 2005). The simplified valley is shown in Figure (5.6). According to

section 5.4, the parameters of modified CAM-Clay model were set for different locations

of valley at different depths. In addition, the wave transmission condition was satisfied

by setting the quadrilateral element size to Im. This element size is satisfactory for the

seismic wave propagation with the wavelength (?) of 10m (element size of one-tenth of

wavelength). Considering the relation between the wavelength (?), velocity (V) and

frequency (f), X=VZf, the average velocity of 150 m/sec will give the frequency of 15 Hz.

This means that the chosen element size of Im can accurately simulate the frequencies up

to 15 Hz. The Rayleigh damping was used based on the dominant frequency of input

motions and the fundamental frequency of soil column at each location of valley (see

Table (5.1) as an example). Furthermore, the input motions were selected from the

artificial acceleration time histories of Eastern Canada (2% in 50 years records) that

include ten acceleration time histories ranging from 181 gal to 1000 gal. These records

were shown in chapter 4. Finally, the amplification curves were obtained at the deepest

part of the valley. In Figures (5.7) to (5.16), these curves are demonstrated and compared

with the amplification curves (obtained from FEM site response analysis) of an adjacent
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one-dimensional site (site with 81m depth shown in Table 4.9) having the depth of 81m.

Table (5.2) illustrates the fundamental frequencies of the 2D valley compared to those of

the adjacent ID site.

5.10.Discussion

In this chapter, the constitutive model of modified Cam-Clay (MCC) was

applied for the seismic analysis of a deep valley located in the eastern part of the city of

Ottawa. As a validation test, MCC was implemented in the simulation of a drained

triaxial test and the derived deviatone stress results were compared with those from the

experimental data. The outcomes confirmed the reliability of MCC for the slightly

overconsolidated clay samples that is the dominant consolidation state of Leda clay in

Ottawa area. Therefore, MCC was chosen as the constitutive model for the seismic

analysis of the target valley. This constitutive model deals with two spaces of (p'-q') and

(lnp'- ?) and thus, contains numerous parameters that should be determined cautiously.

Because of these multi-parameter and calculation-intensive features of MCC, this model

has been scarcely used in the site response literature and simpler models such as elastic

and Mohr-Coulomb have been applied for the seismic analysis. Consequently, the

application of MCC in this research is somehow distinctive that can provide promising

perspective for those researchers/practicing engineers who are hesitant to use MCC in

two-dimensional seismic analysis.

The mentioned MCC model along with Rayleigh damping formulation were

used to establish a 2D finite difference model that satisfies the wave transmission from

the soil elements. Then, this model was subjected to ten ground motions having PGAs

from 181 to 1000 gals. The horizontal response of these ground motions was achieved in
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the deepest part of the valley and the amplification curves were obtained from the

response spectra ratio of the response acceleration record to that of the bedrock record

(for 5% damping). These amplification curves were compared with those from a nearby

one-dimensional site with similar geotechnical parameters and subjected to same ground

motions. The comparisons (see Figures (5.7) to (5.16)) show that the 2D and ID methods

are in good agreement in a broad range of frequencies. Figures (5.7) to (5.16) clearly

exhibit that the peak amplification values from the ID and 2D methods are close

together. Figure (5.17) illustrates the difference between soil amplification values for the

fundamental frequency (Ffo) values of ID and 2D methods which is the residual plot.

According to this Figure, the obtained F^ values of ID and 2D methods are less than

10% different for half of the applied ground motions. For the frequencies greater than 3

Hz, relatively larger amplification values from 2D finite difference method are obtained.

The reason of the large amplification values is hidden in the definition of Rayleigh

damping for ID site using the FEM. According to this definition of Rayleigh damping (as

mentioned in chapter 4), the coefficients of mass and stiffness are set in such a way that

the model can respond to the predominant frequency of the site and the dominant

frequency of the input motion. This definition causes over-damped response outside the

dominant frequency of input motion. Because most of the utilized input motions have the

dominant frequency around or greater than 3 Hz, the over-damped response and lower

amplification ratios are expected in ID method for the frequencies more than 3 Hz.
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Fig. 5.1: Overburden thickness in meters in the Orleans suburb ofOttawa, based on
combined borehole and shear wave seismic site measurements.
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Fig. 5.2: Transverse and longitudinal cross sections ofthe Orleans buried valley with a
vertical exaggeration of-10:1. (BH: borehole, SH: Seismic site).
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Fig. 5.3: Location ofthe critical state line (CSL) in the (lnp'- ?) space.
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Fig. 5.6: A simplified two-dimensional non-scaled scheme ofa deep valley located in the
eastern part ofthe city ofOttawa. Lines "ae" and "ec" illustrate the boundaries between

the valley sediments and the underlying bedrock. The valley has a gentle slopefrom
points "e " to "a " that can be approximated by a linear boundary.
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Fig. 5. 7: Amplification curvesfor a 2D (two-dimensional) valley in Orleans area and an
adjacent ID (one-dimensional) site , GSC site # 23 , having depth of81 m. The

amplification curve of2D valley was obtained at the deepest part with the depth of 70 m.
Both sites are subjected to the same input motion having PGA of181 gal.
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Fig. 5.8: Amplification curvesfor a 2D (two-dimensional) valley in Orleans area and an
adjacent ID (one-dimensional) site ,GSC site # 23 , having depth of81 m. The

amplification curve of2D valley was obtained at the deepestpart with the depth of 70 m.
Both sites are subjected to the same input motion having PGA of256 gal.
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Fig. 5.9: Amplification curvesfor a 2D (two-dimensional) valley in Orleans area andan
adjacent ID (one-dimensional) site , GSC site # 23 , having depth of81 m. The

amplification curve of2D valley was obtained at the deepest part with the depth of 70 m.
Both sites are subjected to the same input motion having PGA of304 gal.
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Fig. 5.10: Amplification curvesfor a 2D (two-dimensional) valley in Orleans area andan
adjacent ID (one-dimensional) site , GSC site # 23 , having depth of81 m. The

amplification curve of2D valley was obtained at the deepest part with the depth of 70 m.
Both sites are subjected to the same input motion having PGA of422 gal.
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Fig. 5.11. Amplification curvesfor a 2D (two-dimensional) valley in Orleans area and an
adjacent ID (one-dimensional) site ,GSC site # 23 , having depth of81 m. The

amplification curve of2D valley was obtained at the deepest part with the depth of 70 m.
Both sites are subjected to the same input motion having PGA of512 gal.
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Fig. 5.12: Amplification curvesfor a 2D (two-dimensional) valley in Orleans area andan
adjacent ID (one-dimensional) site , GSC site # 23 , having depth of81 m. The

amplification curve of2D valley was obtained at the deepest part with the depth of 70 m.
Both sites are subjected to the same input motion having PGA of607 gal.
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Fig. 5.13: Amplification curvesfor a 2D (two-dimensional) valley in Orleans area andan
adjacent ID (one-dimensional) site ,GSC site # 23 , having depth of81 m. The

amplification curve of2D valley was obtained at the deepest part with the depth of 70 m.
Both sites are subjected to the same input motion having PGA of 707 gal.
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Fig. 5.14: Amplification curvesfor a 2D (two-dimensional) valley in Orleans area and an
adjacent ID (one-dimensional) site ,GSC site # 23 , having depth of81 m. The

amplification curve of2D valley was obtained at the deepestpart with the depth of 70 m.
Both sites are subjected to the same input motion having PGA of813 gal.
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Fig. 5.15: Amplification curvesfor a 2D (two-dimensional) valley in Orleans area and an
adjacent ID (one-dimensional) site , GSC site # 23 , having depth of81 m. The

amplification curve of2D valley was obtained at the deepest part with the depth of 70 m.
Both sites are subjected to the same input motion having PGA of942 gal.
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Fig. 5.16: Amplification curvesfor a 2D (two-dimensional) valley in Orleans area and an
adjacent ID (one-dimensional) site , GSC site # 23 , having depth of81 m. The

amplification curve of2D valley was obtained at the deepestpart with the depth of 70 m.
Both sites are subjected to the same input motion having PGA of1000 gal.
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Fig. 5.17: Residualplot (Difference between the peak amplification values) for ID and
2D methodsfor different input motions. Each input motion is represented by its peak

ground acceleration (PGA).
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Table 5.1: Minimum frequency and damping valuesfor a sites havingfundamental
frequency ofO. 75 Hz. Depending on the dominantfrequency ofinput motion the minimum

frequency is changed. Corresponding damping ratio ofthis minimum frequency is
determined based on the shaking intensity ofinput motion.

PGA of input record

(gal)

Ï8Ï

'256

1Ö4

422

512

607

707

813

942

1000

Dominant frequency

of input record (Hz)

T2

4.1

3.7

2.1

3.5

1.6

2.6

3.7

Damping ratio

0.093

0.101

0.106

0.115

0.121

0.126

0.131

0.136

0.141

0.143

Minimum Frequency

For f= 0.75 Hz

2.6

1.1

1.9

2.4

2.2

1.4

2.1

1.1

1.6

2.2
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Table 5.2: Fundamentalfrequencies ofthe 2D valley compared to the adjacent ID site
for different input motions.

PGA of input record

(gal)

"^56

1Ö4

422

512

607

707

813

942

1000

Fundamental frequency

from ID method (Hz)

'Ö42

0^45

??5

0.42

0.44

0.4

0.42

0.39

0.39

0.39

Fundamental frequency

from 2D method (Hz)

^49

^49

MT

0.4

0.48

0.37

0.58

0.4

0.45

0.45



6. Conclusions

In this thesis, some issues concerning the seismic microzonation studies for the city

of Ottawa were investigated that include MASW seismic surveying and seismic site response

analysis of variety of sites located in Ottawa area. As the first phase of the thesis, due to the

existing of high shear velocity contrast between the loose Leda clay and the underlying hard

bedrock, I applied the multi-channel analysis of surface waves (MASW) method, as a

seismic surveying method to delineate the shear wave velocity profiles (a primary input for

site response analysis) of the investigated sites. I evaluated the efficiency of MASW method

using the available data from other geophysical methods such as Borehole and seismic

reflection/refraction performed by Carleton University and GSC research teams. In the

second phase of thesis, due to the large seismic amplification values observed from the weak

motion recordings of some sparse earthquakes in region, I carried out site response analyses

for different sites located in Ottawa area. The site response analysis methods encompassed

the analytical method of reflection/transmission (R/T), finite element analysis and two-

dimensional finite difference method. According to the findings from the above-mentioned

research phases, the main conclusions of this thesis are summarized as follow:

• I calibrated the results of MASW (multi-channel analysis of surface waves) against

those from the reflection/refraction method and borehole data for a broad range of

sites in Ottawa area and good agreement was obtained between the inverted shear

242
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wave velocity profiles from the MASW and those from the other geophysical

methods.

• I used combined active and passive MASW to increase the frequency range of the

dispersion curves. The extracted dispersion curves clearly exhibited the efficiency of

the combined method to achieve the low frequency ranges. This low frequency range

contains the information of deep layers and increases the accuracy of the inversion

process for the final velocity profiles.

• I applied the random search inversion method to obtain the depth and the velocity of

the high-velocity bedrock from the dispersion curves. The reason was the capabilities

of random search inversion that is less likely to become trapped in local minima and

benefits from the flexibility to search for the best match velocity profile. According

to the available data from other geophysical methods, the outcomes exhibited

successful differentiation of the bedrock depth and velocity of the investigated sites.

• I analyzed the sensitivity of the initial model parameters in the random search

inversion of MASW. Results indicated that, except for the case of very low contrast

in the initial model, the velocity-depth data obtained from the random search

inversion are in good agreement with the borehole data. MASW demonstrated partial

deficiency for the detection of very deep bedrock in some loose sites. This deficiency

could be resolves if more sensitive geophones and stronger sources were used.

• Due to the probable wave trapping inside the high contrast soil-bedrock profiles in

Ottawa area, I applied the method of reflection/transmission (R/T) coefficients which

benefits from the internal wave reverberation scheme and is a strong tool to simulate

the internal reflections of seismic waves inside the soil layers.
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• I developed a shaking intensity-dependant damping formulation using artificial time

history acceleration records for Eastern Canada. This formulation correlates the target

peak ground acceleration to the desired damping ratio and was derived using the

analysis results of equivalent linear method for numerous sites throughout the Ottawa

area. The modified site response method using R/T was proposed by implementing

the damping formulation in the velocity functions of the soil profile. This

modification can be followed by shear modulus adjustment for the desired level of

shaking (peak ground acceleration). In the proposed damping-modulus modified R/T

method for Ottawa area, only target peak ground acceleration is needed as the input

excitation. This can be considered as an advantage over the equivalent linear method

(ELM) in which the complete time histories are required as the input motion.

• I performed an extensive one-dimensional Finite Element Method (FEM) analysis for

the numerous sites in Ottawa area. FEM analyses confirmed the large observed

amplification values from the weak motion recordings. The agreement between the

observations and modeling results was acceptable with minor differences in

fundamental frequencies.

• I investigated the maximum seismic amplification for the variation of contrast ratios

and shaking intensities using a broad range of sites and input motions. Results

showed that the most of the obtained amplification ratios saturate as the contrast ratio

exceeds some high values. Therefore, a logarithmic function of contrast ratio (log z)

is an appropriate representative of the mentioned partial saturation.
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• Using least square multiple regression method and according to the variation pattern

of amplification ratio with two parameters of PGA and z, the following mathematical

model was proposed for the combined effect of ? and PGA :

Ff0 = (7.812-6.992 PGA) Log 10 (z) (R2= 0.969)

• The results of the combined logarithmic-linear function were validated using the

amplification results from some scaled records. According to this verification test, the

amplification ratios from the proposed model and those from the scaled records were

close together (mostly different by 8% to 13%).

• I applied FEM to compare the high and low frequency amplification values of

NEHRP(1 994) with the average low and high amplification values from one-

dimensional FEM (Using similar depth-velocity configuration) to evaluate the

capability of FEM in my studies for site response analysis. Results showed the

difference of 2% to 15% between two approaches. This reasonable difference

suggests that FEM site response analysis can be applied for the determination of low

and high frequency amplification factors comparable to NBCC (2005) which is based

on the results of NEHRP (1994).

• I obtained the correlations between amplification values and VS3o for low and high

frequency amplification values for a wide range of sites in Ottawa area and a set of

amplification equations were developed for high and low frequency ranges.

According to that trend in NBCC (2005) for the spectral accelerations greater than Ig,

high frequency amplification values of site class E are smaller than those of site class

C. That trend of high frequency amplification values given in NBCC (2005) was also
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obtained in the applied FEM analysis. That trend was verified for the examined sites

in Ottawa area where peak ground acceleration exceeded high shaking intensities.

• The obtained region-specific amplification ratios for Ottawa area for the same

spectral accelerations of NBCC (2005) showed somewhat lower high frequency

amplification values (on average 10%) and larger low frequency amplification values

of site classes D and E (on average 20%) compared to the recommended values in

NBCC, 2005. It should be noted that NBCC (2005) is still conservative if these low

frequency amplification values of site classes D and E are compared with those of site

class A (instead of site class C).

• I applied a proper constitutive model for two-dimensional site response analysis of a

buried valley in the eastern part of the city of Ottawa. By implementing the

constitutive model of modified Cam-Clay (MCC), drained triaxial test was simulated

and the obtained deviatone stress values were verified using the available

experimental data for the slightly-overconsolidated clay that is the dominant

consolidation state in Ottawa area. Using the MCC, Rayleigh damping and a variety

of ground input motions, the maximum amplification ratios of the two-dimensional

(2D) valley (at deepest part of the valley) in the eastern part of the city were

compared against the peak amplification ratios of an adjacent one-dimensional (ID)

site and a good agreement between the peak values of ID and 2D sites was observed.

The amplifications ratios of 2D site response analysis method were larger than those

of ID method at the frequencies greater than 3Hz. The difference between

amplification ratios at the frequencies larger than 3Hz can be attributed to the

definition of Rayleigh damping for ID method in which the over-damped response is
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expected for the frequencies outside the range between dominant frequency of the

applied input motions and the fundamental site frequency.

To sum up the outcomes, the MASW was introduced as an efficient tool to

distinguish the high shear wave velocity contrast in Ottawa area. The accuracy of the

inversion process of MASW depends on the captured frequency range in dispersion data that

can be enhanced by using more sensitive receivers and stronger active sources combined

with the passive source data.

For the site response analysis of high-contrast profiles, R/T method improved by a

proper damping scheme incorporated in the velocity profile and the adjustment of velocity

profile for the shear modulus variation, provides a fast tool for the seismic amplification

analysis. Having multiple reverberation schemes and being capable to respond to a target

shaking intensity, modified R/T method is a strong site response analysis algorithm for

Ottawa area that lacks available strong motion data.

In addition, site response analysis using the finite element method confirmed the

observed large amplification ratios from the weak motion recordings but on the other hand,

exhibited the saturation behavior of amplification ratio for the shaking intensities used in

geotechnical practice. In other words, when soil-bedrock velocity contrast ratio exceeds large

values the peak amplification variation is trivial. In reality, this saturation of the transferred

ground motion can be justified due to the limitation encountered by the shear strength of the
soil.

For Ottawa area, the extracted low frequency and high frequency amplification

values illustrated the strong correlation with the average shear wave velocity in top thirty

meters of the site profile and by and large, the amplification values and trends in NBCC
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(2005) were verified. The peak amplification values obtained from two-dimensional site

response analysis of a deep valley in the eastern part of the city were in good agreement with

those obtained for a nearby one-dimensional site. Based on the amplification results, minor

discrepancies occurred for the amplification values at the frequencies greater than 3 Hz that

can be attributed to different implementation of Rayleigh damping in two-dimensional and

one-dimensional site response methods.



7. Appendices

7.1. Appendix A: Amplification curves from Fourier spectra definition

for Heritage Park site in Ottawa area. These sites (real and the

generated profiles) are subjected to the artificial Eastern Canadian

Earthquakes (10 % in 50 years records).
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Fig. Al: Amplification Curvefor Heritage Park site subjected to the record having PGA
of23 gal using: (a) contrast ratio of4; (b) contrast ratio of8; (c) contrast ratio of12; (d)

real contrast ratio .
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Fig. A2: Amplification Curvefor Heritage Park site subjected to the record having PGA
of41 gal using: (a) contrast ratio of4; (b) contrast ratio of8; (c) contrast ratio of12; (d)

real contrast ratio .
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Fig. A3: Amplification Curvefor Heritage Park site subjected to the record having PGA
of 70 gal using: (a) contrast ratio of4; (b) contrast ratio of8; (c) contrast ratio of12; (d)

real contrast ratio .
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Fig. A4: Amplification Curvefor Heritage Park site subjected to the record having PGA
of81 gal using: (a) contrast ratio of4; (b) contrast ratio of8; (c) contrast ratio of12; (d)

real contrast ratio .
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Fig. A5: Amplification Curvefor Heritage Park site subjected to the record having PGA
of147 gal using: (a) contrast ratio of4; (b) contrast ratio of8; (c) contrast ratio of12;

(d) real contrast ratio .
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Fig. A6: Amplification Curvefor Heritage Park site subjected to the record having PGA
of208 gal using: (a) contrast ratio of4; (b) contrast ratio of8; (c) contrast ratio of12;

(d) real contrast ratio .
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Fig. A 7: Amplification Curvefor Heritage Park site subjected to the record having PGA
of349 gal using: (a) contrast ratio of4; (b) contrast ratio of8; (c) contrast ratio of12;

(d) real contrast ratio .
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7.2. Appendix B: Peak Amplification value variation versus contrast

ratio for Heritage Park site in Ottawa area.
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Fig. Bl: Application ofcontrast ratios to Heritage Park site; Maximum amplification
valuesfor simulated contrast ratios using the record having: (a) PGA ofligal; (b) PGA

of41gal; (c) PGA of70gal; (d) PGA of81gal.
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Fig. B2: Application ofcontrast ratios to Heritage Park site; Maximum amplification
valuesfor simulated contrast ratios using the record having: (a) PGA of147gal; (b) PGA

of208 gal; (c) PGA of349gal.
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7.3. Appendix C: Amplification curves related to site #31 in Ottawa

area. This site (real profile and the generated ones) is subjected to

the scaled records obtained from the artificial record having PGA

of 23 gal.
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Fig. Cl: Amplification Curvefor site #31 subjected to the record having PGA of23 gal
using: (a) contrast ratio of4; (b) contrast ratio of8; (c) contrast ratio of12; (d) real

contrast ratio .
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Fig. C2: Amplification Curvefor site #31 subjected to the record having PGA of41 gal
using: (a) contrast ratio of4; (b) contrast ratio of8; (c) contrast ratio of12; (d) real

contrast ratio .
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Fig. C3: Amplification Curvefor site #31 subjected to the record having PGA of 70 gal
using: (a) contrast ratio of4; (b) contrast ratio of8; (c) contrast ratio of12; (d) real

contrast ratio .
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Fig. C4: Amplification Curvefor site #31 subjected to the record having PGA of81 gal
using: (a) contrast ratio of4; (b) contrast ratio of8; (c) contrast ratio of12; (d) real

contrast ratio .
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Fig. C5: Amplification Curvefor site #31 subjected to the record having PGA of147 gal
using: (a) contrast ratio of4; (b) contrast ratio of8; (c) contrast ratio of12; (d) real

contrast ratio .
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Fig. C6: Amplification Curvefor site #31 subjected to the record having PGA of208 gal
using: (a) contrast ratio of4; (b) contrast ratio of8; (c) contrast ratio of12; (d) real

contrast ratio .
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Fig. C7: Amplification Curvefor site #31 subjected to the record having PGA of349 gal
using: (a) contrast ratio of4; (b) contrast ratio of8; (c) contrast ratio of12; (d) real

contrast ratio .
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7.4. Appendix D: Samples of Amplification curves obtained from

similar depth-velocity configurations to those used by NEHRP,

1994. Each curve is shown for a specific site class subjected to the

records having similar target peak ground accelerations.
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Fig. Dl: Amplification Curve using different time histories ;(a) for target PGA of0.1g at
site class A ofConfig.l; (b)for target PGA ofOJg at site class E ofConfig.l; (c) for

target PGA ofOAg at site class B ofConfig.2; (d) for target PGA of0.5g at site class D of
Config.2.
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Fig. D2: Amplification Curve using different time histories ;(a) for target PGA of0.2g at
site class D ofConfig.3; (b)for target PGA of0.5g at site class C o/Config.3; (c)for

target PGA of0.5g at site class B ofConfig.4; (d) for target PGA of0.1g at site class C of
Config.4.
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Fig. D3: Amplification Curve using different time histories ;(a) for target PGA ofOAg at
site class A ofConfig.5; (b)for target PGA of0.2g at site class B ofConfig.5; (c)for

target PGA of0.4g at site class CofConfig.6; (d) for target PGA of 0.3g at site class B of
Config. 6.
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Fig. D4: Amplification Curve using different time histories ;(a) for target PGA of0.5g at
site class B ofConfig. 7; (b)for target PGA of0.2g at site class A ofConflg. 7; (c) for

target PGA ofO. Ig at site class D ofConfig.8; (d) for target PGA of0.5g at site class D of
Config. 8.
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Fig. D5: Amplification Curve using different time histories ;(a) for target PGA of0.2g at
site class E ofConfig.9; (b)for target PGA ofOAg at site class E ofConfig.9
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7.5. Appendix E: Sample of Amplification curves (Fourier spectra

definition) for the sites in Ottawa area for the low and high

frequency amplification determination. The input records were

chosen from the artificial Eastern Canadian Earthquakes.
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Fig. El: Amplification Curvefor site with 10m deposit using the record having: (a) PGA
of181 gal; (b) PGA of256 gal; (c) PGA of304 gal; (d) PGA of422 gal.
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Fig. E2: Amplification Curvefor site with 10 m deposit using the record having: (a) PGA
of512 gal; (b) PGA of607 gal; (c) PGA of 707 gal; (d) PGA of812 gal.
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Fig. E3: Amplification Curvefor the site (a) with 10 m depositfor target PGA of942 gal.;
(b) with 10 m depositfor target PGA of1000 gal; (c) with 20 m depositfor target PGA of

181 gal; (d) with 20 m depositfor target PGA of256 gal.
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Fig. E4: Amplification Curvefor site with 20 m deposit using the record having: (a) PGA
of304 gal; (b) PGA of422 gal; (c) PGA of512 gal; (d) PGA of607 gal.
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Fig. E5: Amplification Curvefor site with 10 m deposit using the record having: (a) PGA
of 707 gal; (b) PGA of813 gal; (c) PGA of942 gal; (d) PGA of1000 gal.
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7.6. Appendix F: Sample of Amplification curves (response spectra

definition) for the sites in Ottawa area for the low and high

frequency amplification determination. The input records were

chosen from the artificial Eastern Canadian Earthquakes.
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Fig. Fl: Amplification Curvefor site with 15 m deposit using the record having: (a) PGA
of181 gal; (b) PGA of256 gal; (c) PGA of394 gal; (d) PGA of422 gal.
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Fig. F2: Amplification Curvefor site with 15 m deposit using the record having: (a) PGA
of512 gal; (b) PGA of607 gal; (c) PGA of 707 gal; (d) PGA of812 gal.
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Fig. F3: Amplification Curvefor the site (a) with 15 m depositfor target PGA of942 gal;
(b) with 15 m depositfor target PGA of1000 gal; (c) with 81 m depositfor target PGA of

181 gal; (d) with 81 m depositfor target PGA of256 gal
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Fig. F4: Amplification Curvefor site with 15 m deposit using the record having: (a) PGA
of304 gal; (b) PGA of422 gal; (c) PGA of512 gal; (d) PGA of607 gal.
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Fig. F5: Amplification Curvefor site with 15 m deposit using the record having: (a) PGA
of 707 gal; (b) PGA of813 gal; (c) PGA of942 gal; (d) PGA of1000 gal.
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7.7. Appendix G: Extracted low frequency amplification values for 19

sites in Ottawa area subjected to different ground motions.

Amplification values are based on the Fourier spectra definition of

seismic amplification and are shown versus average Vs30 of the

examined site.
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Fig. Gl: Lowfrequency amplification values versus average Vs¡o for 19 sites using the
record having: (a) PGA of181 gal: (h) PGA of256 gal; (c) PGA of304 gal; (d) PGA of

422 gal.
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Fig. G2: Lowfrequency amplification values versus average VS3o for 19 sites using the
record having: (a) PGA of512 gal; (b) PGA of607 gal; (c) PGA of 707 gal; (d) PGA of

813 gal.
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Fig. G3: Lowfrequency amplification values versus average Vsso for 19 sites using the
record having: (a) PGA of942 gal; (b) PGA of1000 gal.
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7.8. Appendix H: Extracted high frequency amplification values for 19

sites in Ottawa area subjected to different ground motions.

Amplification values are based on the Fourier spectra definition of

seismic amplification and are shown versus average Vs30 of the

examined site.
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Fig. Hl: Highfrequency amplification values versus average V5^o for 19 sites using the
record having: (a) PGA of181 gal; (b) PGA of256 gal; (c) PGA of304 gal; (d) PGA of

422 gal.
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Fig. H2: Highfrequency amplification values versus average VS3o for 19 sites using the
record having: (a) PGA of512 gal; (b) PGA of607 gal; (c) PGA of 707 gal; (d) PGA of

813 gal.
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Fig. HS: Highfrequency amplification values versus average VS3o for 19 sites using the
record having: (a) PGA of942 gal; (b) PGA of1000 gal.
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7.9. Appendix I: Extracted high frequency amplification values for 19

sites in Ottawa area subjected to different ground motions.

Amplification values are based on the response spectra definition of

seismic amplification and are shown versus average Vs30 of the

examined site.
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Fig. II: Highfrequency amplification values (RS-based) versus average VS3o for 19 sites
using the record having: (a) PGA of 181 gal; (b) PGA of256 gal; (c) PGA of304 gal; (d)

PGA of422 gal.
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Fig. 12: Highfrequency amplification values (RS-based) versus average VS3o for 19 sites
using the record having: (a) PGA of512 gal; (b) PGA of607 gal; (c) PGA of 707 gal; (d)

PGA of81 3 gal
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Fig. 13: Highfrequency amplification values (RS-based) versus average VS3o for 19 sites
using the record having: (a) PGA of942 gal; (b) PGA of WOO gal.


